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A b s tra c t
Object recognition has been one of the main areas of research into computer vision in 
the last 20-30 years. Until recently most of this research has been performed on scenes 
taken using static monocular, binocular or even trinocular cameras. It is believed, however, 
that by adding the ability to move the look point and concentrate on a region of interest a 
more robust and efficient method of vision can be achieved.
Recent studies into the ability to provide human-like vision systems for a more active 
approach to vision have lead to the development of a number of robot controlled vision 
systems. In this thesis the development of one such system at the University of Surrey, the 
stereo robot head “Getafix” is described. The design, construction and development of the 
head and its control system have been undertaken as part of this project with the aim of 
improving current vision tasks, in particular, that of object recognition.
In this thesis the design of the control systems, kinematics and control software of the 
stereo robot head will be discussed. A number of simple commissioning experiments are also 
shown, using the concepts of the robot control developed herein. Camera lens control and 
calibration is also described.
A review of classical primitive based object recognition systems is given and the 
development of a novel generic cylindrical object recognition strategy is shown. The use of 
this knowledge source is demonstrated with other vision processes of colour and stereo. The 
work on the cylinder recognition strategy and the stereo robot head are finally combined 
within an active vision framework. A purposive active vision strategy is used to detect 
cylindrical structures, that would otherwise be undetectable by the cylindrical object 
detection algorithm alone.
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C h a p te r 1
In t r o d u c t io n
The human senses give us access to a range of information. In particular, vision plays a key 
role in providing information about our environment quickly and accurately. The human 
vision system has fascinated people for many years, and yet we are still a long way from 
understanding how it all works.
What is meant by the term vision? Vision does not merely entail the process of seeing 
but also the process of understanding what is being surveyed, so that the information can 
subsequently be acted upon. Since the introduction of computers, many researchers 
worldwide have investigated the possibilities of developing intelligent systems to model 
aspects of the human visual system. These systems have been developed with the intention 
to give machines a greater level of intelligence. For a machine to have a visual capability is 
desirable, particularly in areas where unaccompanied visual tasks are essential. Examples 
of this include industrial inspection, surveillance, remote robot manipulation and 
autonomous navigation. These are areas where exposure to extreme working conditions due 
to temperature, pressure, radiation or difficult geographical location are encountered. 
Unfortunately, so far very little success has been made in creating systems to cope in these 
situations.
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Traditionally computer vision methods addressed the problems of attempting to 
analyse a scene based on single images taken from a static camera. Unfortunately the 
results were sometimes fragile and usually worked only in highly constrained situations. 
Lately many researchers have looked towards a more purposive approach to the vision 
problem, using control of the viewing parameters to react to information obtained from the 
scene or presented by the user. This approach known as active vision aims to improve the 
results obtained by more traditional computer vision methods. The recent interest in 
‘purposive active vision’ [3] [2] [81 is driven by the knowledge that ‘machines still fall far short 
of humans and animals in their visual performance’ [3], The active vision approach 
investigated here aims to demonstrate how some of the problems of passive techniques can 
be overcome. It is believed that this can be performed using controlled movements of the 
sensor gaze (panning, tilting, verging) and control of the viewing parameters (focus, zoom). 
In this thesis it is shown how the use of active vision can improve on the results obtained 
from methods that use a more traditional approach. This work will concentrate on one 
particular area, that of how active vision helps to improve object recognition. In particular, 
this work focuses on the use of active vision for the detection of a generic class of cylindrical 
objects.
1.1 Computer Vision
For the last 20 years there has been an increasing number of researchers working on the 
development of computer vision systems. The arrival of inexpensive sensors and efficient 
computational hardware has allowed the increasing development of sophisticated solutions 
to computer vision problems. Typically, computer vision research has been based at two 
distinct levels, depending on the task at hand. These are:
• Low Level Vision.
• High Level Vision.
Low level vision or image processing is based on the extraction of features using 
standard signal processing and pattern recognition techniques (convolutions, filters, etc.). 
Much of the early work performed in the computer vision field was based on low level vision. 
It is possible that the reason for this was that the techniques were well tried and tested on 
ID waveforms in the field of signal processing. Early image processing consisted of applying 
these techniques to 2D images. These simple algorithms were easily coded and 
computationally efficient enough to run on even the earliest computers. Low level vision 
includes areas such as edge detection, image restoration and image segmentation.
High level vision tries to tackle many of the problems associated with the perceptual 
aspects of vision. Often tightly linked to the low level vision processes for the provision of 
visual cues such as lines, corners and curves, high level vision attempts to extract more 
meaningful information from the scene. High level vision techniques are often based on a
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psychological approach to the vision problem. They often use visual rules coming from 
previous research into the perceptual characteristic of the human vision system[55]. Typical 
applications of high level vision include object recognition, perceptual grouping and 
stereopsis.
Thus far, high level vision and more specifically robust object recognition has only 
been performed on simple indoor scenes using uncomplicated CAD style polyhedral objects. 
These polyhedral objects are chosen for their distinct shape and many methods have 
exploited the use of metric models to aid the recognition process. Tb provide a general 
purpose vision system capable of recognising hundreds of objects it will be necessary at some 
stage to generalise the detection of the CAD models. This would allow objects to be 
recognised not only by their metric properties but also by more qualitative models. This is 
the approach behind primitive based recognition systems [10] [27] [9]. In these systems the 
objects in the scene are constructed from combinations of simple 3D primitives. Detection of 
objects is a matter of detecting simple 3D primitives which are limited in number and 
uncomplicated in geometry. These primitives and their positional and rotational 
relationships are used as the indexing terms to a database of objects.
Current methods for object recognition, be it model based or primitive based 
recognition, generally use static scenes as input. With the more recent introduction of active 
camera head-eye systems, there are possibilities for improving the quality of the methods 
based on a more active approach. An active head-eye system that can control the look point 
and viewing parameters of the cameras can be driven to view and acquire less complicated 
images of the scene at a greater resolution. As a result model or primitive based methods can 
be presented with good quality, uncluttered images with a greater signal to noise ratio, 
potentially resulting in improved recognition results.
Development of head-eye systems has come from an increasing desire to extend 
current passive image processing techniques to a more active approach. This would allow 
robot systems to react to scenes in an intelligent way to aid recognition, avoid collision or 
follow a target. Active vision is an inherently top-down process that is driven by a desired 
goal. Up to now active vision has involved the tracking of objects, watching for events and 
reacting to them or surveying a scene. Active vision has been little exploited in object 
recognition although it remains a current research interest for many people with suitable 
robotic hardware [16] ,[32].
1.2 Approaches to Object Recognition
Object recognition is considered to be a very important component of a vision system and 
within humans this process has some remarkable capabilities. Humans accept these 
capabilities as easy and natural, but for machines these are amongst the most difficult, yet
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most desirable features. To design a machine vision system it is helpful to understand the 
capabilities of the human vision system. In relation to object recognition the human vision 
system has the following capabilities:
• Objects can be identified even though partially occluded.
• Humans can recognise thousands of objects.
• Humans can recognise an object presented for only a brief instance of time, i.e. typically 1/10 
second [43].
• Recognition is based on only 2D views without information of the objects’ metric properties.
• Humans cope with variations in illumination, shadows and texture (all forms of visual noise).
• Humans can recognise objects from previously un-encountered viewpoints.
• Humans can recognise new objects, classify them and store them away for future reference.
No one really knows in detail how humans achieve these goals and as yet no one has 
created a machine vision system that can match the capabilities of the human system. The 
ability to recognise occluded objects shows that within the human vision system objects can 
be identified from partial information. The human’s ability to recognise thousands of objects 
suggests an efficient method of storing object descriptions. It would be almost impossible to 
store every object from every previously encountered viewpoint. Thus object descriptions are 
more likely to be represented as some form of structural 3D representation rather than a 2D 
representation of the image [55]. The ability to recognise 3D objects from a 2D image implies 
that recognition does not depend upon aspects of a particular view, and it suggests that 
humans perform an efficient 2D image to 3D model mapping process using available feature 
information. The rapidity of the human vision system in recognising and classifying objects 
suggests either a parallel mechanism or a highly effective structuring of the internal storage 
of object descriptions. The ability to classify new objects or new instances of an object implies 
an efficient structuring and classification stage within humans.
Traditionally object recognition has been based on a bottom-up strategy of recovery of 
cues to drive the detection of image features. Generally up to now these systems have used a 
model based approach where CAD descriptions are match to data derived from simple image 
processing of edges or lines. Typically these are grouped using standard perceptual grouping 
rules to generate viewpoint invariant cues for models. Model based systems have been 
successfully used in industrial applications but still these models have been simple 
polyhedral structures. Due to the fact that an explicit CAD model is required, the methods 
are limited to the detection of only one instance of a particular object. For a system that has 
to consider a large number of models this model based approach soon requires a large 
database and an efficient matching technique to extract the correct object.
As model based systems suffer from the problem that they are only able to recognise a 
limited number of objects an alternative method was suggested by Biederman[10] that 
allows for the generic description of objects in a database. This was based not upon their
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metric properties but on their structural components and their inter-component 
relationships. The primitive approach known as “Recognition By Components” (RBC) 
suggests that objects with a complex shape can be made up of a set of simpler volumetric 
primitives, in a similar way to speech that can be described by a set of simple primitives 
(phonemes). In Biedennan’s method objects are described as a set of Geons (Geometric ions) 
together with their spatial positions and orientations. This allows efficient storage in a large 
model database and quick and easy access to models in a recognition process. Geons are 
simple volumetric primitives derived from generalised cylinders. A  generalised cylinder is a 
volume derived by sweeping a cross-sectional area along some space curve. By changing the 
shape of the cross- sectional area, varying the size of the area along the curve or using a non­
linear space curve a large number of possible generalised cylinders can be defined.
So far, much of the work on Geons has been performed at the higher visual levels, 
working on an assumption that perfect image features or line drawings have already been 
extracted from the image. Unfortunately, even in simple images this high quality 
information is not readily available. Although much research has been performed in the low 
level area of image processing the reliable extraction of a perfect line drawing is almost 
impossible for all but the simplest images under ideal laboratory conditions.
1.3 Motivation of the Thesis.
Until recently intelligent robotic systems has been left purely to film makers and science 
fiction writers, but now with the ever reducing price of electronics and the availability of 
high precision mechanical components there are an increasing number of advanced robotic 
systems being developed. One of the main goals for the people working on these systems is to 
develop a robotic system that can see and think for itself.
The motivation behind the work presented in this thesis is to combine the processes of 
primitive based object recognition with the area of active vision. This involves the design 
and construction of a head-eye system to perform active vision experiments and the 
development of a generic object recognition strategy. Finally, these are combined to produced 
an active approach to primitive based object recognition.
This thesis describes the design and implementation of the University of Surrey’s 
stereo robot head “Getafix”, including the development of controller hardware, low level 
robot kernel software, host device driver and C language control libraries. The development 
of the kinematic system of the robot head is discussed along with the control of the active 
properties of the head. One of the main areas of research has been to address some of the 
problems involved in the development of active robotic systems. The development of the 
active stereo robot head presented here demonstrates possibilities and advantages of 
applying computer vision, and specifically object recognition, to advanced active robotic
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systems.
In this thesis a generic method of cylindrical object recognition is used to show how a 
number of the key primitives for a Geon based system can be identified, using both bottom 
up hypothesis creation and top-down verification. The generic method includes the detection 
of straight sided cylinders, truncated cones and cones. These are three of Biederman’s[10] 
main primitive types.
Finally, this thesis demonstrates experiments which combine the active stereo robot 
head and the generic object recognition capabilities of the primitive extraction process, to 
show how active methods can be exploited in a goal driven system.
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
The work presented in this thesis makes significant contributions to the technology and 
science of computer vision via:
• Design and development of an active vision system.
• The development of low level ocular processes for deriving 3D information and controlling 3D 
gaze parameters and fixation.
• A novel top-down approach to cylinder detection. This permits the use of a constrained ellipse 
finding method which is more robust than standard methods.
• A demonstration of the use of zoom, focus and gaze direction control to improve object recognition 
by presen ting algorithms with simpler scene structures at appropriate scale for reliable detection.
1.5 Organisation of the Thesis
The work presented here forms the initial development of an active stereo robot head and 
investigates the use of active vision within computer vision tasks. This work shows the 
development of the head, control of the viewing parameters as well as the development of 
knowledge sources for the implementation of an active object recognition strategy. In this 
section an overview of the work presented in this thesis is given.
Chapter 2 discusses previous work into the design of active robotic systems and 
compares them with the design of the University of Surrey’s own stereo robot head, 
“Getafix”. The development of control hardware, low level software and both the forward and 
inverse kinematics of the head are described. A brief description of the device drivers, 
graphical user interface, image acquisition, kinematics and 3D data visualization software 
is given.
Chapter 3 discusses control of camera gaze, including the development of monocular 
and stereo fixation. The problems of calibrating the zoom and focus capability of the lenses 
are described and a set of relationships between physical measurements and motor positions 
are determined. Simple active vision experiments show the versatile movement and gaze
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control of the stereo robot head.
Chapter 4 introduces the problem of object recognition, in particular that of primitive 
based recognition. A  review of classical approaches is given. This chapter briefly discusses 
some of the more common approaches to feature detection as they are often used within 
object recognition. A brief description of an ellipse detection method is presented in relation 
to the unconstrained detection of ellipses, showing the some of the problems with the 
traditional approach to ellipse detection.
Chapter 5 addresses the problems of object recognition for a particular class of object, 
that of straight sided cylinders. A novel generic cylinder detector is shown. This uses a 
bottom-up method for finding cylinder hypotheses from pairs of lines and then uses a top- 
down verification strategy that confirms the cylinders’ existence using a constrained ellipse 
detection method. The performance and viewpoint characteristics of this method are shown 
for a number of images. The extension of the method to include cones and truncated cones is 
demonstrated. The integration of this method along with other knowledge sources such as 
colour and stereo is presented showing how this method can be improved by the combination 
with other visual evidence.
Chapter 6 considers cylinder detection within an active vision framework. 
Development of specialised routines for matching, fixating and zooming on regions of 
interest are given. The application of active cylinder detection and model based colour object 
recognition is also shown. These methods show that object recognition can be improved by 
utilising the capabilities of an active stereo robot head, facilitating detection of objects that 
would otherwise be undetected using passive vision techniques.
Chapter 7 gives a critical assessment of the work presented in this thesis. 
Improvements and modifications to the stereo robot head and further extensions of the 
cylinder detection method are discussed.
Appendices describe briefly some of the software library developed during the work, 
give circuit diagrams for the control boards, show the communication protocol, boot­
strapping procedures and details of camera/lens specifications.
Chapter 1. Introduction
C h a p te r 2
A c t iv e  S t e re o  R o b o t  H e a d
2.1 Introduction
Over the last few years there has been a growing interest in the development of active 
approaches to computer vision. The engineering nature of the solutions means that 
computer vision is now drawing on input from the fields of mechanical engineering, 
electronics and robotics as well as from computer science and mathematics. Low cost and 
accurate electrical and electromechanical components mean that the design and 
construction of active head-eye platforms are becoming more affordable.
In this chapter the design of active stereo robot heads is discussed, starting with a 
review of some of the current solutions. The design of the University of Surrey’s stereo robot 
head “Getafix”1 and it’s control system is described. The development of the forward and
1. The name Getafix was chosen for two reasons: firstly, a ‘fix’ in navigational terms is a point of reference, 
secondly, the name is that of the wise wizard character from the popular cartoon strip “Asterix the Gaul”. It 
is hoped that the head will have the wisdom of the Gaul and be able to direct its gaze at chosen points. (J. 
Illingworth ‘94)
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inverse kinematics of the stereo robot head using a variation of the Devanit and Hartenberg 
standard method is shown. The design of the control software used with the head and the 
development of the C language control libraries, command lines scripts and a Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) front end for controlling the head are described. Finally the capabilities 
of the head are summarised with a comparison with other designs.
The University of Surrey robot head “Getafix” was designed to fulfil the requirements 
of an active stereo vision platform for testing active approaches to computer vision. The 
active robot head was required to be extremely agile and yet accurate, giving the flexibility 
of a large viewing area and accurate motor positioning and repeatability.
It was intended that most users of the head would want to use the capabilities easily 
and without the need to understand the underlying control systems. The control of the robot 
head is via a user friendly software interface consisting of command line scripts, a software 
library and Graphical User Interface (GUI) controller. The control systems are designed to 
remove the concerns of safety, communications and calibration from the user and place them 
under the supervision of the host controller. Users can question the robot about the current 
state of its control parameters, position and calibration information.
The University of Surrey Robot Head has been designed as a movable two camera 
head with lenses that afford control of both zoom and focus. This permits surveillance of 
wide area scenes and allows experiments in two camera stereo, motion parallax and depth 
from focusing. The ability to zoom means that objects can be imaged at an appropriate 
resolution for the task in hand. It is the aim of this chapter to outline the development of the 
University of Surrey Active Stereo Robot Head and compare it to previous designs.
2.2 Stereo Robot Head Design
Over the last few years the expanding area of active vision has led to the desire for versatile 
camera systems capable of providing control of the look-at-position and camera parameters. 
Numerous designs now exist in many research laboratories with some designs even 
available on the market, [42], [22], [76]. Some of the early designs were limited in their 
flexibility, offering only a constrained amount of movement.
The strategy adopted in the design of a robot head is very important. Pahlavan[60] 
emphasizes this, stating that the early designs were often not ideal due to the lack of a 
design strategy. The main considerations in the design of a robot head are (not in necessarily 
in order of importance):
• Main experimental purpose (real time tracking or object recognition).
• Number of degrees of freedom of movement.
• Robot head mounting (bench or arm).
• Motor type D C  or stepper.
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• Control type (transputer or sequential microprocessor).
• Lens type and control.
• Price
• Ease of calibration
• Accuracy
• Repeatability
There are obviously many other considerations in the design of the head that influence 
its effectiveness as a piece of experimental hardware. Often these problems are subtle and 
yet have a profound effect on the overall usage of the head system. Early designs of stereo 
robot heads were often limited in their number of degrees of freedom of movement. The 
research aspect was often whether a robot head could be constructed and not necessarily 
how it would be used for vision experiments.
One of the first pieces of research in the area of robot head design is that of 
Krotkov[49] at the GRASP laboratory. Thus demonstrated some aspects of the active vision 
paradigm. The GRASP head was mounted in a square mount giving control of the camera’s 
translational positioning. In addition the head was mounted in a carriage that gave pan and 
tilt capabilities of 60 and 50 degrees respectively. The GRASP head had motorised lens 
control for focus, zoom and aperture and this was heavily utilised by the experiments that 
used the head. Krotkov’s system was driven by an 8085 CPU-board, which controlled the
head’s main motors. The lenses were controlled by gm 8088 CPU-board. Control was passed 
from the host machine, a VAX 11/750, via a RS232-C serial link. Krotkov used a lighting 
control system to adjust illumination levels. As an early approach to active vision it covered 
many of the fundamental problems of active stereo robot heads including focusing, depth- 
from-focus, auto-focusing and calibration. Although the mechanics of the head design were
M o to r
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Figure 2.1 GRASP-head Vergence Mechanism
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somewhat cumbersome and the head was limited to having only symmetrical vergence, its 
contribution was recognised by many of the researchers working on subsequent designs.
A similar design to that of the GRASP head was the Harvard head produced by Clark 
et al [21] This design was a small robot head-eye system capable of dynamic control of 
fixation and focus using a pair of CANON cameras mounted on a motorised pan  and tilt 
mechanism. The head was capable of being fixed on either a work top or on a mobile robot 
offering a greater flexibility of applications than its predecessor. The vergence control for the 
head was provided by a single motor and a lead screw giving symmetric vergence control. 
DC motors were used to control the degrees of freedom and optical shaft encoders provided 
the positional feedback. Figure 2.2 shows the mechanical setup of the head.
. . . r \ ...
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Figure 2.2 Harvard Head Mechanical Structure.
The Harvard head was controlled via a Dynamation motor controller, which was 
connected to a SUN workstation via a VME bus. Image acquisition and low level image 
processing tasks were performed on a Datacube using the MaxVideo hardware. Initial 
experiments consisted of simple tracking of black or white blobs against a background and 
experiments showing attentive control in locating and tracking 2D geometric shapes.
Another example of early work using the optical degrees of freedom of focus and zoom 
and aperture was the University of Illinois (UI) system developed by Abbot et al [1]. The UI 
system consisted of a pair of stereo cameras mounted upon a movable platform. Two CCD 
cameras having motorised zoom, focus and aperture lenses were used. High precision 
stepper motors were used to give control of the pan, tilt and vergence movements of the 
cameras and DC motor controllers were used to control the lenses. Motor control and grey 
scale image acquisition stages were performed using a Sun Workstation1. Abbot et al [1] 
emphasise that the reason for choosing stepper motors was their high repeatability and
1; Sun Microsystems, Sun Workstation and Open Windows are trademarks of Sun Microsystems.
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accuracy.
The Rochester head, [15] ,[6] Robot Eyes, was mounted on the end-effector of a 
Unimation PUMA 761. In this design the degrees of freedom of the robot arm were used 
together with those of the head to provide a versatile solution. The hand-eye system had an 
obvious advantage over that of a desktop or mobile mounted system in being able to change 
the Hook from” point of the robot. This was possible at the expense of more complicated 
kinematics and greater positional errors. The design of the hand-eye system, shown in 
Figure 2.3, illustrates the degrees of freedom, the motor control and the image acquisition 
system. The work by Brown [15], included development of basic gaze control strategies for
use with the Rochester head including smooth pursuit, vergence and saccadic capabilities.
A  similar design to the Rochester head i.e. a robot arm mounted system, is that of 
Pretlove[69] at the University of Surrey Mechatronics and Robotics Research group. Their 
lightweight head has controllable vergence and focusing motors but the head’s pan, tilt and 
roll is achieved by the Puma 760’s wrist motors. The robot mounted solutions of Rochester 
and Pretlove[69] allow a greater flexibility over the observers viewing position because the 
head systems are arm mounted. An obvious disadvantage of these solutions is the cost of 
dedicating a complete robot arm to the control of a head system. The lever action of the robot 
arm also reduces the total allowable weight of the head itself and so arm mounted solutions 
must be light and compact. As a result of this, some of the functionality of other head designs 
is lost. However the flexibility of the wrist motors of the arm generally compensates for this.
A  major consideration in the design of a robot head is the tilt mechanism. There are 
two possible configurations for binocular camera systems, Ficlc and Helmholtz’s elevation
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systems [11]. These two systems are demonstrated in Figure 2.4. In Helmholtz’s system, 
(Figure 2.4(a)) the tilt mechanism is common to both cameras, whilst in Fick’s system 
(Figure 2.4(b)), the cameras are able to tilt independently. Both systems have their 
advantages. In Helmholtz’s system the kinematics, camera to camera calibration and 
subsequently calculation of such things as the epipolar plane and depth estimation is 
simplified as the optical axis stays constantly aligned1. However Fick’s system offers greater 
flexibility and independent control of both cameras tilt angle. A design consideration when 
using Helmholtz’s system is that the common tilt mechanism motor must be larger to 
compensate for the additional load of having to rotate both cameras with a single motor. 
Most of the designs discussed so far [49], [6], [21] fall into the category of Helmholtz’s system. 
However a number of designs exist that have either a Fick’s system alone [60] or allow a 
choice of either system [11].
(a) Helmholtz’s System (b) Fick’s System
Figure 2.4 The two main alternatives for achieving tilt and 
vergence in stereo head systems
In the last five years a few designs have appeared that have come from the 
collaboration of a number of research groups. One such design is that from the combined 
European Esprit project “Real Time Control of Gaze”, which involved SAGEM, GEC  
Research, INRIA and Oxford University. This work generated a design that offers a four 
degree of freedom robot head system with pan, tilt and independent vergence, plus 
motorised zoom, focus and aperture. Murray et al[ 11] discuss some of the reasons for 
choosing DC motors rather than stepper motors, namely velocity and acceleration 
characteristics. The image acquisition and primary image processing operations are 
performed using a DataCube pipeline system. A picture of the GEC head is given in Figure 
2.5.
The discussion of which type of motor is best has been a highly debated issue for some 
time amongst the robotics community. Stepper motors are generally considered easier to 
control and the digital nature of the movement means that they have good repeatability of
1. In reality the effects of manufacture and assembly means that it is not possible to guarantee that the optical axes will 
be perfectly aligned such that they intersect.
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Figure 2.5 GEC stereo robot head.
positioning. However stepper motors can loose steps at high speeds and with no direct 
feedback this can cause positioning errors to appear. DC motors on the other hand require 
more complicated controllers but have the added advantage of a closed loop control system, 
where positional feedback guarantees the motors position. Issues of speed, acceleration, size 
and weight are comparable for both types of motor, although these are often the reasons 
given as to why one particular type of motor is chosen. Interestingly enough two of the better 
designs of robot head of KTH[60] and Oxford[82] have both chosen different types.
An impressive and versatile head-eye system was devised by Pahlavan[60],[61] in the 
CVAP group at Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm (KTH). Their extensive study into 
the design of active robot vision, especially in relation to the human vision system, 
culminated in the design of the KTH head. Their design strategy addressed many of the 
issues that link the human active vision system with that of an active robot head. The 
experimental possibilities of the head are demonstrated in the development of primary 
ocular processes which include stabilization, focus, vergence and motion detection. The work 
presented in Pahlavan’s thesis [60] has laid the firm foundations for future research work. 
The use of the head for work by Brunnstrom[16), Francisco[39], Andersson[4] and Li[52] has 
shown that the head has potential for improving other areas of image processing and 
machine vision. The KTH head consists of a 12 degree of freedom stepper motor controlled 
head eye system. This consists of neck pan and tilt as well as pan and tilt for each camera 
(Fick’s system). Each camera is also fitted with motorized focus, zoom and aperture. During 
development the slow DC motors which control the lens parameters were replaced with 
faster stepper motors to improve the lens performance. As well as these movements each eye 
has a zoom compensation movement to align the rotational centre with the optical centres. 
The KTH head is also fitted with a variable baseline separation. Control of the head is via a
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pair of 16 bit T2 transputers. One of the transputers controls the neck motors whilst another 
controls the ocular motors.
Figure 2.6 KTH Head System
The study of the human vision system carried out as part of the design stage for the 
KTH head[61],[60] played a fundamental role in helping to make some of the design 
decisions. These considerations have and will continue to influence subsequent designs. The 
KTH head is shown in Figure 2.6.
The head designed by Oxford University and known as Yorick1[ll],[82],[83] is a fast 
and versatile modular design consisting of five DC motor powered axes. Each axis has a 
Harmonic Drive gear box and a precision optical encoder (to minimize backlash and 
positioning errors). The quality of the design and use of DC motors allows fast movement of 
the head making it ideal for real-time tracking experiments. In particular its ability for high 
speed, high acceleration and low latency are most impressive. Some of this speed is obtained 
by using a series of transputers to control the motors. Oxford’s design consists of a neck pan 
and common tilt. In addition each camera has its own individual pan giving both 
symmetrical and asymmetrical vergence control capabilities. Initial experiments using the 
Yorick head have utilised the key features of the head namely the high speed and low 
latency and have taken the form of tracking based experiments. The arrangement of the
1. After the famous skull. “Alas, poor Yorick! I knew him, Horatio: A fellow of infinite jest, of most excellent fancy.” 
Act 5 Scene 1, in Hamlet, by W. Shakespeare
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Figure 2.7 Yorick Robot Head 
Oxford stereo robot head is shown in Figure 2.7.
An interesting design by Wavering et a/[95],[96] introduced TRICLOPS: an active 
robot vision system with a pair of vergence cameras and a single centred wide-angle field of 
view camera with four degrees of freedom i.e. pan tilt and independent vergence control. 
This system is controlled via a VME multiprocessor system.
The designs discussed above are the main examples of the robot heads developed prior 
to and during this research work. At the time of inception of this research work there were 
no commercially available stereo robot heads and this was the motivation for designing and 
building our own head. The principle design features of the all of these robot heads are 
summarised by the following table:
N a m e
Tilt
M e c h a n i s m
H e a d
D O F
Lens
D O F
M o t o r
T y p e
Vergence
Control M o u n t i n g Controller type
G R A S P Helmholtz’s 3 3 D C Symmetric Bench Sequential + V A X
Harvard Helmholtz’s 3 0 Steppers Symmetric Both Dynamation + S u n
UI Helmholtz’s 3 3 Steppers Independent Ben c h Sun
Rochester Helmholtz’s 3 (3) D C Independent A r m Sun/Parallel Pro
U o S  (Mech) Helmholtz’s 1 0 D C Symmetric A r m DataCube
T R I C L O P S Helmholtz’s 4 0 D C Independent B e nch Multiprocessor
G E C Helmholtz’s 4 3 D C Independent Both Transputer.
Yorick Both Possible 4 D C Independent Bench Parallel
K T H Fick’s 7 3 Steppers Independent Bench Parallel
Table 2.1 Comparison of the capabilities of some previous designs of stereo robot
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2.3 Active Stereo Robot Head Design
The active stereo robot head “Getafix” was designed as part of a joint project between the 
Vision Speech and Signal Processing Group (VSSP) and the Mechatronics and robotics 
Research Group of the University of Surrey. It was decided that a stereo robot head would be 
required that would allow flexible control of a pair of colour cameras. The requirement was 
for a stereo robot head that would be free standing with degrees of freedom similar to that of 
a human head.
In this section the principle elements of the Getafix head will be described. Getafix has 
7 degrees of freedom on the robot itself (one of which is manual) and 4 degrees of freedom1 
on the camera lenses (two on each camera). The Getafix head is shown in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8 “Getafix” University of Surrey Stereo Robot Head
The seven degrees of freedom associated with the neck and eyes are:
• Neck pan 0 ; the ability to rotate about a vertical axis through a full 360° (in practice 
mechanical limit switches restrict this to a 140 ° arc).
1. The lenses actually have 3 degrees of freedom on each camera (Zoom, Focus, plus an auto iris(Aperture)). Currently 
no computer control over the aperture setting is available and therefore this does not count as a degree of freedom.
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Neck tilt 9 : a nodding motion around the horizontal axis. The range of this motion is -20° < 9 < 
60". '
/ y
Eye pan 9^  &  0 :^ each camera can rotate over an arc of 75 degrees about its local z axis. 
Coordination of the panning of both eyes produces controlled vergence which is useful for two 
camera stereo.
Eye zoom compensation: each eye or camera is placed on a small carriage which can move 
forwards and backwards along the optical axis. Zooming causes the optical centre to move along 
the optical axis. This can be compensated so that the optical centre remains coincident with the 
eye pan axis. This is desirable because pure rotation about the optical axis produces easily 
predicted image changes and therefore analysis of the scene is simplified.
Figure 2.12 Zoom Compensation
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• Variable eye separation: the separation of the cameras can be manually adjusted in steps of 5 
ems. Small separation eases the matching problems in stereo vision but larger separation allows 
more accurate depth estimates to be calculated.
Figure 2.13 Variable Eye Separation
Each camera on the stereo robot head is a JVC TK-900E colour CCD camera. The 
camera lenses used are Emitec M12Z6 MK 2 and the degrees of freedom associated with 
them are:
• Lens Focus: Focusing distances range from Im to infinity.
• Lens Zoom: Variable focal length from 12mm to 75mm giving a magnification factor of 
approximately 6.
• Lens Aperture: The aperture is controlled by an auto-iris. Auto iris is a closed loop system that is 
used to help the camera give maximum response over a range of lighting levels. Currently there is 
no computer control over this degree of freedom.
The mechanical design and construction of the head was carried out by Dr. John 
Pretlove of the Mechatronics and Robotic Research Group1 in the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering at the University of Surrey. All subsequent development work was carried out 
within the Vision, Speech and Signal Processing Group in the Department of Electrical 
Engineering at the University of Surrey. The system is mounted on a variable height 
pedestal system allowing the head to be lifted between 1 and 2 metres above the ground. The 
usual camera separation for the head is 400mm. The engineering drawings of the front and 
side view of the Getafix robot head are shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15.
2.4 System Overview
Figure 2.16 shows a high level description of the active vision system. Overall coordination 
and control of gaze and visual processing is supervised by a Sun workstation. To control the 
movements and settings of the robot head, the Sun is connected to a Single Board Computer 
(SBC) via a RS232C serial link, which then interfaces directly to motor controllers. High 
level commands issued by the Sun are decoded by the SBC and scheduled into sequences of 
lower level actions which individual motors must perform. The neck and eye degrees of 
freedom involve stepper motor control while the camera lenses have DC motor control.
1. The design and construction of the robot head was performed by D Bailey & A.Wells for Prof. G.A.Parker and Dr. J 
Pretlove of the Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Surrey.
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Visual sensing is performed by a pair of colour JVC cameras. The images from these 
can be processed by one of two routes: a video-rate Datacube1 MaxVideo 200 system linked 
by Ethernet to the Sun or directly into a dual channel Parallax image acquisition board 
within the Sun workstation. The MaxVideo 200 contains specialised pipelined hardware for 
performing low level image processing operations such as convolution and image 
differencing etc. It is therefore potentially very useful in experiments involving fast motion 
tracking. However, it is a complex system with its own unique architecture and 
programming methodology. For this reason it is time-consuming to program and effectively 
debug. Thus, in situations which did not involve fast motion, the second alternative of
(£)
1. DataCube is a registered trademark of DataCube Inc.
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directly acquiring and processing images on the Sun was preferred.
The most used and versatile method for acquiring images on the host machine is the 
dual channel real time Parallax video card. This card is contained in the host Sun 
workstation which allows easy interfacing between the camera system and the robot control 
system. Subroutines allow the rapid acquisition of images into C structures meaning that 
many functions can be performed quickly and efficiently. The Parallax card allows the 
capture of 24 bit colour images for use in colour based experiments.
2.4.1 Motors
One of the key decisions in the design of the robot head was the choice of motors for each 
degree of freedom. The motors chosen for control of the neck and eyes were 1000 steps/rev 
Berger-Lahr stepper motors. Stepper motors were chosen for simplicity of control and
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Figure 2.16 Overview of the Getafix Active Vision System
accuracy. Each motor passes through a harmonic drive (low backlash) 50:1 gearbox which 
yields 50,000 steps/rev and an angular accuracy of approximately 0.0072° per step. Each 
stepper motor is driven independently by a Berger-Lahr controller card with 2 controllers 
being needed to house the 6 cards. The controllers are interfaced to the SBC computer by an 
input/output card and a buffering circuit. The buffering circuit is used to interface between 
the low level outputs from the SBC input/output card and the controller inputs of the motor 
controllers. Details of the buffering circuit are given in Appendix B. As a safety feature, the 
neck tilt motor was fitted with a brake to prevent it from falling when power was not applied 
to the motor controller.
Control of the lenses is via DC motor controllers where details are given in Appendix 
B. The Ernitec lenses have motorised zoom, focus and aperture. Control is achieved via a 
closed loop system driven using positional feedback from potentiometers within the lenses. 
The primary application of the lenses is in manual tele-operation for surveillance and 
therefore the end-to-end time for travel of each lens motor is a relatively slow 4-6 seconds. 
For a system that requires a fast response in these degrees of freedom this may be 
unacceptable. In the work by Pahlavan[60] the same lens system has been modified and the 
DC motors have now been replaced by faster stepper motors. Currently the DC Motors are
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used for many experiments, and the time taken for the movement of the lens has not been a 
disadvantage. Any further development of faster control of the lens motors is left for future 
research.
The robot head uses a common tilt design policy, i.e. Helmholtz’s system, meaning that 
both cameras are mounted on a platform that is tilted by a single motor. Although other 
systems have allowed independent tilt[60] it was felt that this degree of freedom would add 
another layer of complexity into the kinematic and calibration process, as well as 
complicating the robot’s design, and increasing the number of motors and controllers 
required. Having a common tilt mechanism is by no means a disadvantage as both cameras 
are guaranteed to have always been tilted by the same amount. This should mean that the 
optical axes can be adjusted to lie on a plane and thus vertical disparity between the images 
can be negligible. The weight of the head system above the neck is reasonably substantial 
because of the common tilt policy and therefore a large stepper motor is used for both the 
neck pan and tilt.
2.4.2 Controller
It was necessary to develop a control system which allowed the head to be efficiently and 
flexibly commanded from a Sun workstation. The solution adopted was a layered system in 
which a Single Board Computer was placed between the Sim workstation and the motor 
controllers. The Sun workstation issues commands to the SBC that indicate the start and 
end motor positions. The SBC takes these and handles their conversion into the train of 
stepper motor pulses which pass through a buffering board before going to the Berger-Lahr 
motor controllers. Buffering of signals is needed as the SBC outputs have to be amplified to 
drive the Berger-Lahr controllers. If it is desired to move the head between two positions 
then the Sun Host works out the desired start and end motor positions and sends these to 
the SBC. The SBC code then schedules the sending of trains of pulses to each individual 
motor. This scheduling can incorporate information relating to velocity or acceleration 
profiles although for much of the work it was found that this was an unnecessary 
complication. At present the implementation of acceleration profiles is performed on board 
the SBC. This division of labour between the Sun Host and SBC is a compromise involving 
ease of programming in high-level vs. assembler language, availability of support for 
floating point computation on each machine and the efficient use of limited computational 
resources.
The single board computer chosen was a PEP Microsystems computer. This contains a 
68000 microprocessor and is fitted with digital Input/Output lines, A/D (analogue to digital) 
and D/A (digital to analogue) converters. Custom hardware was designed “in-house” to 
connect the digital I/O lines of the 68000 to the Berger-Lahr and Emitee motors. The SBC is 
connected to the host by a serial RS-232C connection (9600 bits/sec.). It is also connected to a
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terminal which permits communication error reporting and boot-strapping. Once the robot 
head is booted up it can be controlled completely via the Sun host. In addition, a multi­
tasking operating system was specially written to control the motors. A detailed description 
of the software systems is given later in section 2.6.
As the stepper motors are running in open loop, the communication protocol which has 
been implemented for passing information between the Sun host, SBC and motor controllers 
has been designed to give a high level of protection against loss of position and other possible 
accidents. The basic control word which is sent between the Sun host and the SBC had a 
field format shown in Figure 2.17. It consists of a coded header (field A) (3 bytes), a command 
(field B)(l byte), a complete list of all current motor positions (field C) (48 bytes), a list of the 
new motor positions (field D) (48 bytes) and finally a termination code (field E) (1 byte). The 
list of possible commands are initialize head, move head, sense head position and set zero 
position. In addition, following the successful completion of the specified task, the SBC must 
send a flag back to the Sun host as a means of confirmation. In the event of an error, such as 
the reaching of a limit switch or the requesting of an out of range movement, then the SBC 
will indicate the error to the Sun host. The Sun host will acknowledge the error and request 
the current motor positions from the SBC. This strict protocol means that at no time can the 
head move outside its normal working environment without both the Sun host and SBC 
knowing this and taking suitable action to avoid problems.
A B C  D E
Figure 2.17 Format of the control word that is passed between SBC and Sun Host
2.5 Kinematics and Calibration
Up to this point all discussion has been in terms of low-level motor actions and control. 
However, a vision system senses and explores a 3D world and it is therefore necessary to 
relate positions and movements of motors to points in 3D space. In the case of a camera head 
the part of the world viewed depends on factors such as the direction of the optical axis of the 
camera and the parameters of the lens (zoom, focus etc.). For stereo vision the intersection of 
two optical axes defines a unique point in 3D space, the fixation point, and can be considered 
as the end-effector of the head. It is necessary to be able to answer questions such as:
• Given known motor positions, where are the cameras looking?
• To view a specified part of the scene, what must the motor positions be?
The inference of a 3D position from specified motor positions is called the “forward 
kinematics” problem while the task of determining what motor positions must be set in 
order to give a specified 3D position is known as “inverse kinematics”. Both problems must 
be solved if an active vision system is to be useful.
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At any time there are at least 4 coordinate systems which are of interest:
• World coordinate system: origin may be chosen arbitrarily in the scene.
• Robot head coordinate system: origin at the base of the robot.
• Left camera coordinate system: origin at the optical centre of the left camera.
• Right camera coordinate system: origin at the optical centre of the right camera.
Figure 2.18 shows the 4 systems. Each coordinate system has its uses and is the most 
appropriate system for specifying movements for certain tasks. However, it is often desirable 
to transform between different coordinate systems. It is therefore necessary to determine 
the relationships between each system. This is the problem of calibration.
Z
2.5.1 Robot Kinematics
The robot head can be modelled as a collection of straight shafts or links which can undergo 
constrained rotation around specified joints. Figure 2.19 shows a schematic model of the 
robot head in these terms. The model is finally referred to the origin of the robot coordinate 
system at the base of the robot stand. For the model to be useful it is necessary to know 
accurately the lengths of the joints and how angles are related to changes in motor steps. 
For the model of the head the important parameters are:
• Joints: 0 , 0., 0‘ ,0 .^p t' v v
• Links: Height_of_Neck, Neck_to_EyeX, Neck_to_EyeY, NeckjtoJEyeZ.
Four important pieces of information are the LookJDirections and the
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Look_From_Points of each camera and finally the Look_At_Point of the two camera which is 
defined as the intersection of the two optical axes. The Look_Directions are the directions of 
the cameras optical axes while the Look_From_Point points are the positions of the optical 
centres of the two cameras. The kinematic system is used to describe and calculate these. 
The Forward Kinematics permits calculations of these points from known motor positions 
while the Inverse Kinematics allows calculation of what the motor positions must be in order 
to set the Look_Directions, Look_From points to specified values. Given this information it is 
possible to calculate the Look_At or fixation point for the stereo robot head.
Neck_to_Eye_Zt
Neck_to_Eye_X
Height_of_Neck
Neck_to_Eye_Y
Figure 2.19 Model of the kinematic links that constitute the Robot Head
The mathematics of the kinematic model uses a method developed by Devanit and 
Hartenberg (DH) [24], [40], This method is widely used in robotics and has proven to be 
numerically stable and compact. 4 x 4  matrices describe the interrelationship of links and 
joints and several matrices can be chained together to describe increasingly complicated 
chains of transformations. In the case of the stereo head the two sides, i.e. the left and right 
cameras, are modelled as two independent chains of links and joints. This is a less complex 
solution than treating them as a single structure and also allows each eye to be individually 
controlled. This is useful for experiments where monocular control is needed. A general 
technique similar to that described in Gonzalez [40] is used for the design of the robot head 
kinematic system. Using their description of the DH method the inter-joint relationships for 
a rigid-link system is described using the following four parameters: 0,a,a and d. The 
meaning of these are:
• 0: is the joint angle from the previous x axis to the current x axis around the previous z axis.
• oc: is the offset angle from the previous z axis to the current z axis around the current x axis.
• a: is the shortest distance between the previous z axis and the current z axis.
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• d: is the distance from the previous origin to the intersection of the previous z axis with the current
x axis.
L ,
Right E y e  Kinematic 
System
t t
Left E y e  Kinematic 
System
C o m b i n e d
Kinematic
Systems
Figure 2.20 Diagram of the two parts of the kinematic system.
Figure 2.19 shows the two separate kinematic systems for the left and right head-eye 
systems. Tables (2.2) and (2.3) below show the properties of the system described in terms of 
Q,a,a, d  for each joint. In the system adopted, an extra link which has no active joint angle 
has been included in order that each individual kinematic chain could be separated into the 
four parameters The additional link (i=5) is used to denote the optical axis. As this
link does not physically exist it can have no defined length. The intersection between the two 
additional links is the 3D look point of the robot head. The actual values of the link lengths 
are:
/j = Base_to_Neck_Height 
?2 = Neck_to_Eye_X 
f  = Neck_to_Eye_Y 
I — Neck_to_Eye_Z
= 1130.0 mm 
= 200.0 mm 
= 170.0 mm 
= 190.0 mm
i e.F a.1 a.1 d.1
1 rc/2 + Pan n/2 0 TO
2 11/2 - Tilt n/2 0 TO
3 71/2 it/2 0 TO
4 Right Eye Angle -71/2 0 TO
5 it/2 n/2 0
i 0. a.1 a.i d.i
1 ti/2 + Pan -n/2 0 TO
2 n/2 + Tilt n/2 0 TO
3 k/2 -n/2 0 TO
4 Left Eye Angle n/2 0 TO
5 tc/2 n/2 0
Table 2.2 Left Eye Model Table 2.3 Right Eye Model
Using these parameters the relationship between the (i-1th) and the (ith) joint can be 
determined via the following transformation matrices:
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M  = ( 2 . 4 )
c o s  ( 0 . )  - c o s  ( a . )  s i n  ( 0 p  s i n  ( a {.) s i n  ( 0 p  a - c o s  ( 0 . )  
s i n ( 0 . )  c o s  ( a . )  c o s  ( 0 . )  - s i n  ( a . )  c o s  ( 0 . )  « . s i n ( 0 . )
I I I I I * i\
0  s i n  ( a . )  c o s  ( a p  d i
0  0  0 1 
T o  t r a n s f o r m  f r o m  t h e  b a s e  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  t h r o u g h  t o  t h e  c a m e r a  c o o r d i n a t e  
s y s t e m  t h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s  m u s t  b e  p r o p a g a t e d  t h r o u g h  e a c h  j o i n t .
M base_to_camera ^ 0 -  1 ^ 1  - 2 ^ 2  - 3 ^ 3  - 4 ( 2 . 5 )
T h i s  m a t r i x  c a n  b e  s p l i t  i n t o  t w o  p a r t s :  a  p o s i t i o n a l  p a r t ,  M pos a n d  a  r o t a t i o n a l  p a r t ,
^ R o t ' r^ i e  p o s i t i o n a l  p a r t  i s  u s e d  t o  d e t e r m i n e  f o r  a  p a r t i c u l a r  s e t  o f  a n g l e s  w h e r e  e a c h  o f  t h e
j o i n t s  a n d  h e n c e  t h e  c a m e r a  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  i s  l o c a t e d .
b^ase_to_camera ^Pos^rot (2 .6 )
w h e r e
1 0 0 Px 1lx nz o"
0 1 0 Py M Rot = sx sz
0
0 0 1 Pz ax ay az 0
0 0 0 1_ _0 0 0 1
T h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  a  p a r t i c u l a r  j o i n t  i s  t a k e n  f r o m  M pos a s  (px , p ^ p ) .  T h e  r o t a t i o n a l  
c o m p o n e n t  d e s c r i b e d  i n  E u l e r  a n g l e s  ( 0 , ( j ) , \ | / ) i s  d e f i n e d  u s i n g  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  e q u a t i o n s :
V a y
P i t c h  ( 0 )  =  a t a n
Y a w  ( \ | / )  =  a t a n
R o l l  ((j)) =  a t a n
a , . s i n  ((b ) -  a  c o s  (()))X )
-  i? COS (<})) -  S COS ((j ) )
A  3
( 2 . 7 )
(2 .8 )
( 2 . 9 )
n  cos  ((j)) +  n  s i n  ( + )
x 3
O n e  d i f f i c u l t  p r o b l e m  i n  t h e  k i n e m a t i c s  i s  t o  d e t e r m i n e  a n  a b s o l u t e  r e f e r e n c e  p o i n t  f o r  
t h e  c a l i b r a t i o n .  T h e  r o b o t  h e a d  i s  f i t t e d  w i t h  s i m p l e  m i c r o - s w i t c h e s  o n  e a c h  o f  i t s  d e g r e e s  o f  
f r e e d o m .  T h e s e  a r e  p r i m a r i l y  d e s i g n e d  a s  l i m i t  s w i t c h e s  t o  p r e v e n t  t h e  h e a d  f r o m  d a m a g e .  
H o w e v e r ,  d u r i n g  t h e  i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  s t a g e  t h e  h e a d  c a n  b e  d r i v e n  t o  t h e s e  s w i t c h e s  a n d  t h e s e  
p o s i t i o n s  m a y  b e  u s e d  a s  a b s o l u t e  r e f e r e n c e  m a r k s  f o r  a  c r u d e  c a l i b r a t i o n .
A n  i m p o r t a n t  q u e s t i o n  i s :  h o w  a r e  t h e  l i n k  l e n g t h s  a n d  j o i n t  a n g l e s  d e t e r m i n e d ?  I n  
o u r  w o r k  t h i s  w a s  d o n e  i n i t i a l l y  b y  a  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  t a k i n g  d i m e n s i o n s  f r o m  t e c h n i c a l  
d r a w i n g s ,  k n o w i n g  t e c h n i c a l  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  o f  m o t o r s  a n d  g e a r b o x e s  a n d  b y  h a n d  
m e a s u r e m e n t  o f  t h e  p h y s i c a l  h e a d .  T h e  p r e d i c t i o n s  o f  t h e  m o d e l  w e r e  t h e n  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  
e m p i r i c a l  o b s e r v a t i o n  a n d  v a l u e s  w e r e  i t e r a t i v e l y  a d j u s t e d  u n t i l  a g r e e m e n t  b e t w e e n
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measurement and predictions converged. As an aid in this process a graphical tool, Xmgf, to 
visualise the 3D scene was developed. This allowed simultaneous display of actual and 
predicted object positions of objects and permitted a fast loop of testing and confirmation. 
Figure 2.21 shows the tool in use with an environment containing the robot head looking at 
a table. Using these methods it was found that over the working range of the sensor (1-5 
metres) positions could be determined to within 1-5 ems.
Figure 2.21 Xmgf 3D visualization tool
The calculation of Inverse Kinematics is always inherently a more difficult problem 
than that of Forward Kinematics as it potentially has multiple solutions. Tb simplify the 
problem for the stereo head an additional constraint was applied i.e. that the cameras 
should have symmetric vergence. In this case there is usually a unique solution to the 
problem and it can be calculated efficiently.
Considering a monocular image, for a specified look point (X,Y,Z) the three joint angles 
0^,0^ 0^  are calculated using Equations (2.10) - (2.12) . The pan angle for the neck is 
determined as follows and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.22.
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Qp  =  atan ( | ) (2 .1 0 )
Figure 2.22 Determining neck pan angle.
The determination of the tilt angle is complicated by the fact that the rotational axis of 
the neck is not aligned to the optical centre of the camera. Determination of the neck tilt 
angle is given by Equation (2.11) and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.23.
L I>4 (TO -  .4
0 ,  =  - - 2 a t a „ ( —  2 A
D
Jb 2- 4 A C
(2 .1 1 )
Figure 2.23 Determining neck tilt angle.
Finally the angle for symmetric vergence can be calculated. Even though it is possible 
for the camera to have independent vergence, calculation of the look point for symmetric
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vergence reduces the complexity of the problem. Equation (2.12) is used to determine the 
vergence angle and is derived from Figure 2.24.
z\ = Z - / 4sin (0p + / 3 c o s  (0;) 
yl = /, + / 4 c o s  (0f) -  /3sin (0;) -  Y 
x\ = X
f
0 = 0 r = atan
yj(x\)2 + ( y l ) 2 + (Z1 ) V
0 ; =  - 0 /r, 0 r =  0 (2 .1 2 )
Figure 2.24 Determining vergence angle.
2.5.2 Camera Calibration
The process of camera calibration involves the determination of the relationship between 3D 
points in the scene and their 2D projections in the image plane. Camera calibration is an 
important aspect of computer vision especially where 3D or range information is required 
from the scene.
The camera calibration process consists of determining both the intrinsic and 
extrinsic properties of the camera. The intrinsic parameters are the functions related to 
optics of a particular camera/lens combination and consist of pixel size, focal length, optical 
centre and radial distortions. The extrinsic parameters are the transformation between the 
coordinate system of the camera and another coordinate system of interest. For a single 
monocular camera the relationship is most likely to be between the camera coordinate 
system and the world coordinate system but for stereo vision this transformation is usually 
the relationship between the two cameras, although a camera-to-world transformation will 
also be required if object positions in the scene are expressed in the world coordinate system.
In the last 10 years a large amount of work has been reported on camera calibration 
procedures. The main requirement from the calibration process is to determine a camera to 
world calibration. Unfortunately this would normally be performed by determining the 
positions of known 3D points on a grid relating to the corresponding points on the image
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plane. However, the determination of the 3D location of the grid is a calibration process in 
itself. The area of camera calibration still remains of interest to many researchers. However 
recent approaches to calibration would suggest a shift toward self-calibration techniques.
For the Getafix head a standard implementation of the Tsai method1 [90], [92] has been 
used. This enables the inter-camera relationship and intrinsic camera parameters to be 
found for a fixed calibration grid using a set of linear equations. These methods are often 
prone to numerical errors and are sensitive to the positioning of the calibration grid in the 
scene. Currently more advanced calibration techniques are being developed in-house for use 
with the active stereo robot head [102], The method described was first suggested by Tsai 
[91] combines a known 3D calibration object with a series of known camera movements to 
find the calibration parameters.
One issue which is absent in static vision systems but becomes important for an active 
system is the question of how calibration parameters change as the system moves. Obviously 
the transformation parameters between cameras change as the head’s vergence angles 
change. A single calibration of the head in a particular joint configuration will not be 
appropriate for use in another configuration. The range of possible positions is large and 
image based calibration procedures are time-consuming. Some of these problems were 
addressed by Thacker et al [88] [87] and an alternative scheme has been developed that 
determines the current set of calibration parameters based on using motor positions to index 
a particular set of camera parameters from a large lookup table2. Determination of the 
lookup table of camera parameters, was performed by taking a calibration for a subset of the 
positions of the head. Then an estimation of the intermediate parameters is determined by 
interpolating over the un-calibrated positions. This method is only concerned with the 
determination of the extrinsic parameters as the intrinsic parameters are either not affected 
by changes in motor positions or have their own separate calibration procedures.
Recent work by Li [52] has shown that zooming and focusing causes the principal 
point of the image to move as the lens motor positions change. Initial observations suggest 
that extending the current calibration procedure to include 3 degrees of freedom for the 
principal point movement of each camera (zoom, focus, zoom-compensation) would be, 
although more theoretically correct, unlikely to improve the results obtained. Development 
of accurate and efficient calibration methods for the robot head is not the primary concern of 
this thesis. However the development of snch processes will be fundamental if the robot 
head is to be used for vision processes that require an accurate calibration, i.e. stereo
1. The implementation of'Lai’s method [92] was provided by British Aerospace Pic as part of the LAIRD (Location 
and Inspection using Range Data) project, a collaboration between British Aerospace, BAe, SEMA, National Engi­
neering Laboratory and the Universities of Edinburgh, Heriot-Watt and Surrey.
2. Some of the camera calibration parameters are either fixed for a particular camera-lens combination or can be 
directly calculated from the motor positions.
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reconstruction or range finding. Further development of such calibration techniques, 
especially for use with a stereo robot head with a large number of degrees of freedom, is a 
possible area for future research.
2.5.3 Robot Calibration
As well as determining the calibration between the cameras, it is important to be able to 
direct the optical axes of the cameras. As mentioned earlier, the forward and inverse 
kinematics are used to map from one coordinate system to another. However, the kinematic 
procedure itself, can only be determined by taking physical measurements of the robot head 
link lengths and inter-link angles. As mentioned in the previous section, the camera 
calibration can be used to determine the vergence angle between the two cameras. Of course 
this calibration is independent of the neck pan and neck tilt angles. To address this problem, 
limit switches are used to position the motor in a known position, i.e. forward facing, 
horizontal optical plane and parallel vergence. The exact determination of these positions 
has a major influence on the visual accuracy of the robot head, especially when the cameras 
are at a long focal length.
Currently GetaFix’s calibration consists of a two stage process. Firstly the initial 
calibration of the limit switches and secondly a calibration process that moves all the 
degrees of freedom into the last measured position. Subsequent physical measurements can 
be used to finely tune the position if necessary and calibrate this as the home position. 
Calibration of the robot head’s degrees of freedom is only really essential where camera-to- 
world transformations or the Cartesian controller will be used. Where possible, 
measurements are only made in the camera coordinate system where a more accurate 
calibration of the pairs of cameras can be obtained via image based methods.
A  major problem within the design of most robot arms and robot head systems is 
accuracy. The problem is not simply how one increases accuracy but also how the accuracy is 
measured. This becomes even more acute as the number of degrees of freedom increases. 
Development of simple calibration mechanisms, for either manual or automatic calibration, 
are often prone to measurement or numerical errors. The interface between the image based 
calibration techniques and the ground truth is often weak, and accurate positioning of the 
optical centres are prone to inaccuracies, as their position is currently not measurable by 
any direct physical measurement technique. As mentioned previously, the development of 
sophisticated calibration techniques for the robot head is not the aim of this thesis. Work has 
been performed on the calibration of the cameras [101], [102] for the stereo robot head. In 
the conclusion to this thesis, possible improvements to the design of the head are suggested. 
Further development of calibration procedures is left until these modifications, which will 
greatly improve the robots accuracy and repeatability, have been performed.
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2.6 S o ftw are
As most users of the robot head will not be concerned about the details of control of the 
stereo head but will merely wish to access calibration information, images, and the camera’s 
look points, a hierarchical software system has been proposed. This allows an end-user who 
is not familiar with the internals of the robot head to use it without fear of damaging 
anything and without the need to consult a large number of technical specifications. All 
house keeping and calibration is performed within the controller software. An external C 
interface is then used to give easy access to direct control of the head, current intrinsic and 
extrinsic parameters and image data. This principle is demonstrated by the software 
hierarchy shown in Figure 2.25.
Software development for the stereo robot head has consisted of separate logical
units:
• SBC controller Software.
• Host Device Drivers.
• Host-SBC communication software, house keeping and safety critical control, forward and inverse 
kinematics.
• C library inteiface to robot position and camera calibration parameters.
• Command line control scripts.
• Image acquisition scripts.
• XI 1/Motif graphical control tools.
• XI 1/Motif visualization tool.
Figure 2.25 Software Hierarchy
2.6.1 Single Board Controller Software
The software on the controller system is written in 68000 microprocessor assembler. 
Assembler code for the control of the stepper motors, communications and lens control is 
developed on a Sun4 system where the assembler is cross-compiled into a H68 S-record. The 
code is compiled on the Sun host using a cross-compiler1. The assembler code is then 
downloaded from the Sun host onto the Single Board Computer (SBC) during boot-strapping
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via a serial RS232-C link. This allows flexible development of the software especially for the 
future development of low-level control algorithms. When a final system is obtained this will 
be programmed onto an EPROM to allow the robot to boot without the need for the host. T d 
control the many degrees of freedom of the robot head in an efficient way using a sequential 
processor, the controller software multi-tasks the motors in a round robin fashion. This 
causes the head to move to the next desired position as quickly and smoothly as possible. 
Control of the low level motor commands comes from a synchronised software system that is 
in constant communication with the Sun host system via the serial communication link.
2.6.2 Host Device Driver
The low level UNIX1 device driver allows the establishing of a two way connection between 
the single board computer and the Sun Host. The control settings of the serial port are set 
during the initialisation of a communication channel with the robot head (<open()). The 
settings must match the port settings on the SBC. The current port settings are:
• 9600 Baud, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits, OD D  parity.
This forms the lowest level of communication between the Sun Host and the Single 
Board Computer. The Sun Host acts as the master and the Single Board Computer as the 
slave. The Host initiates any communication. Before the Host can talk to the Single Board 
Computer it must open the channel between the two devices (open()). The channel can then 
be used by the host to write information to the SBC (write()) or read information from the 
SBC (readQ). Upon completion of all communications the host then closes the channel 
(closeO). The device driver code on the host consists of the following functions:
openO - open a channel of communication to the SBC.
closeO - close a channel of communication to the SBC.
readO - read a number of bytes from the SBC.
writeO - write a number of bytes to the SBC.
2.6.3 Host-SBC Communication Software
This section describes the basic control interface for the robot head. This controls the 
transferring and receiving of data, the checking of required positions against a table of 
possible motor positions and the conversion from physical angles to motor positions via the 
kinematics. The majority of this code makes up the C library interface to the robot head 
apart from a few commands that might compromise the robots positional safety.
1. ASM is a 68000 cross compiler written by Paul McKee at North Carolina State University for the IBM PC. ASM 
was ported by Paul Hoad to a Sun4 for the development of Getafix.
1. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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The following command line scripts have been written for easy access to the control of 
the stereo robot head:
• InitRobot - Run Initialization Process.
• PanAngle - Pan the head around the neck.
• TiltAngle - Tilt the head around the neck.
• VergenceAngle - Verge Left & Right Eye together/independently.
• PanTiltVerg - Pan, Tilt, Verge in one command.
• QueryAngle - Ask the robot head the values of the motor positions.
• LeftZoomComp - Move the Left Camera along the Zoom Compensation track.
• RightZoomComp - Move the Right Camera along the Zoom Compensation track.
• Symmetric Vergence - creates symmetric convergence condition.
They give access to all the major degrees of freedom of the robot. These functions also 
exist as subroutines in the C interface library.
• LeftFocal, RightFocal - Focus on a specified depth.
• LeftZoom, RightZoom - Set a specified focal length.
• LookPoint - specify a 3D  world point (x, y, z) to look at.
• FocusFixation - Set focus to fixation point.
A list of the main subroutines is given in Appendix A-l.
2.6.4 Xll/M otif graphical control tools
To allow simple control of the robot head for those less adept at using the command line 
scripts, a graphical control tool has been developed. Written using the X l l 1 and Motif2 
toolkits, the sliders allow simple control of either the motor positions or axis angles. Figure 
2.26 shows the front end for this controller. The front end is linked directly to the control 
subroutines of the library.
2.6.5 Image Acquisition Software
The image acquisition software on the Sun Host consists of an automatic capture procedure 
using the Parallax video card. With this arrangement it is possible to capture a pair of 
images from the command line. A command line script exists that allows the capture of 
monochrome and 24 bit colour images. Options are available to capture a region within the 
image. The image centre can be set so that the optical centre and the frame grabber centre 
can be aligned.
1. X Window System is a trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
2. Motif is a registered trademarks of the Open Software Foundation.
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Figure 2.26 XmRobot X I1/Motif graphical front end to robot control
2.6.6 X 11/Motif visualization tool
As discussed previously, the development of the stereo robot head was greatly helped by the 
writing of a graphical visualization tool, Xmgf1, that allows the simulation of a 3D scene. 
This was particularly useful for checking the kinematic processes and for displaying 3D data 
obtained as part of stereo vision experiments. The software library has routines and 
command line scripts for automatically generating model of the robot’s current settings. The 
visualization tool also acts as a 2D image feature viewer for viewing edges, lines, ellipses, 
cylinders, etc. A picture of the front end to Xmgf can be seen in Figure 2.21.
2.7 Evaluation of Robot Head
When this research work was first started in 1991 the development of stereo robot heads in 
the field of computer vision was only just beginning. A first generation of designs were all 
that had been produced. These included those by GRASP[49], Harvard[21] and 
Rochester [15]. These designs were novel but appeared limited in their application and were 
not robustly constructed. No designs were available on the market. To meet the needs for a 
robustly engineered stereo robot head, a design solution was developed in-house. The
1. Xmgf was released to the public domain on 1st December 1992 and has been used in a large number of image 
processing, computer graphics and visualisation applications worldwide[44].
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Getafix design presented here, together with other contemporary designs, i.e. KTH[60] and 
Oxford[82] can be considered as the second generation of robot heads. Robustly constructed 
and designed with specific vision strategies in mind, these robot head designs with their 
comprehensive control mechanisms represent the state-of-the-art in robotic head systems for 
active vision.
Getafix has many of the attributes of the other head designs including easy control, 
high stepper motor accuracy, lens control and simple interfacing to a UNIX workstation. 
These features, allow Getafix to be used directly with existing computer vision equipment 
and software. Getafix does have areas where its performance is not as good as some other 
designs. In particular, a sequential microprocessor controller and serial communications link 
between the robot head and the Sun host results in Getafix being slower than some of its 
contemporaries. This could be addressed by a redesign of these parts, but this was not 
possible for economic reasons
2.8 Summary
In this chapter the design and development of the University of Surrey’s stereo robot head, 
“Getafix” has been shown. This chapter includes a review of the major contributions to the 
field of active stereo robot heads. The functionality of the Getafix head is explained and the 
development of the control system is described. A  variation of the Devanit and Hartenberg 
standard ldnematic determination method is presented for determining the forward and 
inverse kinematics. A  number of graphical user interface tools for the visualisation of the 
ldnematic system of the head, control of the motors and visualisation of 3D data obtained 
from stereopsis experiments have also been developed. A  novel multi-tasking operating 
system has been written in 68000 assembler on the SBC controller to enable simultaneous 
movement of each of the robot motors. A  large software library has been developed for 
simple communication between the robot and the host controller and access to calibration 
information. Image acquisition software has been developed for the capture of monocular 
and colour images using the Parallax video card. In the next chapter the capabilities of the 
robot head are extended by describing the development and calibration of gaze and lens 
control.
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C h a p t e r 3
O c u la r  R e f le x e s
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter the development of the ocular control of the stereo robot head is discussed. 
This consists of the control of the gaze of the robot head as well as calibration and control of 
the lenses for both the zoom and focus. The development of these processes is fundamental 
for the realization of active control. Traditionally computer vision has been based on the use 
of images of scenes from a static camera. It was not possible to change the look point, alter 
the focal length by zooming or focus on objects. With the active control of a stereo robot it is 
possible to perform these tasks. Development of active control has so far been little exploited 
in computer vision because of the need for sophisticated active vision hardware. Thus far few 
researchers have been able to use active vision within their computer vision strategies. It is 
the goal of the research work presented herein to devise a set of mechanisms that allow the 
use of calibrated gaze and camera control within active vision systems.
In this chapter the development of gaze, zoom and focus for the University of Surrey’s 
stereo robot head “Getafix” is shown. The head and cameras are used to develop low level 
gaze control mechanisms. It will also be shown how the camera system’s main degrees of
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f r e e d o m  h a v e  b e e n  c a l i b r a t e d .  F i n a l l y  i t  w i l l  b e  s h o w n  h o w  s o m e  o f  t h e s e  f e a t u r e s  c a n  b e  
u s e d  i n  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  s i m p l e  a c t i v e  v i s i o n  e x p e r i m e n t s ,  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  t r a c k i n g  o f  s i m p l e  
o b j e c t s  i n  t h e  i m a g e  p l a n e .
3.2 Gaze Control
Development of gaze control is fundamental to an active vision system. Accurate control of 
the head is required for the centring of a point of interest on the optical axis of the cameras, 
especially where subsequent zooming processes are to be used.
Fixation is a mechanical movement of the head and the cameras so that the optical 
centres of the cameras are directed towards a point of interest in the scene. This process can 
be likened to the human vision systems ability to foveate on a point in the scene. This 
foveating on an area allows the more sensitive part of the eye to be used to focus our 
attention and obtain a higher resolution image. For monocular fixation of the robot head this 
involves moving the point of interest into the centre of the image so that it intersects with 
the optical axis of the camera. However for stereo fixation the two cameras are moved so 
that the point of fixation is given by the position where the optical axes of both cameras 
intersect in 3D space. This is achieved by centering corresponding regions of interest in both 
images. The fixation point can be used by triangulation to provide an estimate of the 
distance to the object of interest. This estimate of the distance from the object can 
subsequently be used by other vision processes, in for example focusing.
3.2.1 Monocular Fixation
Monocular fixation is the process of redirecting a single camera to the direction of a point of 
interest. Due to the many-to-one mapping of the 3D to 2D projection of a world point onto a 
2D image plane it is not possible to determine the actual 3D position of the point without 
additional information. However it is possible to determine the pan and tilt angles which 
align the optical centre (image centre) with the projection of the 3D point.
The process of fixation requires no knowledge of the kinematics of the robot head itself 
but merely a calibration of the intrinsic camera parameters (/, X CCD, YCCD). No 
information of the size or depth of the point of interest is necessary as the movement is 
generated from the information available from a single point projection onto the image 
plane. Figure 3.1 illustrates monocular fixation. The angles that the image plane of the 
camera needs to rotate to fixate on the 3D point are given by 0^  and 0f, which are generated 
using Equations (3.1) and (3.2):
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Figure 3.1 Diagram showing monocular fixation of a 3D point
6 /’ =  a t a n ( ^ ^ } 
r\ , s ^ C C D ^ y ,
e< = atan(0 ^ r }
( 3 . 1 )
(3.2)
These angles will rotate the camera centre onto the desired fixation point. For the 
stereo robot head monocular fixation could be performed using either the left or the right 
camera. In practice for most experiments only one camera is used (the left).
However, this assumes that the rotational centres of the camera for both pan and tilt 
are around the optical centre. The independent vergence control of the Getafix can be used to 
pan a single camera around the optical centre1. Unfortunately, the design of the head means 
that the tilt motor will not rotate the camera around the optical centre and so any tilt 
rotation around the neck will consist of both a rotation and a translation of the image plane. 
In other designs of robot head [60] this has been overcome by having independent tilting 
mechanisms on the cameras around the optical centre. In this case the tilt angle 9? is only 
approximately equal to the actual tilt angle required. It has been found that within the 
working volume of the robot head using this value as an approximation is valid. The tilt
1. As the position of the optical centre is not directly measurable an approximate position is used.
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angle error A0? will be greatest for objects close to the camera. If we use the minimum 
distance between objects and the lenses of 1 metre and the kinematics defined in the 
previous chapter the maximum tilt error max  (A0;) can be estimated. Equation (3.2) yields 
a maximum tilt angle of ±14.4° when dy = N  /2  (i.e. the point of interest is on the edge of 
the image). The maximum tilt error max (AQJ for this case can be calculated as ±0.32° 
hence, even though the cameras do not tilt around the optical centre it is possible to use this 
as an approximation. Later in the chapter this valid approximation is illustrated by active 
vision experiments using the head for the monocular tracking of regions of interest.
Alignment of the vergence motor’s rotational centre with the camera’s optical centre 
can be performed using the zoom compensation motor. Currently this motor is not utilised in 
any way other than to approximately position the optical centres.
Monocular fixation is limited in the amount of 3D information that it can extract 
about a scene. In particular it is not easy to estimate the depth of the point of interest 
without the use of more elaborate image processing routines (Depth-from-X). The lack of a 
depth estimate means that functions such as focusing must be achieved by more 
computationally expensive procedures, such as auto-focusing. A  quicker lookup table 
approach could be used if a depth estimate is present. This lack of depth estimate can also 
cause problems because the image becomes out of focus if the cameras are not set to the 
correct focusing distance when zooming. In the next section a method of stereo fixation is 
described which overcomes some of the problems of monocular fixation. The method is based 
on having a set of known corresponding points in a pair of stereo images.
3.2.2 Stereo Fixation
To derive a depth estimate stereo fixation can be used. Stereo fixation is where a single point 
of interest in 3D space is viewed by two separate cameras and both cameras are driven to 
fixate the point. Two cases can be distinguished. In the first case the cameras carry out 
monocular fixation independently. This may result in differing vergence angles for each 
camera and is therefore known as asymmetric vergence. Alternatively the camera motions 
can be coordinated with a neck pan movement so that at fixation both cameras have the 
same angle of rotation with respect to the inter camera baseline. This leads to a head 
configuration known as symmetric vergence. The cameras are moved so that their optical 
axes intersect at the point of interest. The intersection point of the two optical axes from the 
left and right cameras is defined as the fixation point in 3D space. Stereo fixation is useful as 
the information about the geometry of the head can be used to obtain an estimate of the 
depth of the fixation point. This estimate of depth is useful for range determination and the 
focusing of the cameras at that distance. A diagrammatic description of stereo fixation is 
given in Figure 3.2.
In stereo fixation a point of interest in each image corresponding to a common point in
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3D space can be fixated using the independent vergence control of each of the cameras and 
the common tilt mechanism on the stereo robot head. Determination of the left and right 
vergence angles and common tilt angle is given by Equations (3.1) - (3.2) . As a common tilt 
mechanism is used the values of focal length (/) are set to be identical for both cameras, so 
that an accurate tilt angle can be determined for both images.
Before fixation on 3 D  point
Left image plane before fixation Right image plane before fixation
After fixation on 3 D  point
Left image plane after fixation Left image plane after fixation
Figure 3.2 Diagram showing stereo fixation on a 3D point
O' = atan
iyxJ left
e : = a t a n ( X 7 f ^ )
xJright
(3.3)
(3.4)
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a  i  ^ c c d  A i6, = atan ( ) (3.5)
One of the difficulties in this stereo fixation method is the selection of two 
corresponding points of interest from the left and right image. Stereo correspondence is a 
difficult vision problem especially when the tokens to be matched hold little information that 
can be used in the matching process, e.g. point and lines. For the current discussion it will be 
assumed that pairs of points correspond. In a later section an example of an active vision 
experiment where stereo fixation has been used is shown. In that example, corresponding 
points of interest are generated by an algorithm for the matching of regions of interest 
(bounding boxes).
Thus far the mechanism for fixating the cameras has consisted of tilting and panning 
of the cameras using the vergence axis and neck tilt only. No use has been made of the 
ability to pan the head around the neck. In humans, fixation using the eyes alone is rarely 
performed. In the next section it is shown how stereo fixation is achieved under the 
constraint of symmetric camera vergence i.e. the head is turned to face and fixate the object 
of interest using a combined neck and eye pan movement.
3.2.3 Symmetric Vergence
Symmetric vergence is when the vergence angle of the left and right cameras are equal so 
that the fixation point is directly in front of the robot head. In this section the process of 
moving the robot head so that symmetric vergence is obtained whilst remaining fixated on a 
3D point is described. Symmetric vergence is desirable because it simplifies the calculation 
of depth estimation. In the case of the stereo robot head it also centralises the vergence 
motor of the head so that a greater range of possible angles can once more be obtained. 
Assuming that the head is asymmetrically fixated, the procedure for obtaining symmetric 
vergence without changing the fixation point is:
(i). The angles for asymmetric left and right camera vergence© ,^ G^ and neck pan 0^  are requested.
(ii). The position of the fixation point of left and right camera is calculated.
(iii). By simple triangulation the pan angle to centre the fixation point in front of the robot head is cal­
culated.
(iv). The new common vergence angle 0  ^ that is required to keep the point fixated in each camera 
whilst the independent vergence angles remain equal 0^  = 0^  is calculated.
(v). The left and right camera vergence and neck pan motors are moved simultaneously.
Equations (3.6)- (3.10) , are used to generate the motor angles needed for symmetric 
vergence. This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.3.
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Z =
£sin 0  cos0?
B  ; r 1 7------- -I sin0 'cos 0 + sin0 cos0' J
V V V V
tan (6")
(3.6)
where B  = inter-ocular distance and Z is the distance from the head to the fixation
point.
= 2Z
(3.7)
0 is the relative pan angle required to centre the point of interest in front of the 
P new  
robot head.
0 ' = 0 + 0
P P  Pnew
0' is the new absolute value of neck pan required. 
alr9V = atan ( —-)
ef = - e lr, e r = eir
V V * V V
(3.8)
(3.9) 
(3.10)
Before After
Figure 3.3 Symmetric vergence procedure.
To determine these angles an estimate of the distance of the fixation point from the 
head is calculated. This can be used later for calculating an estimate of the focusing distance 
that will be required to bring the cameras into focus on the fixation point. Equation (3.6) is 
the distance (Z) of the fixation point from the robot head. In a later section it will be shown 
how the robot head can be focused at this point of interest.
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3.3 Lens Control
The University of Surrey’s stereo robot head has been fitted with a pair of motorised zoom 
and focus lenses. Before the use of zoom and focus is shown, a brief overview of the concepts 
of camera lenses are discussed. The Ernitec lenses fitted to Getafix have a compound lens 
system and although this particular type of design is not covered here, the concepts of its 
functionality are. This section aims to discuss the more common terms used in describing 
camera lenses, their functionality and how they are inter-related
The focal length is the property that describes the viewing characteristics of the lens. 
The focal length determines how much light is refracted by the lens and therefore affects the 
field of view of the camera which in turn affects the apparent size of objects being viewed. A  
short focal length will give a large field of view, For example viewing a tree from a distance 
of 50 metres the large field of view would allow us to see the whole tree, but not in much 
detail. A  longer focal length reduces the size of the field of view so that only a small section of 
the tree would be seen, but at a greater level of detail.
The process of focusing involves changing the distance between the lens and the image 
plane, such that all light rays from a single point at a certain distance in the scene are 
projected onto a small region, ideally a single point on the image plane. The size of the 
region on the image plane determines the quality of the focus. The process of focusing is 
usually achieved by moving the lens while the image plane remains fixed relative to the 
camera body.
Zooming (sometimes known as magnification) involves the use of a compound lens 
system to adjust the focal characteristics of the lens. i.e. change the focal length. By 
changing the focal length the field of view changes, resulting in a change in the size of the 
image. Ideally zooming is achieved while keeping the same objects focused on the image 
plane but in practice this is not achieved, therefore active focusing methods could be used to 
keep the image in focus.
In the next sections the calibration and use of focusing and zooming with the stereo 
robot head is discussed.
3.4 Focusing
Images that are out of focus contain less information than sharply focused images[49]. In 
human vision a lens system is used to focus images and so improve the visual quality of 
information received. In the human vision system This action is known as accommodation. 
Since the images presented to the human vision system are rapidly changing and the 
distances to viewed objects vary greatly across the scene the need for an accommodation 
process is great. This gives humans a versatile eye system that has a large depth of view,
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allowing the capability of focusing from very small distances of a couple of centimetres to a 
distance of many thousands of meters. For a large number of people their focusing ability, in 
particular their depth of focus, is often limited, because of an abnormality in the lens of their 
eye. As a result they are forced to wear spectacles (an additional lens) to compensate for the 
lens in their eye. This section describes the processes involved in focusing the robot head on 
a point in the scene. The ERNITEC lens is controlled by a DC motor with positional 
potentiometer feedback and is driven by a closed loop control system which is supplied with 
a command signal from a 12-Bit DAC. A  circuit diagram for this controller is given in 
Appendix B. The following accommodation processes have been implemented on the Getafix 
stereo robot head using these controllable lenses:
(i). Focusing on a point at a known distance in a monocular image.
(ii). Focusing on a point at an unknown distance in a monocular image using auto-focusing.
(iii). Focusing on a point using a pair of stereo images.
Focusing on a point at a known distance in a monocular image requires knowledge of
the relationship between the focusing distance and the focusing motor position. This was 
determined by a calibration process in which each camera is focused on a calibration grid for 
a number of fixed known distances from the camera[72],[71]. The motor position is recorded 
for each distance. A  schematic diagram of the experimental setup is given in Figure 3.4.
Focusing is performed by measuring a criterion of focus derived from image 
measurement. A peak will appear in the response of the criterion when the image is in focus. 
Determination of this focusing can be a lengthy process. However this calibration process 
need only be performed once for a particular camera/lens configuration. The measurements 
are taken for a number of different distances within the typical viewing volume of the robot 
head (1-4 metres). Results of the procedure are shown in Table (3.1) and displayed 
graphically in Figure 3.5.
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M o t o r  Position 
L e f t  L e n s D e p t h  ( m m )
1142 3709
1296 3353
1384 3184
1461 3052
1561 2934
1644 2822
1750 2689
2039 2432
2237 2289
2391 2171
2553 2124
2850 1999
3167 1889
3511 1757
3960 1679
M o t o r  Position 
R i g h t  L e n s D e p t h  ( m m )
1050 3781
1202 3329
1275 3199
1437 2917
1525 2785
1591 2684
1664 2589
1715 2515
1918 2308
2072 2189
2289 2017
2667 1852
2923 1757
3394 1613
3936 1491
Table 3.1 Table of depth versus focus motor position for left and right camera lenses
M ot o r  Position (pos)
Figure 3.5 Depth versus focusing motor position for each camera.
Using the information obtained from the calibration process and an iterative 
regression technique1 an approximation to the relationship between the focusing depth and 
the focusing motor position for the left and right cameras, respectively, has been determined. 
This relationship is given in Equation (3.11). An inverse relationship can be determined for 
relating the focusing motor positions to a focusing depth. This relationship is given by
1. Determination of the quadratic functions used to define the relationship between the focusing depth and focusing 
motor position has been established using xmgr [93].
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Equation (3.12).
Depth =  A 4 x 4  + A 3x3 +  A ?x 2 +  A ^ x  +  A n ( 3 . 1 1 )
where x is the focusing motor position and the values of AQ -  A4 are given by Tables
(3.2) and (3.3).
Parameter Value
^0 8798
■fa -7.535
A2 0.00321
a 3 -6.413e-07
a4 4.833e-ll
Parameter Value
^0 9063
A -7.766
^2 0.00342
A 3 -7.092e-07
5.546e-ll
Table 3.2 Focusing depth from Table 3.3 Focusing depth from
left focal motor position. right focal motor position.
M o t o r P o s i t io n  — A ^ x  +  A 3 a*3 +  A 2x 2 +  A ^ x  +  A Q ( 3 . 1 2 )
where x is the focusing distance and the values of A Q - A 4  are given by Tables (3.4) and
(3.5).
Parameter Value
A 0 27665
■fa -33.0
A 2 0.162
A 3 -3.6e-6
A 4 3.0e-10
Parameter Value
^0 38819
'fa -46.7
A 2 0.022
A 3 -5e-6
A 4 4.1e-10
Table 3.4 Left focal motor Table 3.5 Right focal motor
position from focusing distance position from focusing distance.
These two relationships are hard-wired into the software implementation of the lens 
controllers to allow the efficient determination of the current focusing distance and the 
motor positions required for a specified focusing distance.
It is important to emphasize the importance of a focusing capability as part of an 
active vision system. This importance becomes obvious when the lenses are set to long focal 
lengths, as invariably the images will be defocused unless the cameras are set to the correct 
focusing distance. With short focal lengths (12mm) the depth of focus(i.e. volume where the 
object appears in focus) is large. However as the focal length of the lens increases the depth 
of focus reduces and hence an accurate focus setting becomes more essential if the objects 
are to remain in focus. For most cases where the cameras are zoomed onto a region of 
interest, the object of interest will become defocused if the lens is not focused to that distance 
beforehand. This means that any subsequent processing would be on a very blurred image 
and hence no advantage would be gained by using the active process of zooming. To 
overcome this, two methods are proposed for focusing the lenses. The first method is that of
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focusing at the fixation point of a pair of stereo cameras and the second method is an auto- 
focusing procedure. The process of focusing will give a sharper image and hence image 
features should be far clearer. One can liken the process of accommodation to improving the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the images.
One of the problems of focusing is deciding what to focus on. If the image contains 
several objects at different distances it will be unclear what is the correct focusing distance. 
In the methods described here this problem is not present as it is assumed that the object to 
be focused on has already been fixated and hence is in the centre of the image. The first 
focusing method relies on the fact that the stereo cameras have fixated on a common region 
of interest in both images. Therefore the item that is to be focused on, will not only be in the 
centre of the image, but also it will be possible to calculate the camera to object distance 
using a stereo reconstruction algorithm. This estimated focusing distance can be used to 
drive the cameras into focus. This procedure is limited only by the lens motor speed but does 
firstly require a stereo pair of regions to be matched.
If only a single image is present then additional depth information is not available. It 
is then necessary to use an auto-focusing procedure to determine the distance to the object. 
The auto focusing process attempts to bring the central region of the image into focus by an 
iterative procedure using a measured criterion of focusing performance. In the next sections 
the methods used to determine the focusing distance using the stereo fixation point and the 
auto focusing procedure are briefly described.
3.4.1 Focusing on a Fixation Point
One of the problems of using the focus from depth calibration to set the focusing distance, is 
that for items that are located in the image their distance from the camera would need to be 
known, a priori, to be able to focus upon them. In monocular images this information can be 
difficult to access without some other information of the object being viewed. With the stereo 
robot head it is possible to determine the distance of the fixation point of the cameras based
/ y
on the vergence angles, ©v and 0y.
Using this depth information and the focus calibration, (as described in the previous 
section) the motor settings for each lens to bring the item at the fixation point into focus can 
be determined. This method is obviously very quick as it requires no actual processing of the 
images. For experiments that use stereo images this is the best way of obtaining images in 
focus. However this method is inherently linked to the ability to fixate on an object in 3D 
space and so the problems of stereo matching and reconstruction are still prevalent within  
this focusing procedure.
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Figure 3,6 Focusing at a fixation point.
3.4.2 Auto-Focusing
An auto-focusing procedure has been implemented by Proctor [72] for use with the robot 
head. It is necessary when an estimate of the distance to the object is not available and only 
a monocular camera is being used. The auto-focusing procedure is based on the work of 
Krotkov[49]. The method uses a search procedure to find the motor position where a focus 
criterion derived from image measurements is at its maximum. Determining whether a 
particular image is in focus can be a problem if the image contains objects of different 
distances. If the image contains many objects it  will not be possible for all objects to appear 
to be in perfect focus. In the method used here this problem is avoided by restricting the area 
that is focused upon. The criterion function chosen is the Tenengrad criterion function.
The Tenengrad function is the sum of the gradient magnitude over the part of the 
image being sampled. The gradient magnitude image | V / (u, v) | is:
|V/(«,v)| = J ll  + f  (3.13)
The Tenengrad criterion function f(x) can therefore be represented as:
/(*) = X £ ff/ ( « .v ) | > r  (3.14)
ll V
where T is a grey level threshold.
Images in focus contain high detail image structure, hence the high frequency 
components of an image will be greater for an image in focus than for an image out of focus. 
An alternative method to the Tenengrad criterion function would be to use an FFT and 
measure the peak frequency. Krotkov[49] suggests this and other methods, but states that 
the Tenengrad function is more robust. The Tenengrad criterion function uses the fact that
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the quality of the edges in an image will be affected by the quality of the focus.
The operation of the auto-focusing procedure is performed on-board the host machine 
as it is necessary to use both the image data as well as the robot control features. The auto- 
focusing procedure can be time consuming as the time taken to move the lenses from one end 
stop to another is approximately 5 seconds. Figure 3.7 shows the criterion function f(x) 
versus motor position for the focusing of a calibration grid approximately 2 metres away 
from the camera. The calibration grid for a number of different motor positions is shown in 
Figure 3.8. A more detailed description of the focusing procedure can be found in 
Proctor [72].
Focus Motor Position (pos)
Figure 3.7 Graph of Tenengrad Focusing Criterion function f(x) 
against focusing motor position
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3.4.3 Zoom
The Getafix stereo robot head has DC motor controlled Ernitec lenses, which are fitted with 
a motorised zoom control. This zoom allows the focal length of the lenses to be varied from 
12.5 mm to 75 mm. The zoom DC motor controller is driven by a 12bit DAC within the Single 
Board Computer. This gives 4096 possible positions for the zoom motor, which equates to a 
theoretical focal length accuracy of:
15mm -  1 2 mm _6
 4096------ = 1 5 2 4 :1 0 (3.15)
Unfortunately the variation of zoom is non-linear over motor position. The design of 
the control system and the effect of inertia on the lenses also reduces this accuracy. In order 
to be able to use the lenses within vision based experiments the relationship between the 
motor positions and focal length must be determined. In this section a method for the 
calibration of the zoom motor positions for focal length is shown.
Figure 3.9 demonstrates the zooming capabilities of the Ernitec lenses on a calibration 
grid placed 2 metres from the camera. The images increase in size relates to a magnification 
of approximately six times the original (left most) image.
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Figure 3.9 Images showing zooming capabilities of the lenses on a calibration grid 2 
metres from the camera
A simple experiment to measure automatically the focal length of each of the cameras 
over the range of possible motor settings was carried out. The assumption that the focal 
length is only affected by the zoom motor is made to simplify the calibration process. In 
practice the focusing procedure will slightly alter the focal length, but the effect is small and 
is therefore ignored. The automatic calibration procedure consists of determining the focal 
length of the camera using a fixed calibration chart. The camera’s focal length is changed via 
the zoom motor and then a standard camera calibration method based on that of rDsai[91] is 
used to estimate the camera calibration parameters. The experiment was performed by an 
automatic process taking a large number of readings of focal length over the full range of 
motor position. These readings were used to determine the relationship between the motor 
position and the focal length of each of the cameras independently. The focal length  
relationship is given by Equations (3.16).
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Focal Length (/)= A2x2 + AjX + A0 (3.16)
where Aq,A 1 and A? are given by the values shown in Table (3.6).
Parameters for focal length from motor 
position left camera
Parameters for focal length from motor 
position right camera
Aq = 55.96 A0 = 65.89ooo'11 Aj =-0.028
A 2 = 1.99e-06 A 2 =3.50e-06
Table 3.6 Parameters for focal length from focal motor position.
It is often desirable to be able to move the motor to some preset focal length. To do so 
the relationship between the focal length and the motor position for each camera must be 
determined. This relationship is defined using Equations (3.17).
Motor Position = A2x2+A jX + A0 (3.17)
where Aq,A j and A2 are given by the values shown in Table (3.7).
Parameters for motor position from focal 
length for left camera
Parameters for motor position from focal 
length for right camera
Aq = 6403. Aq = 5353
A, =-265.91 A j =-235.02
A2 = 3.67 A2 =3.85
Table 3.7 Parameters for focal motor position from focal length.
A regression technique[93] to determine the relationships between the motor positions 
and the focal length and also the inverse relationship, is used with data obtained in repeated 
experiments.A graph of the data obtained from repeated calibration experiments is 
presented in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. This data has been used with a regression 
technique [93] to determine the relationships between the motor positions and the focal 
length and also the inverse relationship. The calibration technique used for these  
experiments was that of [90] the effects of inaccuracies in the method and the determining of 
the grid position can be seen by the scattering of the data for repeated measurements.
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Motor Position (pos)
Figure 3.10 Experimental data showing the relationship between 
focal length and motor position for the right camera zoom motors.
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Motor Position (pos)
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Figure 3.11 Experimental data showing the relationship focal 
length and motor position for the left camera zoom motor
3.5 Active Vision Experiments
In the previous sections the development of the control of the ocular processes of gaze, zoom 
and focus have been discussed. It has been shown how some of these features have been 
calibrated and how this calibration can be used. One example is when depth estim ates from 
symmetric vergence are used to drive the focusing procedure. In the next sections the 
development of two simple experiments to demonstrate the active use of the head and
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exploit the gaze control discussed in this chapter are shown. In a later chapter it will be 
shown how the zoom and focus can also be used within an active object recognition strategy, 
which extensively draws on the techniques discussed in this chapter.
3.5.1 Active Monocular Fixation
The early active experiments developed for the robot head consisted of utilising the active 
gaze control properties of the robot head. In this section a simple tracking experiment 
typical of the commissioning of most of the previous designs of robot head is shown. In this 
experiment a single camera is used although in the next section a similar experiment that 
utilises the stereo capabilities of the robot head is shown. In this experiment a bright object, 
for example a shining torch, is placed in front of the robot head. This bright spot will cause a 
region of saturation in the image. By passing the image through a peak detection stage, a 
centroid for the saturated region is generated. The centroid point in the image is then used  
with the gaze control mechanism to generate an approximate pan and tilt angle that is 
required to fixate the monocular camera on the centroid of the saturated region. The pan 
and tilt angle are generated using Equations (3.18) and (3.19). The image is continually 
sensed and a new centroid generated each time. The continuous loop implies that if  the 
bright spot (torch) is moved the robot will track the bright spot. A block diagram for the 
active monocular fixation is given in Figure 3.12.
/ w ) XfrT)
1  =  atan ( --------------------------------------------------------- (3.18)
( v - v o )  Yr r n
e , =  6  tm =  atan ( ---------------------------------------------------------- (3.19)
Figure 3.13 shows a sequence of images taken from the head as it  tracks the bright 
spot. The frames show both the torch being moved and then shortly afterwards the robot 
head fixating on this new position, i.e. bringing the torch hack to the centre of the image. 
The time taken to capture and analyse the image on the host and the control strategy chosen 
to drive the head means there is a delay (of typically 2 seconds) between the object moving 
and the fixation movement. Although undesirable, this is not considered a hindrance to the 
main operating task of the head, i.e. active object recognition.
In this section the development of a method for active monocular fixation on an object 
of interest has been shown. This method uses only one of the cameras of the robot head to 
centralise an object of interest. The many-to-one mapping of perspective projection means 
that the distance to the object of interest cannot be determined from the information 
present. This is a limiting factor, in that although the direction to the location of the object is 
known the exact position of the object is not. Therefore, it would not be possible to use the 
information from the monocular camera, for example, to drive another robot to pick the
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Figure 3.12 Active Monocular Fixation block diagram
object up. In the next section a method is used to overcome these problems, by using stereo 
to extract the location of the point of interest.
3.6 Active Stereo Fixation
The development of active stereo fixation is similar to that of the previous experiment of 
active monocular fixation, except in this method two cameras are used instead of one so that 
information of the distance to the fixation point can be determined. The aim is to fixate on a 
point in each image that corresponds to the same point in 3D space.
In this experiment a bright spot is produced in each image by shining a torch in front 
of the robot head, this generates a region of saturation in each image, as in the previous 
experiment. The centroid for each of these regions is then determined by a peak detection 
stage identical to that used for the previous monocular example. The aim is to recover a pair 
of corresponding points in each image that refer to the same 3D point in the world. For this 
experiment it is assumed that there is a single region of saturation in each image. In 
practice this might not be the case unless the peak intensity feature is very dominant in the 
image. This problem and the problem of making sure a corresponding pair of regions exists, 
can be overcome, by accepting the pair with the least vertical and horizontal disparity. 
Generally this will be sufficient to generate a valid corresponding pair of regions. A block 
diagram for the active stereo fixation experiment is given in Figure 3.12.
As Getafix has a common tilt mechanism the tilt angle must be equal for both images. 
By using the point generated from one of the cameras to determine the tilt angle. It can also 
be said that the Y positions for the bright spot in the other image would generate the same
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Figure 3.13 A sequence of images demonstrating monocular fixation as part of the tracking 
of a continuously moving target (bright spot)
tilt angle. In practice the average between the two is used, especially as the points are 
generated from the centroid of the region of saturation and so are very likely to be a true 
corresponding stereo pair. Therefore if:
V, =  V. (3.20)
Then
V/ + V
V = % - r = V/ = Vr (3.21)
Assuming a valid correspondence is found then image points (« /5 v^ ) & (ur, ufl are 
used to determine the angles needed to fixate the stereo pair of cameras onto the 3D point of 
interest as shown by Equations (3.22) - (3.24).
s\l , A Ul Ulo)X CCDv 
« v =  a ta n ( -------- N J ------- ) (3.22)
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O' = atan ( ( u r 11 ro) X CCD
K f
8 , =  f n (  • <*»)
(3.23)
(3.24)
where vQ, vlo and vrQ are the centre of the image.
In Figure 3.15, an example of stereo fixation is shown in a similar way to that used to 
show monocular fixation. In this example the images from both cameras are used. The first 
two images show the first stereo pair of images grabbed from the robot head. The matched 
region of interest obtained from the saturated regions are then passed to a the gaze control 
mechanisms, where they are used to guide the robot to its next look direction. This technique 
of stereo fixation is a very important part of the stereo robot head’s mechanism to control its 
focus of attention. This mechanism is used extensively in a later chapter on active object 
recognition to centralise a region of interest in both images, thus allowing attention to shift 
from one object to another. Centralising an object of interest is also essential if  the zoom 
mechanism described in this chapter is to be used.
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Figure 3.15 Example of Stereo Fixation.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter the development of the gaze control, focus and zoom for use with the Getafix 
stereo robot head has been discussed. These techniques form the tools that will be used in 
subsequent active vision experiments. The use of one of these features, that of gaze control, 
in a set of active vision experiments aimed at demonstrating the active nature of the head 
has been shown. In this chapter it has been shown how the camera parameters can be 
calibrated. Some of the functions that the lenses can perform have also been shown, such as, 
focusing on a set distance, auto focusing and changing the focal length. In a later chapter it 
will shown how these functions have been utilised as part of an active object recognition 
strategy.
Chapter
Object Recognition and Feature 
Extraction
4.1 Introduction
Object recognition is an important and basic goal of computer vision. Most research, thus far 
has concentrated on the recognition of objects from their shape. Successful object recognition 
has been shown for the matching of 2D shapes to 2D images data. However, the task of 
recognising 3D objects from their 2D projections in an image has proven less successful, even 
in the case of polyhedral objects. Current methods have generally required the unreliable 
inference of intermediate 3D information or have been based on specific metric models of the 
objects which are to be identified. Little success has been achieved in the recognition of 
curved or generic 3D objects from 2 D image data. This is primarily due to the lack of easily 
detectable feature sets to provide the visual cues. Polyhedral objects are generally 
considered easier to detect because of the availability of features such as parallel sides and 
vertices. With curved objects this has proved harder due to the absence of robust methods for 
the parameterization of curved surfaces and edge strings. Detection of curved-symmetry and 
curvilinearity is more mathematically complex in comparison to the same procedures for 
lines. Some researchers have tried to overcome many of the fundamental problems relating
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to the lack of methods for the extraction of image features using lines, circles and ellipses 
[78], [34], [79], [97], [98]. In these methods the extraction of curved strings still proves to be a 
problem. Most of the methods represent curves using circular arcs and although using 
circular arcs and lines is more useful than lines alone, its limitation is that very few curved 
objects are likely to appear circular. Circular faces of 3D objects in the world appear 
elliptical from almost all angles. For this reason one of the most researched areas in the field 
of curved feature extraction is that of ellipse detection. Only a few researchers have 
developed robust and efficient methods [6 6],[68],[33],[57] and there remains scope for 
improvement in results and computational efficiency. With a lack of robust methods for the 
extraction of parameterized curved visual cues there has been little work on the extraction 
of more complicated 3D curved objects such as cylinders, cones or ellipsoids.
This chapter consists of three main parts. Firstly, an introduction to primitive based 
object recognition, including a review of existing 3D object recognition systems based on the 
extraction of volumetric primitives (generalised cylinders) from single 2 D images. Secondly 
as the development of such a system requires the extraction of low level image features such 
as lines and ellipses, a brief review of current methods for the extraction of these features 
from grey-level images. Finally a common method of ellipse detection is presented that 
shows the problems and limitation of this type of feature extraction.
4.2 Primitive based Object Recognition
Most previous methods of object recognition have suffered from the problem that they can 
only recognize a limited number of objects. Often these objects are represented as single 
entities using rigid CAD model (generally polyhedral) representations incorporating points, 
line, curves and surfaces. This is adequate in some domains such as industrial inspection 
but not as part of a general vision system. The main methods of recognition involve 
extracting image features using edge detection, line finding, and polygon approximation 
methods and matching these image features to a model of the object to be detected. Often a 
recognition process will use the metric properties of the model to help determine possible 
matches. These methods are not usually only restricted to a limited number of well 
structured objects but also to objects where the viewpoint is known or highly constrained 
and with the requirement that objects are isolated in the image to avoid the problems of 
occlusion. Recognition of a number of objects involves the matching of each possible object to 
the image features, resulting in a time consuming search through a database of possible 
objects. The object that produces the closest match is regarded as the true object in the 
image. In a system with many thousands of objects this would soon become unworkable as 
the time for recognition grows linearly with the number of possible objects. Human object 
recognition must be sub-linear with growth of the number of object models.
The Recognition By Components approach proposed by Biederman[10],[46] suggests
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that objects with a complex shape can be made up of a set of simpler volumetric primitives 
(geons, "geometric ions") in a similar way that spoken words can be described by a set of 
primitives-phonemes. In Biederman’s method objects are described as a set of geons together 
with their spatial positions, orientation and connectivity information. This allows efficient 
storage of a large model database and quick and easy access to models in a recognition 
process. Geons are simple volumetric primitives derived from generalised cylinders. A 
generalised cylinder is a volume derived by sweeping a cross-sectional area along some space 
curve. By changing the shape of the cross sectional area, varying the size of the area along 
the curve or using a non linear space curve a number of possible generalised cylinders can be 
defined. Figure 4.1 shows a number of simple geons derived by Dickinson et al [27],[28]. The 
geons can be described in a qualitative form as shown in Table 4.1. For example a truncated 
cone primitive is defined as an elliptical cross section swept along a straight space curve 
whilst linearly changing the cross sectional area. An important feature that might help to 
differentiate a possible truncated cone from a cone is that the cross sectional area of a 
truncated cone does not become zero. The existence of distinct features among the various 
primitive types aids their the possible detection and classification.
7. Bent Block 8. Bent Cylinder 9. Truncated Ellipsoid 10. Ellipsoid
Figure 4.1 Geon Types
Biederman suggests that there are a number of non-accidental properties of edges 
that can be used as a reliable cue to the detection of individual geons. The theory of non­
accidental properties suggests that when some regularity exists in an image then this 
regularity is most likely caused by some regularity in the real world, rather than from the 
consequence of an accidental viewpoint. Biederman asserts that non-accidental properties 
such as image parallelism, symmetry, collinearity, curvilinearity and co-termination, come
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from similar features of the real world. Although the principle of non-accidental properties is 
not valid for all viewpoints, it is true over a large range. Figure 4.2 shows some non­
accidental properties, which were first suggested many years ago by the Gestalt 
philosophers based on psychology experiments. In Biedermaris scheme these properties are 
used to group image features together allowing construction of the more complicated geon 
primitives. Figure 4.3 shows an example of how a cylindrical geon could be constructed from 
image features which are grouped on the basis of the non-accidental properties.
Geon name X-Section Axis Cross-section behaviour Features
Block Rectangular Straight Constant X-Section size
Trunc Pyramid Rectangular Straight Linearly increasing NOT starting from Point
Pyramid Rectangular Straight Linearly increasing Starting from Point
Cylinder Elliptical Straight Constant X-Section size
Trunc Cone Elliptical Straight Linearly increasing NOT starting from Point
Cone Elliptical Straight Linearly increasing Starting from Point
Bent Block Rectangular Curved Constant X-Section size
Bent Cylinder Elliptical Curved Constant X-Section size
Trunc Ellipsoid Elliptical Straight Increasing or decreasing NOT starting or ending at a Point
Ellipsoid Elliptical Straight Increasing or decreasing Starting & ending at a Point
Table 4.1 Table Summarising the properties of the Basic Geometric Primitives
Much of the work on geons has so far concentrated on interpretation at the higher 
levels of grouping, working on this assumption that perfect image features have been 
extracted from the image. Unfortunately in even simple images this high quality 
information is not readily available. Although much research has been performed in the 
area of low level image processing the reliable extraction of a perfect line drawing is almost 
impossible for all but the simplest images under ideal laboratory conditions.
Figure 4.2 Image features extracted to determine volumetric primitives
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Figure 4.3 Using image features to construct geons.
4.3 Preview Work
An early object recognition scheme proposed by Roberts [75] produced one of the first 
real systems capable of dealing with three dimensional volumetric primitives. His system 
digitised images containing simple polyhedral objects and produced a three dimensional 
wire-frame representation of individual objects and their volumetric primitive components. 
The system used a small set of polyhedral primitives (wedges, cuboids and hexagonal 
prisms) allowing objects to exist as single primitives or compound primitives "glued" 
together. Roberts’ went on to determine the geometric transformation of the object allowing 
the construction of a wire-frame model that could be manipulated to any desired viewpoint. 
Unfortunately the scheme used only a limited set of primitives covering very few real world 
objects. The system did not detect any primitives with curved edges or curved axis primitives 
that are so common in everyday items. Although pioneering for its time, Roberts’ system 
fails to provide enough primitive types to describe all but the simplest objects. Generally it 
required images to be artificial, uncomplicated and with ideal lighting conditions. Since 
Roberts much new work has been suggested for edge detection and image feature extraction 
malting more reliable primitive extraction possible.
Brooks’ ACRONYM [14] system used a hierarchical generalised cylinder method for 
the analysis of aerial images to detect aircraft that were situated on the ground. Generalised 
cylinders were extracted from the edge data of the aerial image using a two dimensional 
ribboning technique. This technique outlines trapezoidal areas taken to be projections of 
generalised cylinders. In aerial images identification of cylindrical structures as trapezoidal 
areas is valid as the fuselage and wing both appear as planar surfaces due to their distance 
from the imaging device. ACRONYM introduced the use of hierarchical descriptions of object 
models in terms of simple primitives and their spatial relations. Although this method really 
fails to extract generalised cylinders (extracting only trapezoidal shapes from the image) the 
ACRONYM system did show some of the principles of the Recognition By Components (RBC)
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scheme. Unfortunately Brooks’ method was not shown on more general scenes of everyday 
three dimensional objects and so comparison with other methods is difficult. Even so 
ACRONYM is still considered to be an important contribution to the field of object 
recognition.
Lowe [53] suggested a method of three dimensional object recognition using non­
accidental viewpoint invariant perceptual groupings. Lowe’s method extracts line segments 
from an edge image and perceptually groups them in terms of collinearity, proximity and 
parallelism, see Figure 4.5. Lowe chose these properties as they are easily detectable and 
have non-accidental viewpoint invariant characteristics. The next stage of Lowe’s scheme 
uses these perceptual groupings in a process that matches each perceptual grouping to 
similar groupings in the model of the object. In order to reduce this search time the 
perceptual groupings are ranked to select the most promising match first. Matches with 
objects are then used to determine the viewpoint, using the viewpoint consistency constraint 
[54]. The viewpoint consistency constraint states that the locations of all projected model 
features in an image must be consistent with projections from a single viewpoint. This is 
used to update the match and determine if a correct match has been found. Although Lowe’s 
method emphasised some key features useful in the determination of volumetric primitives 
it does not have the versatility for expansion to the number of possible objects of a geon 
scheme. Model based systems usually require structural models of objects with metric 
properties of the object. Problems arise in storing large numbers of such objects due to the 
complexity of the object models. Efficient indexing methods are essential to obtain 
reasonable times for model identification. Nevertheless Lowe makes a significant 
contribution to the area of object recognition with this work and many of the feature 
extraction processes used to create the matches are useful for the extraction of volumetric 
primitives.
Bergevin & Levine [9] describe a system for the segmentation of line drawings into 
volumetric parts using a generic object recognition system, PARVO (Primal Access
Plane
Figure 4.4 Brooks system of Cylindrical Object recognition
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Figure 4.5 Lowes perceptual groupings 
Recognition of Visual Objects). Their work is based on the theory of Recognition By 
Components [10]. They propose a hierarchical system that uses line segments to extract 
geons from an image. Geon extraction is performed using a feature extraction stage that 
performs an exhaustive search on a set of line segments to find features such as corners, 
parallelism and symmetry. The next stage extracts the surfaces of the possible geons using 
the image features. Database models are used to group these surfaces into individual geons. 
The PARVO system extracts connectivity information from the geons and performs object 
recognition of complex objects using a model database of simple test objects. Although the 
system performs well, all the images were idealised line drawings. A major limitation of this 
system is that line segments are interactively entered into the system. This avoids the need 
to extract a partitioned line drawing from the intensity image. Although Bergevin & Levine 
[9] argue that this can be easily added, many of the problems of volumetric primitive 
extraction stem from the inability to extract high quality segmented line drawings. Bergevin 
& Levine test their scheme on a number of idealised line drawings taken from the 
psychology literature of human object recognition experiments. In all of these experiments 
the individual geons are easily identifiable. Although the PARVO system produces good 
results on the examples used it seems clear that the availability of an idealised line drawing 
may be a key influence on this.
Dickinson et al [27],[28] used isolated objects in real images and line drawings to 
show their approach; the aspect hierarchy scheme. The aspect hierarchy scheme is a 
multilevel system that determines the existence of possible geons using a probabilistic 
approach to the grouping of low-level image features, surfaces and geons. Figure 4.6 shows a 
diagrammatic description of this scheme. In the aspect hierarchy Boundary groups are low 
level image features that can be used for the detection of geons. These groups are parallel, 
intersecting and symmetric sets of lines and curves that when grouped form Faces. Faces are 
closed contours that form a single facet of a single geon. Faces are grouped to form Aspects. 
Aspects are the top level in the aspect hierarchy and are viewpoint instances of geon types. 
As the recognition process moves up the levels, single Boundary groups produce multiple
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Figure 4.6 Aspect hierarchy scheme.
Faces, which in turn produce multiple Aspects. To determine the most likely occurrence of a 
particular Face from the Boundary groups and a particular Aspect from the Faces a 
probabilistic method is used that links the levels of the aspect hierarchy. Each level is linked 
by probabilistic weights to the members of the level below, where the weights determine the 
likelihood of one producing the other. The weights are derived from simulation experiments 
involving rotating computer models of the primitives around all three axes, orthographically 
projecting the primitives onto the image plane and noting the number of appearances of 
each boundary group, face or aspect. In Dickinson’s method primitives are recovered from 
the image at the Face level. The image is initially segmented into regions and possible faces 
identified and labelled. The faces are grouped into individual aspects, which are then 
matched to individual primitives. After the primitives have been determined, information 
about primitive connectivity is extracted before being used with the primitive information to 
index an object database. Dickinson’s method showed good results on real and artificial 
images, and introduced the novel method of the aspect hierarchy scheme. Many of the test 
images used by Dickinson’s method were either of idealised line drawings, artificial images 
or real objects under laboratory lighting conditions. This results in the reliable extraction of 
image features but places doubts on the ability of this method on more general images.
Fairwood [30],[35] has presented a number of pieces of work including a review of 
current geon approaches to object recognition. They have also shown theoretically how the 
problems of a geon based system can be formulated. They suggest that a generic object 
recognition (GOR) system should be the “what function” part of a more purposive complete 
vision system. They highlight this by emphasizing that a GOR should be a servant system to
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a purpose-defining client.
Many of the previous methods of object recognition rely on identification of a small 
selection of simple objects, often with a restricted viewpoint. The use of volumetric 
primitives as described in these methods allows objects to be described in a simple 
qualitative way. This allows efficient storage of object descriptions and the possibility of 
databases of a large number of objects. The use of volumetric primitives allows the image 
processing emphasis to be directed towards the image feature extraction of a small number 
of primitives rather than many thousands of complex objects. As this feature extraction 
stage is so important, improvements in this area are essential to further the advancement of 
machine based object recognition systems. As part of this thesis it is the aim to taclde the 
problems of primitive extraction for use within a geon based recognition system. A novel 
method for the detection of a particular geon type; that of straight sided cylinders is 
presented. It also will be shown how this method can be extended to encompass a number of 
the other basic geon types.
4.4 Low Level Image Feature extraction
Many of the methods of object recognition just described rely on the use of low level image 
features such as edges, lines, curves and ellipse. Often they rely on an idealised line drawing 
or near perfect image segmentation to perform properly. In practice some of these basic 
assumptions are not valid, as the quality of edge and line detection algorithms are often far 
from perfect. The complete segmentation of an image into a meaningful representation is the 
underlying goal of computer vision. The development of methods for extracting higher level 
descriptions should follow easily once a solution to the segmentation problem has been 
found.
In an attempt to analyse the scene, researchers have tried to extract information 
about the scene using information available from an edge image. Currently a number of 
popular methods are being used to extract edges from an image [19],[26]. From the edge 
image, researchers have traditionally tried to extract structure based on the use of lines. 
However, there is a growing interest in extracting a more complete description based on 
curves as well as lines.
In this section the aim is to discuss some of the more popular methods used for the 
detection of lines from an edge image. Later, some discussion will be given to the extraction 
of a particular type of curved feature from an edge image, that of ellipses. These methods are 
briefly covered for completeness, as later they are used extensively for the provision of visual 
cues for the detection of cylindrical objects.
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4.5 Line Detection Methods
Standard methods exist for the detection of lines in an image [17],[70],[62] based on the use 
of an edge image obtained via edge detection methods [19],[25]. The most popular Line 
Detection methods fall into one of two categories. These are:
• Polygon approximation methods based on the recursive splitting and merging of edge strings into 
linear segments [98],[97],[63].
• Hough Transform methods[45] based on the accumulation of edge segments with similar ( p, 0), 
then the extraction of line segments from the components of each bin[62],[70].
Needless to say line detection methods are far from perfect and suffer from some of the 
problems of many other image processing tasks i.e. noise and sensitivity to scale dependent 
thresholds. First, the quality of the line segments will be inextricably linked to the quality of 
the edge strings used as its input. Second, breaks in the line segments as a result of 
occlusion or visual noise will need to be remade by subsequent tests for collinearity. Often 
line segments do not truly discriminate the difference between what is a line and what is a 
curve. Lines can approximate any curve to an arbitrary accuracy as a series of short lines.
Polygon approximation methods for the detection of lines is based on the use of edge 
strings obtained from the edge detection process. Generation of a line is usually performed 
using a recursive split and merge process. For a particular string, the point of maximum 
perpendicular distance from the line that joins the ends of the string is obtained using a 
linear search along the edge string. This point is then used as a break point. The two halves 
are processed in the same way by a recursive procedure until the length of the strings is less 
than a minimum threshold. After recursion has stopped and the recursive process is 
unwound, merging broken segments that are considered to be from the same line based on 
their collinearity. This method converts all edge strings, even curved features, to lines. As a 
result, a large number of short segments are generated. The rejection of these segments 
would require pruning based on a threshold setting for minimum line length and linear 
continuity.
For the last 15-20 years the Hough transform has been a popular tool amongst 
members of the vision community. It has been used for the detection of a number of types of 
objects including lines, circles, ellipses and general shapes [51]. This keen interest in the use 
of the Hough transform has meant it has appeared in a number of applications and in a 
number of variations. A review of some of its variations is given in [47].
The Hough Transform approach to line detection [31] [41],[70],[62] is commonly used 
in computer vision. Line detection consists of first extracting edges in the image, typically 
using an edge detector such as [19],A Hough Transform is then used to accumulate votes in 
a (p ,0 ) space, where p and 0 are parameters of the line (length and orientation of the 
normal connecting the line to the origin) and are determined using Equation (4.2).
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xcos0 + ysin0 = p (4 .2 )
By analysing the local maxima in the (p ,0) space a line’s parameters and its extent 
can be determined. The Hough Transform technique is particularly robust in images where 
edge segments are incorrectly broken by noise or over-segmentation.
4.6 Ellipse Detection
Robust feature extraction is a key component in the detection of volumetric primitives. It is 
very important that reliable methods are used to extract image features if higher level 
primitives are to be accurately recovered. Ellipses can give good cues for the detection of 
cylindrical primitives and so reliable ellipse detection is important within a geon based 
object recognition system. Ellipse detection is an important part of machine vision as many 
objects have circular profiles which are transformed to elliptical edges when viewed under 
perspective projection in a 2D image. They can provide important knowledge to vision 
systems for camera calibration or object recognition. Ellipses are higher order curves than 
straight lines and therefore provide stronger constraints regarding the 3D positioning or 
pose of an object. They have qualities that can give more three dimensional information of 
an image scene, than from a single straight line and therefore represent good cues for 
further scene interpretation processes.
Ellipse detection is another machine vision problem that has received considerable 
interest over the last few years. Although many methods exist they differ very little. The two 
main approaches are Hough Transform based methods or edge string segmentation followed 
by a least squares conic fitting method.
An ellipse can be defined in one of two ways, using the standard ellipse parameters 
xc, yc, a, b, 0 as shown in Equations (4.3) - (4.5) which describes a rotated ellipse. Ellipses 
occur with their centre at (xc, yc) , they have a major and minor axis defined by (a, b) . 
Orientation of the major axis is defined by 0. A diagram of an ellipse is shown in Figure 4.7.
,2 ,2
A  +  ( « )a b
where
x' = ( x - x c) cos0+ (y — yc) sin0 (4.4)
y' = -  ( x - x c)sin 0 + (y - y c)cos0 (4.5)
Alternatively an ellipse can be represented as a special case of the standard conic 
equation given by:
Ax'  + Bxy + Cy2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0 (4.6)
The special case where the conic equation represents an ellipse is given by Equation
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(4.7). This distinguishes the situations where the conic is an ellipse, hyperbola or a parabola.
Z?2 -  4A C < 0 (4.7)
Figure 4.7 Ellipse Representation
The relationship between the parameters of the two descriptions of an ellipse is given 
by Equations (4.8) - (4.12) [7].
=
b =
a —
CD-BE  
B2- A C  
AE- BD  
B2- A C
2 ( -  Dx -  Ey -  F)
A + C + J ( A - C ) 2 + 4B2 
2 ( -  Dx -  Ey -  F)
U  + C - a/ ( A - C ) 2 + 4B2
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
If an ellipse derives from the projection of a 3D circle then the tilt angle of the ellipse 
is defined as shown in Equation (4.13). Figure 4.8 shows a representation of the pose angle 
of the ellipse.
h " 1 
(f) = sin- 1  ( - )  a (4.13)
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Figure 4.8 Representation of Pose angle of ellipse
This information can be used to extract object pose. However, ambiguity remains as 
the ellipse can be viewed from either the bottom or the top, as shown in Figure 4.9 Thus the 
angle $ will be +71; [77]. As the pose angle tend to 7t/ 2  the projection of the ellipse becomes 
circular, hence the minor axis (b) approaches the major axis (a) . As the pose angle<j) tends 
to zero the minor axis tends to zero. This has a major consequence on ellipse detection 
methods and knowledge sources based around these methods as many require low 
eccentricity ellipses to be able to obtain reliable results.
Figure 4.9 2 possible values of pose angle consistent with the 
ellipse at the top of the cylinder.
4.6.1 Review of Ellipse Detection Methods
The detection of ellipses using the simplest form of Hough Transform would require the use 
of a five dimensional Hough space, one for each of the ellipse parameters. As each parameter 
can take a large range of values this method is impractical in terms of the expense of
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computational requirements (both speed and memory). The array required to store a Hough 
space is called an accumulator. The amount of memory needed for the accumulator is 
proportional to the range of values being measured in each dimension to the power of the 
number of dimensions. For ellipse determination the range of values can be large and as the 
number of dimensions is five, the size of the accumulator is substantial. A number of Hough 
Transform methods have been suggested that tackle these problems, but none are entirely 
satisfactory. Methods tend to fall into two categories, those methods that look for ways of 
constraining or eliminating one or more of the parameters [7] (typically size or orientation), 
or those that look to break the Hough space problem down by using a number of smaller 
dimensional Hough Transform stages, where each stage works out a subset of the 
parameters [104] [8 6]. The methods reviewed in this section aim to extract ellipses from 
images whilst trying to minimize these computational requirements.
Ballard & Brown [7] suggested a method using a four dimensional Hough space for the 
detection of ellipses. Their method assumed the orientation of the ellipse was parallel to the 
x-axis allowing a reduction of the Hough space by one dimension. This method is obviously 
an improvement in the computational demand with the reduced size of the accumulator, but 
could only realistically be used in the situation where real world objects are offered to the 
camera in the correct orientation. Such a method of detection might be suitable for use in an 
image processing based industrial inspection system where the objects position and 
orientation can be constrained.
Tsuji & Matsumoto [86] suggested a method to find ellipses in images, using a two 
stage Hough transform method consisting of ellipse centre determination followed by a least 
squares fitting routine to determine the ellipse parameters. After eliminating long lines 
(which are not part of any ellipse), points from the edge map of an image are grouped into 
parallel pairs using the gradient information of each edge provided by the edge detection 
process. Two points with similar or identical gradients are used to increment the Hough 
space at the midpoint of the line between the two edge points, see Figure 4.10. The centres of 
the ellipses are then determined as the peaks in a Hough space. Tsuji & Matsumoto found 
that this method caused problems for large ellipses where the straight line segments had 
already been removed and for concentric ellipses where the centres of a number of concentric 
ellipses are mapped onto the same position in the Hough space. This causes problems in 
determining which of the parallel pairs come from each ellipse.
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As well as being computationally expensive this method also suffered in cases of 
occlusion. When incomplete ellipses are to be detected the method is not able to find enough 
parallel pairs with which to determine the ellipse centres. This causes a failure to detect 
ellipses. Unfortunately occlusion can be a major problem when it comes to ellipse detection. 
For example, when one considers a cylinder, the ellipse that is present at the base of the 
cylinder is almost always occluded by the cylinder itself. Once the peak of the Hough space 
has been found those points that produced that peak are passed to a least squares ellipse 
fitting routine, which is used to estimate all five parameters of the ellipse. Using a least 
squares method means that the results are sensitive to spurious noise and therefore ellipse 
detection cannot be correctly performed in a noisy or cluttered image.
Davies [23] recognising some of the drawbacks of the Hough Transform method 
described by Tsuji & Matsumoto [86] suggested a method using the Generalised Hough 
Transform (GHT). In this method Davies reduces the Hough Transform for ellipse detection 
to a two dimensional Hough space. However, due to assumptions made, this method is only 
suitable for the detection of low eccentricity ellipse, i.e. slightly deformed circles.
Yuen et al [104] developed a method capable of detecting partially occluded ellipses 
using a two stage Hough Transform. One of the advantages of this method over that of Tsuji 
& Matsumoto was the ability to detect the ellipse centre from non-parallel pairs of edge 
points, see Figure 4,11. The first stage of this method consists of determining the ellipse 
centre.
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The second stage of the ellipse detection used a Hough Transform (the Adaptive 
Hough Transform AHT) to determine the remaining three parameters. The Adaptive Hough 
Transform starts by performing a Hough Transform of large accumulator bin size to coarsely 
resolve each parameter. The AHT determines the section where the peak resides and then 
focuses in on that smaller area and establishes a new Hough space. The range of each of the 
parameters is thus reduced, and the process is repeated until the range of each parameter is 
below a certain threshold. Although this solution is somewhat better than many of its Hough 
based predecessors, a price is paid in computational complexity caused by the combinatorics 
of forming pairs. To make this process computational feasible many heuristics were 
introduced so that only likely pairs were considered in the centre determining stage.
Although the Hough Transform seems a popular choice, some researchers looked 
towards alternative methods of ellipse detection with the aim of reducing the computational 
requirements imposed by the Hough Transform methods. Foster & Sanderson [38] proposed 
a method for the determination of cylindrical object orientation using ellipse fitting. They 
used their method in a real world industrial application for the detection and location of 
transistors. Foster & Sanderson’s method used boundary curvature segmentation to extract 
sections of the edge list that contain elliptical segments and a least squares conic fitting 
method, proposed by Bookstein [13], to extract the ellipse parameters. After determination 
of the ellipse parameters they use a method to improve their ellipse hypothesis by adding to 
the ellipse fitting routine those edge points that lie within a slight expanded version of the 
original ellipse fit. This tends to include those edge points on the opposite side of the ellipse, 
that were not used in the original conic fit but dramatically improve the quality of the 
ellipse. Although this early attempt used a limited domain of example images, it seems 
suitable for the purpose which it was required. Foster & Sanderson identified some of the 
main problems of ellipse detection when used for object orientation determination, i.e. 
inaccuracy of eccentric ellipses and biased action of least squares conic fitting[6 8]. Within 
their method they proposed a scheme for combining boundary and edge image information to 
reduce some of the inaccuracies.
Porrill [68] used a bias corrected Kalman filter to accurately determine ellipse 
parameters from short curve segments. The Kalman filter allows Porrill to estimate the 
confidence envelopes of each ellipse from the covarience matrix. Porrill suggests that these 
may be useful to define areas of possible elliptical segments prior to ellipse fitting. Porrill 
used a least squares fitting method on five points located on a common edge string, to get an 
initial estimate and then iterated the filter to a known confidence threshold by adding in all 
other points on the curved segment. The final solution is not biased to high curvature 
ellipses unlike the least squares conic fitting method used by Foster [38]. Although the 
results in this paper seem very promising Porrill assumes a good initial elliptical segment 
has been recovered from the edge map, whereas one of the main problems in many ellipse
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detection methods is the extraction of elliptical and non-elliptical arcs from the original 
connected edge points.
Pollard & Porrill [6 6] have since extended their work on ellipse detection to use 
information of the position of the confidence envelope from the Kalman filter to search for 
possible elliptical arcs for grouping. They combine elliptical arc segmentation and feature 
aggregation in an attempt to come up with a robust method of ellipse detection.
Rosin & West [97] have performed much work on the extraction of straight line 
segments, circular and elliptical arc segments using a polygon approximation approach. 
They have used this algorithm for perceptual grouping of ellipses [98] in a Hough Transform 
method. In a recent paper [97] Rosin and West extended their line and elliptical arc 
detection algorithm to a multi-stage split and merge method that replaces circular arcs if an 
ellipse fit would be better.
Buurman [18] proposed a new method for the detection of 3D circles based on stereo 
vision. This method uses a syntactic approach to the problems of segmenting edge strings 
based on the local and global behaviour of a chain code representation of the edge data. 
Buurman searches for inconsistencies in the chain code pattern and segments the edge 
strings into regions of elliptical and non-elliptical pixels. These elliptical edge segments are 
fitted to an elliptical conic using a least squares method similar to that described by Foster 
& Sanderson [38]. This method seems to suffer from noise that causes syntactical errors in 
the chain code. The bias towards high curvature ellipses that the least squares method 
exhibits is present in this method.
Ellis et al [33] used a Kalman filter approach to detect ellipses as a primitive to pass 
to a model based matching system. Ellis used information from the polygon approximation 
method of Rosin & West [97] to get initial estimates of the ellipses. These estimates of the 
parameters are used to initialize a Kalman filter to allow the ellipse fit to be updated with 
more information. Ellis searches for suitable line segments from a polygon approximation 
that could be used to update the ellipse estimation. The Mahalanobis distance is used to 
select suitable candidates. Ellis et al use ellipse detection to obtain possible ellipse groupings 
using tilt and orientation information (Ellis describes these as co-planar and parallel-planar 
sets) then uses these possible groupings to match detected features with a 3D model.
Obtaining the self occluded ellipse at the bottom of the cylinder is one of the main 
problems of detecting cylinders successfully. Only half of the cylinder is visible. If any part of 
the ellipse is occluded by another object then this problem is made even worse. In a method 
by Yoo [103], similar to the method by Yuen et a/[104] it is no longer necessary to find 
elliptical points that are parallel as in Tsuji[86], but instead Yoo uses the pole and polar 
quality of a conic. The application of the pole/polar method to determine the ellipse is used
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because of it’s ability to detect points on an ellipse even when half the ellipse is missing, for 
instance in cases of self occlusion. Although this method at first seems very computationally 
complex, it can easily be simplified using various filtering constraints.
In this section a number of common methods used for the detection of ellipses in image 
data have been shown. Most methods have their problems and situations where they cannot 
recover the ellipse. In the next section we discuss the development of an ellipse detection 
technique and show some of the common problems that most methods encounter.
4.7 An Ellipse Detection Algorithm
In this section a method is considered for extracting ellipses from the edge data of grey level 
images without prior knowledge of the possible location of the ellipses. The detection of 
ellipses is difficult because five parameters are needed to describe an ellipse compared to the 
two required for a line. The method described here uses a combination of curvature 
segmentation and least squares fitting of an elliptical conic. The method is similar to that of 
Foster [38], but uses a different method of curvature estimation to provide robust and stable 
results. A set of curvature segmentation rules are proposed to help extract elliptical edge 
segments from the edge data. Work is also shown on simple pruning, grouping and merging 
processes to improve the selection of the most likely ellipses in the original image. Figure
4.12 is a block diagram showing this approach to ellipse detection. This method is presented
High Level
Low Level
Figure 4.12 Block diagram of unconstrained ellipse detection.
to show the deficiencies for a standard approach to ellipse detection and to demonstrate the 
need for a better method, possibly using other forms of visual information.
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Edge detectors extract edges and links points into strings removing any 1  pixel gaps. 
Unfortunately the edge detection and linking stage occasionally breaks or joins edge strings 
at the wrong place especially in noisy or badly illuminated images. Two problems result in 
subsequent ellipse detection: firstly, if edge strings are over segmented then segments 
passed to the fitting stage are too short to yield reliable parameter estimation. Secondly, if 
edge strings are under segmented then the long strings contain data from both elliptical 
curved parts and non elliptical parts. This contamination adversely biases the ellipse 
parameter estimator. One possible approach to contour segmentation is to divide the contour 
at curvature discontinuities. Curvature discontinuities such as peaks and changes in sign 
represent corners and inflection points, which can be used to segment a contour into sections 
of stable curvature (lines, circular arcs, elliptical arcs). Where an edge string goes from being 
a line to an elliptical arc (as shown for the example of a cylinder in Figure 4.13) exact 
determination of the correct segmentation is difficult. For this problem a threshold must be 
set that defines the effective minimum radius that should be treated as a segmentation 
point. Of course selection of a threshold leaves the method prone to erroneous results for 
situations around that value. For instance, as the pose of the camera changes relative to the 
cylinder, and hence the eccentricity of the ellipse changes, the segmentation point would 
have a tendency to move or even completely disappear.
Determining a reliable method for curvature estimation is a major problem as the 
determination of curvature is inherently prone to the effects of pixelization noise. Many 
researchers have looked at this problem of curvature estimation [59],[89], [26]. Most of the 
methods used for curvature estimation and subsequent segmentation are based on the idea
Line Segment
Elliptical arc
Figure 4.13 Determination of Segmentation Point
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of determining curvature by using a local window of k sample points either side of the 
position where the estimate is required. This method is known as k-curvature. All of these 
methods are dependent on the value chosen for k. Small values of k produce accurate 
positioning of discontinuities but are affected by pixelization noise. Larger values of k reduce 
the influence of pixelization noise but smooth out the curvature discontinuities. A simple 
method of curvature estimation, using the least square line method described by [26], is 
used.
The segmentation process used by this method uses simple rules to label each point on 
the edge list as either elliptical or non-elliptical. Long connected strings of labelled elliptical 
points are passed to the next stage, which is the conic fitting algorithm. One of the main 
problems is in defining the rules that determine whether a point is part of an elliptical or 
non-elliptical arc. To describe a point as part of an elliptical arc it is necessary to consider it 
to be a point where its local curvature behaviour could be classified as part of an ellipse. The 
following rules were adopted to determine this: A point is NOT part of an elliptical arc if it 
is:
• A point of high curvature (k<tu representing a corner)
• A period of low curvature (k< t^ representing a straight line)
• A change of sign of curvature representing an inflection point in the contour (two segments either 
side of a true inflection point cannot belong to the same ellipse).
Points of high curvature are defined by a threshold which is set to correspond to a 
level that would be determined as a comer or small circle rather than a part of an ellipse. 
Low curvature is defined by a threshold corresponding to a possible complete line or a 
straight line segment of a high eccentricity ellipse. The output from the segmentation 
process is edge segments (elliptical segments) that possess elliptical properties. These 
segments are not necessarily elliptical arcs, but merely groups of points that are likely to be 
lying on an ellipse.
4.7.0.1 Ellipse Fitting to Edge Segments
The elliptical conic fitting stage is based on the work by Bookstein [13],[80]. This method 
performs a least squares conical fit to data. In this method the data are points on an 
individual elliptical segment. The conic fitting routine has been adapted to return only 
elliptical conics, using the assumption that a conic is elliptical if it obeys the rule shown in 
Equation (4.14)
B2 -  4AC < 0 (4.14)
The output from the conic fitting routine are estimates of the parameters of a conic A, 
B, C, D, E and F as represented in Equation (4.6). These can be transformed into the more 
natural parameter set xc, yc, a, b, and 0 using the Equations (4.8)- (4.12).
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One of the problems of the Bookstein’s conic fitting routine is that it is biased toward 
small ellipses [6 8]. This tends to pull the ellipse to be smaller than the actual image ellipse 
unless the elliptical segment covers a large proportion of the original image ellipse. This 
problem can be addressed by grouping elliptical segments to improve the ellipse evidence for 
a single ellipse. A major factor affecting conic fitting of ellipses is that the quality of the 
recovered ellipse is dependent upon the fraction of the elliptical contour passed to the conic 
fitting procedure and the angular distribution of the points. Reliable ellipse fitting is 
therefore dependant upon the quality of the segmented edge strings, and ultimately the 
quality of the edges themselves.
Figure 4.14 shows a collection of results of the ellipse detection technique on images1 
of complicated scenes with many elliptical contours.
1. Images obtained from P.Rosin & G.West and from the TINA DEMO J. Porrill.
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It is possible to see from these results that although this method produces good results 
there are often a number of spurious ellipses or a number of ellipses missed. In the first set 
of three images, although the method gets the most important ellipses a number have been 
fitted to the curved sections of the metal block. In the second set of images one of the better 
ellipses has been generated from the shadow of the objects and yet a large internal ellipse is 
missing. Finally in the third set of images a large number of ellipses are either incorrectly 
fitted or missing altogether. The reasons for this comes from the fact that so much of the 
ellipse is missing. With only 20-30% of each ellipse being visible and the biased nature of the 
conic fitting algorithm it is hard to recover good quality ellipses. In this section some of the 
problems involved with ellipse detection have been shown through the development and the 
results of an ellipse detection method. In the next chapter a modified ellipse detection 
technique is used to verify the existence of a cylinder in the scene.
4.8 Summary
In the first part of this chapter a review is given of a number of methods of primitive based 
object recognition. In most of these methods object recognition has drawn on low level 
features in images, such as edges, lines, ellipse, corners to generate primitive groupings. As 
a result the reliable generation of these features becomes very important. However in 
practice many of the methods used to generate these features are prone to the effects of 
visual noise and often contain a number of parameters that must be finely tuned for each 
particular image.
In this thesis it is proposed that because of the unreliable nature of low level image 
features many geon based systems might fail to recover the volumetric primitives from the 
image and thus objects will be missed. It is part of the aim of this thesis to demonstrate a 
novel solution to this problem by the use of a robust detector for a particular type of 
volumetric primitive, that of straight sided cylinders. Like previous methods this new 
method will also be using low level image features such as edges, lines and ellipses, although 
the recognition strategy is particular tuned to the problems of detecting cylinders. It is 
believed that the lower level parts of a geon based system can be performed by a 
combination of robust primitive recognition stages, rather than using low level feature 
groupings to detect all types of primitives together. As it is the intention to use low level 
image features in the primitive recognition stages, in particular, lines and ellipses, a brief 
review of some of the current methods used for their detection has been given in this chapter 
and a standard method has been experimented with to demonstrate the practical problems 
involved
Chapter 5
Generic Cylinder Detection
5.1 Introduction
Object recognition has been an area of much research in the computer vision field. A vision 
system capable of detecting all objects from rigid geometric shapes to soft irregular objects 
would have to be very versatile indeed. Most research into object recognition has 
concentrated on simple objects which are generally polyhedral in shape. The detection of 
objects with curved features has had less attention. As many everyday objects and industrial 
parts consist of cylindrical components their detection and hence the detection of curved 
primitives is very important in the further development of object recognition.
In the previous chapter the concepts of primitive based object recognition and the 
extraction of low level image features were discussed. A problem with previous methods in 
object recognition is that often very few results on realistic image data are shown, making 
critical analysis difficult. In this chapter an object recognition strategy for the robust 
detection of a particular generic type of curved object, that of a straight sided cylinder, is 
explored. The chapter begins with a brief review of methods for the extraction of cylinders 
from grey level images. Following this, a method for the detection of cylindrical objects based
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on a hypothesize and verify strategy is proposed. The method uses a pair of parallel and 
overlapping line segments as a bottom-up cue to constrain parameters of the image 
primitives of a hypothesised cylinder. The verification stage of the method then uses these 
parameters in a top-down manner to constrain the search and confirmation of these image 
primitives. A virtue of the method is that the constrained detection of primitives is much 
simpler and more robust than an unconstrained search. Results are presented on real and 
artificial images. It is shown how this method can be simply extended to encompass other 
generic cylinder types and finally there is a discussion of applications where the cylinder 
finder has been used. In the next Chapter the development of the stereo robot head and the 
gaze control strategies will be combined with the cylinder detection technique to show the 
advantages of an active approach to the detection of cylindrical objects.
5.2 Techniques for the Recognition of Cylinders
In general, researchers have attempted object recognition using either a detailed metric, 
model-based approach or a generic, qualitative Geon-based approach. Model based 
recognition methods match known object models to image features. If the features to be 
matched are distinctive and easily detected then this is an effective method. However, a 
limiting factor is that each object is usually represented by its own unique model. Therefore, 
to construct a system that is able to recognise the several thousand objects usually 
encountered in everyday life requires a large model database. As automated model building 
is not yet perfected this implies a large amount of time and effort in off-line model 
compilation. In addition, run-time matching is usually performed on a model-by-model basis 
and therefore requires large quantities of computational power. Finally, the strict adherence 
to metric models means that imaging systems require accurate calibration. Nevertheless, 
model-based object recognition has been successfully used in applications such as industrial 
inspection where the objects that are likely to appear are known a priori and they have 
metric CAD models to describe them. A comparative study of these methods is given by 
Chin [20],
Geon based recognition attempts to provide a more flexible method of object 
recognition. The general philosophy is that all objects may be constructed entirely from 
simple components such as cylinders, blocks, cones, etc., see Figure 4.1. These simple 
components known as volumetric primitives are limited in number and form the building 
blocks of objects. Object recognition in a Geon system is thus broken down into the processes 
of detection of the primitive components and determining their inter-primitive relationships, 
as shown in Figure 5.1.
Objects are identified by using the Geons as the indexing terms into a database that 
contains object descriptions. A problem with Geon systems is that they rely on the detection 
of the underlying volumetric primitives. Although it ought to be easier to develop extraction
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Figure 5.1 Geon creation of complex curved objects
systems for a limited number of primitives, the vision community still lacks many of these 
basic competencies. A Geon system must allow the parameters of the Geon to vary (i.e. 
height, width, radius) and so the detection processes must be able to identify any variant of 
the primitive. Potentially Geon systems, through the limited number of primitives, allow a 
fast and efficient method of indexing objects from a large database, without the need to 
check for the existence of each single object individually.
In the remainder of this chapter the development of a generic primitive extraction 
process is described. It will be shown how this can be extended to detect not only cylinders 
but also cones and truncated cones. These primitives are three of the thirty-six basic Geons 
postulated by Biederman. In the next sections the cylinder detection problem and current 
methods of solving it are discussed.
5.3 The Cylinder detection Problem
A cylinder is a parameterized shape, instances of which may be distinguished by their height 
and radius. The basic shape can be constructively defined by sweeping a circular plane of 
constant radius along a straight axis, which is perpendicular to the circular plane. Ideally 
the projection of a flat topped cylinder into a 2D image produces a pair of approximately 
parallel straight lines whose end points are bridged by elliptical curves. The top of the 
cylinder projects to a complete ellipse but self-occlusion means that only about half of an 
ellipse is visible at the bottom of the cylinder. However, in reality a more fragmented 
description of an ellipse is obtained when images are processed by current techniques. A 
cylinder representation is shown in Figure 5.2.
Detection of individual features which compose a cylinder may be difficult. Edge 
detection methods [19],[64], are somewhat unreliable and often produce fragmented curves, 
which are not an ideal input to subsequent procedures for straight line and ellipse detection. 
Numerous line detection methods exist and several are reasonably successful although none 
is perfect [17],[70],[63],[62]. Typical problems are the fragmentation of lines because 
methods rely on connectivity of edge data, or inaccurate estimation of line parameters 
because of noise processes. The problems have a knock on effect into the cylinder detection
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Idealised Cylinder
Figure 5.2 Cylinder Representation 
stage. However some of these problems may be alleviated during the intermediate stages by 
using collinearity grouping rules.
Ellipse detection is even more complex than detecting straight lines[6 8]. The most 
common method of ellipse detection comprises fitting an ellipse to connected sets of edge 
pixels [33],[66],[13]. The regression methods employed for fitting are typically non-robust to 
the presence of outlier data and therefore to obtain good estimates the connected edge data 
has to be segmented. This segmentation is so that the candidate strings which are passed to 
the fitting routine comprise of edges from a single ellipse. This segmentation is usually 
achieved by measuring the curvature along the string and breaking strings at points of high 
curvature [43]. However several difficulties arise from the use of such a method. Image noise 
means that curvature estimates are noisy. The distribution of curvature values created by 
noise, overlap significantly with that due to smooth joins of curved segments. This means 
that a simple threshold to identify break points is not foolproof.
5.4 Previous Work
A number of methods exist for the detection of cylindrical objects. These are often an 
integral part of vision systems based on the Geon[9],[14],[27] theory. In the aspect hierarchy 
of Dickinson[27], a cylindrical primitive object is constructed by the grouping of image 
features into regions and then the subsequent grouping of regions into particular aspects of 
a primitive. In Figure 5.3 this is illustrated for the creation of a cylinder, going from image 
features to regions and then the primitive itself. Other Geon systems have also had 
strategies for the detection of cylindrical objects. In particular, Brooks[14] extracted the 
cylindrical structure of the fuselage from aerial views of aircraft on a runway by exploiting 
the angle at which the images were taken by looking for trapezoidal structure. Levine[9] 
considered the extraction of cylindrical structure by grouping image features such as lines
Typical Edge data
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and curves. Theoretically their system worked well and demonstrated the idea of geon based 
vision, except their results have been presented using idealised line drawings with a perfect 
segmentation of image features.
Image Features Elliptical Region Cylindrical Primitive
Curved Region 
Figure 5.3 Aspect Hierarchy method of cylinder determination
With many methods of feature and cylinder detection it is unclear how robust they are 
on real image data. In particular, many early Geon based systems were developed using 
‘ideal line drawings’ as input. It is not realistic to assume that such input is available or even 
attainable. The emphasis of the work in this thesis is to develop a robust generic cylindrical 
detection process for use with realistic image data.
One way to approach the detection of cylinders is to search for the projection of the 
circular ends of the cylinder. These are fairly distinctive features. When viewed under 
perspective projection circles appear as ellipses on the image plane. However, as described in 
the previous chapter ellipse detection is a difficult and error prone process. Many 
researchers have tried to develop good methods for ellipse detection[38],[68],[104],[86] but 
most methods suffer from both poor detection efficiency and low parameter accuracy. 
Methods based on Least Squares fitting are prone to parameter estimation error and are 
often biased towards smaller ellipses. The methods of Porrill[68] and Ellis [33] have 
attempted to reduce this effect by using Kalman filtering.
Remagnino et al.[73],[12] have suggested a method of cylinder detection based on the 
detection of a single ellipse. In this method, an ellipse found in the image is used to suggest 
a hypothesis for a cylinder. A number of assumptions are imposed to restrict the possible 
hypotheses. It is assumed that the cylinder is upright and stands on a table top whose pose 
relative to the camera has been estimated. In addition, it is assumed that the size of the 
cylinder is known. The method uses the algorithm discussed in chapter 4 for ellipse 
detection, and the model of the cylinder is back-projected to predict the possible locations of 
the ellipse at the other end of the cylinder. Two solutions are possible depending on whether 
it is assumed that the found ellipse is the top or the bottom of an upright cylinder. The 
correct solution is chosen by checking for the existence of an ellipse at the predicted position.
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The assumptions of the method make its use for a general recognition system limited. 
However its implementation is simple and it formed the basis of a cup finding module which 
was used in a live scene interpretation demonstration for the Vision As Process project [74]. 
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the creation of the hypotheses from a single ellipse and 
demonstrates the need to check the position of the cylinder with the table top to prevent 
incorrect placing of the cylinder.
Figure 5.4 YAP System Cup Finder
In the work of Rosin and West [77] volumes of revolution in the form of cylinders were 
extracted from 2D images using perceptual grouping of ellipses in image data. The method 
assumes that ellipses originate from the orthographic projections of circular features. 
Rosin[77] uses and extends many of the perceptual grouping rules used previously for lines 
but suggests further rules that apply specifically to cylindrical structures. The method 
utilises three types of elliptical groupings: parallel planar, concentric and surfaces of 
revolution. The new grouping rules are as follows:
• Ellipses are grouped if they have a common major axis angle and a common tilt angle. In this case 
they are likely to belong to parallel planes and this type of grouping is known as “parallel 
planar”.
• Ellipses that are parallel planar and share a common perpendicular axis may define a surface of 
revolution. The perpendicular axis is the line normal to the major axis.
• Ellipses that are parallel planar and share a common centre are probably concentric, coplanar 
circles.
Rosin[77] also uses the Gestalt laws of perceptual organisation i.e. proximity, 
similarity, closure, good continuation and symmetry. Ellipses are first grouped on the basis 
of the parallel planar rule described above and then a Hough transform is used to find those 
ellipses that share a common perpendicular axis. Generating groupings of ellipses tends to 
be more efficient than groupings of other image features such as points or lines as ellipses 
are rarer image features. As a consequence of this ellipse groupings can be based on more 
relaxed constraints than linear groupings and the combinatorics are more manageable.
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An active method of detecting objects with an axis of revolution is described by Lavest 
[50]. In this method an estimate of the 3D position of the axis of revolution of an object is 
obtained by changing the zooming parameters of a lens on a camera. The effect of zooming 
the lens is to shift the position of the optical centre. By acquiring a number of images with 
varying focal lengths, a simple triangulation process may be employed to determine the axis 
of revolution. Subsequently the cross section of the object of revolution can be obtained by 
using the detection of “limb points” and the known axis of revolution. However, this method 
fails when the optical axis and axis of revolution intersect.
Ulupinar[94] discusses the possibility of extracting 3D curved objects based on the 
recognition of 2D occluding contours that are created when the object is viewed. In this work 
the properties of Straight Homogeneous Generalised Cones (SHGC) and Constant 
Generalised Cones (CGC) are analysed to determined the types of image features that occur 
in images of these objects. Although this and other works on SHGC and CGC [67],[81], often 
involve the analysis of very complex objects they are rarely convincingly demonstrated on 
real image data.
The method of Sinha[84] attempts to detect cylindrical objects by finding vertical lines 
and circles that are parallel to a ground plane. A two stage Hough transform (HT) technique 
is used to extract vertical lines from an image and then ellipses are found by a three- 
dimensional HT. This technique offers an efficient cylinder detection solution but only 
detects cylinders that are upright.
5.5 A new method of Cylinder detection
In this section a new method of cylinder detection is considered that is more robust than 
previous methods. The new method combines bottom-up hypothesis generation with top- 
down generic model based matching of lines and ellipses. The method starts by detecting 
symmetric and overlapping pairs of straight lines to define the directional extent of an axis 
of revolution. This information then constrains the possible shape and location of 2D ellipses 
that could be produced from a flat topped cylinder. The difficult task of unconstrained ellipse 
detection is thereby avoided and robust ellipse detection may be achieved using specialised 
methods. A variety of ellipse detection algorithms are possible. Each method uses a 2D 
ellipse hypotheses from the cylinder generation to identify a subset of points that belong to a 
single ellipse. More accurate ellipse parameters are determined by standard fitting methods. 
The use of line detection to constrain ellipse detection is a considerable improvement over a 
method which tries to find and compute the line and ellipse data independently in a purely 
bottom-up fashion.
The proposed method of cylinder detection consists of two major stages: Cylinder 
hypothesis generation and Cylinder hypothesis verification. Hypothesis generation is
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achieved by looking for pairs of symmetric image lines while the cylinder hypothesis 
verification stage involves finding or confirming image ellipses. Each of these two stages 
consist of a number of sections. Cylinder hypothesis generation includes:
• Edge detection.
• Line finding.
• Line pairing based on symmetry.
• Ellipse hypothesis generation based on parameters associated with the line pairs.
• Cylinder hypothesis pruning using simple domain knowledge.
Hypothesis verification consists of:
• Removal of line pairs which are hypothesised as being cylinder sides.
• Detection of image ellipses using constraints from the cylinder hypotheses.
Edge detection and line finding are performed using the Canny edge detector[19],[64] 
and a Hough Transform line finder,[70],[63],[62]. The next stage consists of finding pairs of 
lines which might correspond to the sides of a cylinder. Consider a straight sided cylinder as 
shown in Figure 5.5. Under orthographic projection the sides of the cylinder are parallel. 
However, using perspective projection the sides are not necessarily parallel but are 
symmetric about a central axis. The deviation from parallelism depends on the relative pose 
between cylinder and camera. Cylinder detection can be invoked by detection of symmetric 
line pairs. These line pairs can then be used to constrain the parameters of other image 
features that result from the image of an ellipse. Constrained feature extraction is then 
exploited for cylinder hypothesis verification.
(a) Orthographic 
Projection
(b) Perspective 
Projection
Cylinder Parallel Sides
Non-Parallel 
Symmetrical Sides
Figure 5.5 Diagram showing how sides project onto image plane for 
orthographic and perspective projection.
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5.6 Finding Symmetric Line Pairs
For finding cylinders the reflectional symmetry of the lines that come from the limb of a 
cylinder is exploited. A symmetry exists when transformation of a situation leaves it 
unchanged. Reflectional symmetry occurs when an image feature is unchanged upon 
reflection (u —» —u, v —> —v) about a specified direction i.e. the axis of reflectional symmetry. 
In the case of a pair of lines they are reflectionally symmetric if a line exists about which 
reflection can occur and both lines are mapped onto one another. This situation is illustrated 
in Figure 5.6 for converging lines.
Figure 5.6 Test for Symmetry
There are two cases which can be distinguished when trying to find axes of reflectional 
symmetry. If two lines are parallel then the axis of symmetry has the same direction as 
either of them and lies equidistant between them. Parallelism can be simply recognised 
when the difference in line direction modulo % is zero to within a specified tolerance. For 
pairs of lines which are not classed as parallel the axis of reflectional symmetry can be found 
by bisecting the angle enclosed when they are continued to an intersection point.
Having found an axis of symmetry, a pair of lines is only considered to potentially 
constitute the image of the sides of a cylinder if the lines have significant mutual overlap 
when projected onto the axis. In the absence of image processing errors the projection of the 
lines would overlap fully on one another. As the amount of overlap decreases then so must 
the confidence that the two lines are formed from the sides of a cylinder. A measure of the 
degree of overlap is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The length of common overlap is given by the 
line A B . However, this must be normalised to the total length covered by the projection of 
either line segment, AB. Without normalisation two short but totally overlapping segments
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would receive the same overlap score as a pair of long segments which overlapped only a 
fraction of their length. The overlap measure varies from a value of 1 , which denotes total 
overlap, to a value of 0, which denotes no overlap. Only pairs of lines with overlap values 
exceeding a pre-deftned threshold are considered as candidates for cylinder sides. The value 
chosen for the overlap threshold may be adjusted empirically to cater for known information 
about the likelihood of line fragmentation errors or occlusions.
Overlap AB = length (A'B') (5.1)
Overlap AB
Quality overlap(relative) lengthAJj
5.6.1 Ellipse Hypothesis Generation
The appearance of a cylinder can vary considerably as a function of observation distance and 
angle. Figure 5.7 shows this effect for a range of possible viewing angles at a fixed distance. 
It can clearly be seen that the major structural shapes and their qualitative inter­
relationships are maintained for a large range of angles but the actual dimensions and 
parameters of image features can change dramatically. At small viewing angles the image 
contains long lines and a high eccentricity ellipse while at large angles the sides become 
shorter and the ends become circular. In an object recognition system the pose of the object is 
generally unknown and therefore it is necessary to estimate expected image parameters 
from other detected image structure. In the case of detecting cylinders, knowledge of the 
lines which form the side of the cylinder permits determination of most of the parameters of 
the ellipses which constitute the ends. The line data can be used to define “bounding boxes” 
or “regions of interest” within which the ellipses are expected to lie. Only those edge points 
within the bounding boxes have to searched for evidence of elliptical structure and the line 
data can be used to provide a good initial approximation to most of the values of the 
parameters of the ellipses.
The central axis of a cylinder hypothesis is the axis of reflectional symmetry of the 
pair of lines which constitute its sides. The extent of the central axis is given by the distance 
between the external endpoints of the projections of each line onto the central axis i.e. points 
A and B in Figure 5.8. Under orthographic projection these endpoints correspond to the 
centres of the ellipses, (xc, y j ,  at each end of the cylinder image. The length of the ellipse 
major axis, a, is half the separation of the pair of lines measured normal to the central axis 
and passing through the ellipse centre, see Figure 5.8. However, under perspective 
projection the centre is shifted and the major axis is slightly less than the separation of the 
observed lines. The size of the shift and change in separation are a function of the size of 
object, camera parameters and the distance from the object. In general, the differences
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Figure 5.7 Diagram of 2D projection of 3D cylinder over viewing angle 0-90 degrees (steps of 
10 degrees)
between orthographic and perspective projection is small if the object dimensions are much 
less than the camera to object distance. In most practical cases this is true and therefore the 
orthographic approximation is assumed. Even when this is not strictly true the estimates of 
parameters provided by the orthographic assumption are sufficiently close to the true values 
to find acceptable solutions. Finally, the orientation of the ellipse at the end of the cylinder, 
0 , is given by the direction of the major axis which is the line connecting the two sides, 
passing through the ellipse centre and normal to the axis of symmetry. Thus, out of five 
ellipse parameters only one, the ellipse minor axis, remains undetermined by the pair of 
lines that constitute the sides of the cylinder hypothesis. Its direction is known but its length 
is only constrained to be smaller than the major axis. From knowledge of the five parameters 
a rectangular bounding box can be constructed and the verification procedures for ellipse 
detection are applied to only this restricted subset of edge data.
5.6.2 Cylinder Hypothesis Pruning
When generating cylinder hypotheses from image features such as pairs of lines, a large 
number of pairings produce implausible hypotheses. The cost of applying computationally 
intensive verification procedures to these unlikely hypotheses is prohibitively expensive. 
Therefore, a simple set of rules has been devised to quickly recognise and reject these cases. 
The rules are based on understanding gathered from empirical observation of the grouping 
process, on recognising situations which are difficult for subsequent verification or on 
exploiting simple domain knowledge provided by the higher levels of the image 
understanding system.
An example which occurs quite frequently is the generation of cylinder hypotheses 
which are very long and thin. This case occurs when two long lines which are closely spaced 
are paired. This may happen when the adjacent edges from two close objects are paired or
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Figure 5.8 Central Axis Determination for parallel and symmetrical lines
when an edge is paired with its shadow. We have called this class of hypothesis a “pole”, see 
Figure 5.9. The problem with verifying poles is that the ellipses at their ends are too small to 
be reliably detected by the proposed verification methods. Given that such cases are 
unverifiable it is not sensible to pass them to the verification stage.
Figure 5.9 Diagram to show how pole class cylinders are generated
Another common case which is rejected prior to verification is the occurrence of short, 
squat cylinder hypotheses. The line finding process breaks curves up into many short line 
segments and often a distant pair of lines from unrelated objects can produce a valid 
symmetric pair. We have called this class of cylinder hypothesis a "plate”, see Figure 5.10. 
Genuine objects with a plate like appearance are rare and are difficult to verify both because 
of the high eccentricity of their ellipse shaped ends and because a large image area must be 
searched. Given these difficulties plates are not passed forward for verification.
Both “poles” and “plates” can be recognised and rejected in the pairing process by 
estimating the aspect ratio of the proposed hypothesis. For a cylinder the aspect ratio is 
defined by
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Figure 5.10 Diagram to show how plate class cylinders are generated
AR = Height_of_cylinder 
Diameter_of_cylinder
For poles the ratio AR is large whereas plates give a low value of AR. In standard use 
the cylinder finder required hypotheses to have aspect ratio values in the range 0.1 < AR < 
1 0 .
In order to successfully find the circular ends of a cylinder it is necessary to have edge 
data in the bounding boxes where ellipses are predicted. Hypotheses can be rejected quickly 
if a small preset number of edge points are not present. This test avoids unnecessarily 
invoking the computationally expensive ellipse detection stage.
Another constraint that is useful in reducing the number of hypotheses passed to the 
verification stage is that of uniqueness of hypotheses with respect to a region of space. Often 
due to line fragmentation or other artifacts several hypotheses can overlap in the image 
plane. In most cases this is not reasonable and only one of the hypotheses corresponds to a 
physical object. Once one hypothesis has been successfully verified then all other hypotheses 
that overlap the same region of space can be rejected. In order to implement this constraint 
the hypotheses are ranked according to their quality. High quality hypotheses are passed to 
the verification stage first and if successfully confirmed then all conflicting lower ranked 
hypotheses are discarded. The quality measure used to rank hypotheses is based on the 
overlap score defined previously. Hypotheses are considered to conflict if the bounding boxes 
predicting the position of their ellipses overlap by more than a pre-specified fraction.
Finally, sources of domain knowledge which can be used to reject implausible 
hypotheses are allowable orientations of the cylinders and permissible regions of interest. 
The first constraint relates to the fact that if a cylinder is free standing then it has only a 
couple of stable orientations. It is either resting on one of its two ends or on its side. Thus 
any hypotheses with orientations far away from this are likely to be due to a random 
association of a pair of lines and therefore should be ignored. Similarly, a full vision system 
may have several different image processing methods and may have prior knowledge that 
cylinders are found only in certain parts of the environment. Any hypotheses which are not 
consistent with this high level knowledge must be rejected.
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5.7 Cylinder Hypothesis Verification
The set of hypotheses which are considered for verification usually contain both genuine 
hypotheses and some false but plausible hypotheses. A verification stage is required to 
remove false hypotheses and also to determine accurate values for all ellipse parameters 
including the poorly constrained minor axis. Figure 5.11 shows a cylinder hypothesis and 
the location of bounding boxes that are used to search for ellipses. The bounding boxes are 
chosen to be slightly larger (= 10%) than the hypothesised ellipse. If the hypothesis is valid, 
then it should be possible to recover an ellipse within the bounding box. In practice, because 
of self- occlusion one of the ends of the cylinder produces only a partial ellipse. This is more 
difficult to find than a full ellipse and therefore the criterion for confirmation of a cylinder is 
that at least one of the predicted ellipses is confirmed. However, in both cases the problem of 
searching for an ellipse within a restricted image region using a good initial estimate of its 
parameters is much simpler than finding an unconstrained ellipse anywhere in the image. It 
permits the use of specialised ellipse detection methods that can be tuned to the particular 
problem but would fail in more general cases.
Initially Assume 
Minor axis = Major Axis
Figure 5! 1 Diagram of bounding boxes around the ends of a 
cylinder hypothesis.
5.8 Constrained Ellipse Detection
Prior to detection of ellipses the edge data in the bounding boxes can be processed to simplify 
ellipse detection. The bounding boxes contain edge pixels from the ellipses but also from the 
linear sides of the cylinder hypotheses. If the linear sides are removed then there are fewer 
edge pixels to input to the ellipse finder and simpler image structure to analyse. This has 
benefits both in terms of computational speed and robustness of detection. The removal of
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the edge data corresponding to the cylinder sides is shown in Figure 5.12. Figure 5.12(a) 
shows in bold the edges obtained from the edge detector together with the rectangular 
bounding boxes, (b) shows the points that are within the bounding boxes. Finally, (c) shows 
those edge points left after the sides of the cylinder have been removed.
\
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12 Preprocessing stages of the cylinder verification.
(c)
Another problem with ellipse detection is that it is difficult to reliably detect ellipses 
unless a significant fraction of the boundary is visible. The boundary should subtend an 
angular range corresponding to more than half of the ellipse. As pointed out above, this is 
clearly not the case at one end of a cylinder because of self-occlusion. In order to address this 
it is necessary to consider methods which can be applied to short segments of boundary i.e. 
Yuen[104],Pollard[12] or Ellis[33] or to consider exploiting new constraints. In the case of 
cylinder hypotheses, knowledge of the approximate parameters of the ellipse constrain the 
possible allowable solutions. These constraints could be incorporated into a specific ellipse 
fitting algorithm. However, in the proposed method a more general approach has been 
successfully exploited. This uses the idea that from short segments of an ellipse and an 
estimate of the centre and major axis direction it is possible to reflect the data about the 
centre to create extra “virtual” data points. The full set of real and virtual points can then be 
used with any existing ellipse detection algorithm. The method implicitly enforces a 
constraint on ellipse centre location. In practise, the reflection of points is only applied if the 
angular extent of strings of edge pixels is less than a prespecified value of 140°.
Several methods have been implemented and used for constrained ellipse detection. 
One class of methods are those that exploit the Hough transform. In these cases the prior 
approximate knowledge of ellipse parameters means that the full parameter space never 
needs to be represented or accumulated. Only those parameter cells close to the expected 
parameter values have to be considered. In the method of Tsuji[86] pairs of edge points with
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a common edge direction (modulo tc) are selected and used to predict the ellipse centre. Only 
a small 2 D array of values near the estimated centre need be considered. This means that 
the amount of storage required for the accumulator is small and also the accumulated vote 
structure is particularly simple and easily analysed. Once the largest peak has been 
identified a simple backmapping procedure can be used to identify only those pixel pairs 
which contributed to it and are therefore likely to be part of an ellipse. This subset of ellipse 
points can then form the clean input for a simple Least Squares fitting routine to identify 
the remaining ellipse parameters. The first stage Hough Transform identifies the centre 
parameters but also serves to reliably segment or classify edge pixels into those that lie on 
an ellipse and those that do not. The same principle of restricting the represented parameter 
space can be exploited with other Hough techniques including the method of Yuen et al[ 104] 
who use a constraint on the pairing of points which does not require diametrically opposed 
edge points to be visible.
Another Hough based method that has been considered for ellipse detection is that of 
Xu et a/[10 0 ], the Randomised Hough Transform. In this method a random selection of five 
points are selected from within the bounding box. They are then passed to a conic fitting 
routine and parameters are accumulated in five separate ID histograms. This random 
selection and voting procedure is repeated until significant peaks can be found in the 
histograms. These peaks correspond to an identified ellipse. As the fitting procedure only 
works effectively if the angular coverage of the five points is large this method is used in 
conjunction with the technique of reflecting short segments about the approximate centre 
point to produce additional “virtual” data. The advantage of the method is that it is 
potentially fast but in practise it was found difficult to come up with good termination 
criteria. In cases where there was significant extraneous edge points within the bounding 
box the accumulator arrays showed a rather flat structure and false peaks could be found. In 
general the Hough method similar to that by Tsuji[86] is used most often as it’s result are 
more stable and even though self-occluded ellipses are missed the cylinder can still be 
verified.
Cylinder verification is based on whether the detected ellipse matches the 
hypothesised ellipse. This test can be performed by checking that the recovered ellipse 
parameters match those parameters that were known from the hypothesis. A set of 
thresholds are used to test each of the parameters making sure the centre is within a radius 
of 5 pixels of the hypothesised centre, that the major axis is not more than 10% greater than 
the hypothesised major axis and that the orientation is within 20° of the hypothesised 
orientation. The threshold on the minor axis is much more relaxed as this was the unknown 
value, but a check is made that the minor axis is smaller than the major axis. Acceptance or 
rejection of a cylinder hypothesis is based on the valid verification of one or both ellipses at 
the top and bottom of the cylinder.
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5.9 Results
The proposed method has been tested on many images, both synthetic and real image data. 
It was programmed in the C language and run on a Sun-4 workstation. Figure 5.13 shows 
some of the results of various stages of the processing for a simple image consisting of a 
synthetically generated cylinder (Image Name: Cylinder). Figure 5.13 (a) shows the original 
image while Figure 5.13 (b) is the result of applying Canny edge detection. It can be seen 
that most edges are successfully extracted although the nearer edge of the top ellipse is not 
connected to the far edge of the same ellipse. It can also be seen that the exact points of join 
of the sides and the ellipses are somewhat difficult to determine as they merge fairly 
smoothly one into another. This phenomena means that the break point of the connected 
string, which includes the sides and the ellipses, may result in some stray side edge points 
being included into the ellipse string. These outliers can introduce serious bias into the 
determination of the ellipse parameters if Least Squares fitting is used. Figure 5.13 (c) 
shows the cylinder hypotheses deduced from detection of lines. Note that the upper and 
lower ellipses hypotheses have been drawn as circles with a radius equal to the separation of 
the lines (the size of the ellipse is limited by the size of the circle). The smaller (incorrect) 
cylinder hypotheses have been derived from a pair of short lines which have been found from 
the curves which correspond to the edges of the top of the cylinder. The cylinder hypotheses 
are used to define rectangular regions to search for the top ellipse of each cylinder. Figure
5.13 (d) shows the windowed regions and highlights the edge pixels within them. Prior to 
ellipse finding the edges associated with the sides are removed. This both removes 
extraneous pixels to make the method more reliable and slightly speeds up the centre 
finding as fewer points are involved in the pairing process. Figure 5.13(e) shows a 
representation of the Hough peak which is detected at the centre of the ellipse together with 
the edge points that contributed to it. It should be noted that both the near and far edges of 
the ellipse are identified and can simultaneously be included in the subsequent fitting 
procedure. The subset of identified data is extremely clean and therefore accurate, unbiased 
ellipse parameters are found. The estimated ellipse is shown overlaid on the edge data in 
Figure 5.13 (f). Finally a check is made between the detected ellipse and the ellipse 
hypotheses from the cylinder. If only a single ellipse match is found then the eccentricity of 
the undetected ellipse is set equal to that of the detected ellipse. It can be seen that in this 
case the method works very well even though the self-occluded ellipse at the bottom of the 
cylinder could not be recovered.
An example of the use of the method on a real data image is shown Figure 5.14 (Image 
Name: Cup). The cup produces a complicated edge image as it includes surface markings 
and other noise processes. From the edge data many sets of symmetrical lines can be 
extracted and many cylinder hypotheses are made. Most are spurious, for example the 
pairing of the table edge and cnp edge. In this particular example 22 cylinder hypotheses
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F ig u re  5 .1 3  R e s u l ts  o n  a  S y n th e t ic  Im a g e  o f  a  C y l in d e r  
w e r e  f o u n d .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  c y l i n d e r  h y p o t h e s e s  c a n  b e  q u i c k l y  p r u n e d  u s i n g  s m a l l  
a m o u n t s  o f  d o m a i n  s p e c i f i c  k n o w l e d g e  a b o u t  f a c t o r s  s u c h  a s  t h e  e x p e c t e d  s i z e  o f  c y l i n d e r s  o r  
t h e i r  e x p e c t e d  o r i e n t a t i o n .  T h e  f i n a l  r e s u l t  o f  c y l i n d e r  d e t e c t i o n  i n  t h i s  e x a m p l e  i s  t h e  s i n g l e  
c y l i n d e r  i n  w h i c h  c o r r e s p o n d s  c o r r e c t l y  t o  t h e  c u p .
A  f u r t h e r  e x a m p l e  o f  t h e  m e t h o d  i s  s h o w n  f o r  t h e  t a b l e  t o p  s c e n e  i n  F i g u r e  5 .1 5  ( I m a g e  
N a m e :  T a b l e ) .  T h i s  s h o w s  t w o  c u p s ,  a  c i r c u l a r  p l a t e  a n d  a  p a c k e t  o f  t e a .  I t  c a n  b e  s e e n  t h a t  
d e s p i t e  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  t h e s e  o b j e c t s  a n d  t h e  s m a l l  i m a g e  s i z e  o f  t h e  t w o  c u p s  t h e  m e t h o d  
s u c c e s s f u l l y  f i n d s  t h e  t w o  c y l i n d r i c a l  c u p s .
Figure 5.14 Results on Real Image of a Cup
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As with all image processing and vision techniques the cylinder detection method is 
not perfect and in some cases can fail. One such case is illustrated in Figure 5.16 (Image 
Name: Twocups). The reason for this failure is poor edge and line detection caused by low 
local contrast of the rear cup against the background. The lines which form a cylinder 
hypothesis in the region near the rear cup are too short and as a consequence the windowed 
area for ellipse detection is misplaced and ellipses cannot be found.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.15 Results on Real Image of a Table Top Scene
The computational speed of the proposed method depends on the complexity of the
scene imaged but is not excessive. The invocation of cylinder hypotheses by looking for line
pairs is extremely quick but the robust detection of the ellipses by the Tsuji method limits
the speed of the method as it involves selecting pairs of edge points (for n edge points, a 
2complexity of n ). Table (5.1) shows, for each of the four examples presented, times in 
seconds for the edge detection, line detection, cylinder hypothesis invocation and ellipse 
finding stages of the process. The final column gives the total time for the method.
Figure 5.16 Results on Real Image of Two Cups
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Image Name
Canny Edge 
Detection
Hough Line 
Detection
Cylinder
Hypothesis
Cylinder
Verification Total
Cylinder 4.5 0.4 0.1 0.9 5.9
Cup 7.9 2.0 0.7 34.7 45.3
Table 8.0 2.1 0.8 40.8 51.7
Twocups 9.1 2.8 0.4 15.5 27.8
Table 5.1 Computation Times for Examp e Images
5.10 Performance characterisation
A common difficulty with image analysis and computer vision is the lack of objective and 
comprehensive algorithm testing and characterisation. Many interesting ideas are 
suggested and illustrated on a very small sample of laboratory test images with algorithm 
parameters chosen specifically to suit the test cases. The performance of methods with 
respect to new data sets is sometimes highly disappointing. However, as the discipline 
matures it behoves researchers to make more serious attempts at validating their claims 
and delineating the deficiencies of their suggestions. In this section an attempt is made to 
explore some of the benefits and limitations of our method on a large set of realistic, but 
synthetically generated images.
The performance of the proposed Geon detection algorithm is reliant on many stages 
of processing, including edge detection, line finding and ellipse detection. Each of these 
component processes is quite complicated and has its own intrinsic set of tunable 
parameters. In addition there are extrinsic factors that effect the performance, such as the 
range to and pose of the viewed object. In this study all the intrinsic parameters are kept 
fixed at their normal best values (which have been determined by experience) and the study 
concentrates on determining the effect of varying the viewpoint and range.
To test the algorithm a set of 120 synthetic gray level images of a cylinder were 
generated using a rendering package1. The images correspond to regularly sampling the 
angle and range of a quadrant of a view-sphere at whose centre the bottom of the cylinder 
lay. Because of the symmetry of a cylinder a single arc (of) suffices to characterise the 
performance. The images were passed to the preprocessing stages of Canny edge detection 
and Hough line finding to generate the input into the cylinder finder algorithm. Figure 5.17 
shows on a polar plot the performance of the method. The shape of the symbols denote the 
results of the algorithm and are described as:-
1. The Images were generated using Sipp a Public Domain rendering package developed by Jonas Yngvesson and Inge 
Wallin at Linkoping Institute of Technology
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-|- = No hypothesis made 
A  = hypothesis made but not verified 
□ = hypothesis made and verified
Figure 5.17 Performance characteristics for a cylinder
• Squares correspond to correct identification of a cylinder.
• Triangles show where cylinders were hypothesised based on line data but the ellipses were not 
found to confirm them.
• Crosses show where no line pairings were found and therefore no cylinders were hypothesised.
It can be seen there is a large consistent region of views between angles of about 15 
and 55 degrees where the algorithm is successful. At angles below 15 degrees the sides of the 
Geon are found and a cylinder hypothesis is formed but it is not verified (triangles) because 
the ellipses become very eccentric and are not easily found. At angles above 55 degrees 
perspective effects become increasingly important and the sides of the cylinder degenerate 
into short line segments and are no longer recognised as symmetric and hence a cylinder is 
never hypothesised (crosses). As the distance from the cylinder increases the number of 
points that contribute to the ellipse verification decreases. At some stage this leads to an 
inability to recover an ellipse suitable for verification. Other effects around 55 degrees where 
the cylinder cannot be verified come from where the cylinder hypotheses are being generated 
by line segments from the top and bottom of the ellipse and not the cylinder sides. These 
results clearly indicate the limitations of the method but also provide important information 
which might be exploited in a general vision system. For example, in an active vision system 
there may be prior knowledge of the ground plane. Information of the angular performance 
could be exploited to decide where specified cylinders should be detected.
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5.11 Detection of Cones and Truncated Cones
The basic method discussed in the previous sections for finding cylinders can also be used to 
detect cones and truncated cones. These primitive types are shown in Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.18 Alternative types for cylindrical objects
In order to determine whether the cylinder hypothesis is a cylinder, cone or truncated cone, 
a simple rule is used based on the ratio, R, of the major axis the top and bottom ellipse.
Majorlop \  ( Majorh o l l \
R = max -r-f-. ^  I (5.4)\\Majorbo„om) ( Majortop J)
A cylinder is defined by R > 0.9, a truncated cone is defined by: 0.1 < R < 0.9 and a 
cone is defined by R < 0.1
In these cases the ellipses at the ends of the primitives are of different sizes but 
otherwise the method remains unaltered i.e. detection of symmetric line pairs followed by 
prediction and verification of the presence of image ellipses. An example of the algorithms 
performance is shown in Figure 5.19.
(b) (c)
Figure 5.19 Results on Real Image Data of a Table Lamp
Figure 5.19(a) shows the original image of a table lamp while Figure 5.19(b) displays 
all the hypothesised cylinders, cones and truncated cones prior to verification. The image is 
of a complicated scene with a lot of extraneous image clutter and therefore many extraneous 
hypotheses are formed. However, following verification the method still finds the truncated
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cone which corresponds to the lamp shade. This is shown in Figure 5.19(c) which shows the 
found primitive overlaid on the original image. A similar montage of images is given in 
Figure 5.19 for the example of detection of a cone and a truncated cone from a synthetically 
generated image.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.20 Results on Synthetic Image Data for the extra primitive types
5.12 Region Based Cylinder Hypothesis Creation
In the section on cylinder hypothesis pruning it was suggested that regions of interest could 
be used as an effective mechanism to restrict the number of accepted cylinder hypotheses. In 
this section the use of colour as a cue for region of interest identification is considered. 
Restricting processing to a region of the image has advantages in terms of both computation 
and robustness. If the number of lines that are used is reduced there will be fewer false 
hypotheses generated and significant savings will occur in the verification stages.
To exploit region of interest based computation a simple method of colour 
segmentation has been developed. A colour image consists of 3 channels. There are several 
common bases in which colours can be represented. A common model is the RGB model 
where colours are expressed as a mixture of Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) components. 
However, for our purposes a more appropriate representation is that of three channels which 
express Hue (H), Saturation (S) and Intensity (I). Development of a method which can 
exploit all the information inherent in the three channels is still an unsolved research 
problem. For the purposes of this work only the H channel has been used for segmentation 
purposes. An iterative region growing algorithm has been implemented to find all regions 
which have the same colour to within a pre-specified tolerance. Figure 5.21 (a) shows a 
synthetic colour image, which is transformed into the HSI space using the transform 
described in [37]. Figure 5.21 (b) shows the result of the HSI segmentation and the regions of 
interest generated. These segmented regions are passed to the cylinder detection process in 
terms of bounding boxes. Figure 5.21 (c) shows the results of the cylinder finder when
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applied to only those areas.
CII>|
O
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.21 Results of Colour segmentation and subsequent region based cylinder detection
5.13 Stereo Cylinder Detection
Thus far the cylinder detector has been considered as a method of finding cylinders in 
monocular images. However, in an active paradigm and with a stereo camera head such as 
GETAFIX, it is natural to ask how it might also be used within a stereo framework. This can 
be important if the 3D position of a cylinder is required for purposes such as robotic 
manipulation. In order to infer 3D position from a monocular image it is necessary to know 
metric properties of the cylinder and/or to use knowledge regarding relative pose between 
the sensor and a known ground plane. In this section the problem of detection of a cylinder 
using binocular cameras is considered.
Many researchers have looked at the problem of recovering the depth of image 
features using binocular vision [48]. Most of the work has concentrated on the detection of 
basic image features such as points [56],[65], lines [36],[5] and ellipses [18], [85]. More 
complicated primitives have been used such as quadrilaterals [48] but little research work 
has been performed using a higher level of object description.
Stereo vision is a problem with two difficult components. Firstly, there is the 
calibration problem i.e. determining the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters that describe the 
cameras and their inter-relationship. Much research has been done on calibration and it is 
still an active field [102]. Secondly, there is the correspondence problem. This is the task of 
determining which primitives match in the two images. There is a trade-off between the 
detectability of features and the ease of matching them. Generally very low level features 
such as edge pixels are easily detected but prove difficult to match. More complicated and 
distinctive features are much easier to match but are usually difficult to extract reliably 
from image data. Cylinders or parts of cylinder hypotheses can be considered to be high level 
matching tokens for stereo.
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Most researchers have realised that using points as matching tokens for stereo is 
computationally expensive and error prone. There has therefore been much interest in 
matching line features. A number of good quality line detectors exist[17],[70],[63],[62] and 
the number of line segments in a typical laboratory scene is much less than the number of 
edge points. There have been many suggestions for heuristics or constraints which can be 
used to simplify the line matching problem. Among these are:
• the angular difference between matched lines should be less than a set threshold.
• the difference in length of matched lines must be less than a set threshold.
• the epipolar constraint i.e. the epipolar line generated from the midpoint of a matched line must 
intersect the line to which it is matched.
• matched lines can only be assigned to one matching pair
• the horizontal disparity between matched lines must be less than a threshold.
In this section it will be shown how these methods can be applied to the detection of 
pairs of corresponding cylindrical structures in stereo images.
The method adopted is similar to that proposed by Ayache[5] for stereo line 
correspondence. However, instead of using actual lines in the image the predicted symmetry 
axis of the cylinder hypothesis is matched. The symmetry axis is chosen as a matching 
primitive rather than the sides of the cylinder because the sides do not represent the same 
3D points in each of the images. Even under orthographic projection the image lines 
correspond to the occluding limb of the cylinder and the part of the cylindrical surface that 
generates these lines changes with viewpoint. This is illustrated in Figure 5.22. However, 
the symmetry axis is less sensitive to these viewpoint effects. Generally, it can be seen from 
Figure 5.22 that the central axis from the 2D cylinders is not quite the same as the true 
central axis of the cylinder. However, it is a good approximation for the purposes described 
here.
Figure 5.22 Illustration of how the central axis is common for a pair of images
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Once a set of symmetry axis matches have been hypothesised then erroneous matches 
can be rejected based upon other information present in the cylinder hypotheses. This 
information includes the separation of the symmetric line pair at their extreme ends. Using 
this information may be considered as identical to looking for a triple of lines with an T 
arrangement in the pair of images. Hence using a cylinder as the matching token provides 
greater constraints on the correspondence problem.
Using information from a camera calibration together with the cylinder 
correspondences it is possible to reconstruct the position of a cylinder in 3D. Recovery of the 
cylinder is very similar to the recovery of a 3D line except the cylinder has a greater 
thickness. The position of the cylinder can be calculated in the camera coordinate system or 
the world coordinate system depending on the depth recovery procedure used. The 3D 
location of the central axis of the cylinder can be calculated from the matched symmetry axis 
and the radii can be recovered. Figure 5.23 shows the procedure used to determine the depth 
in 3D.
Figure 5.23 Figure of recovery of a 3D Cylinder From Match
Figure 5.24 shows the results of the stereo cylinder detection method on a pair of real 
images. The first two images are the stereo pair taken using the stereo robot head. The 
second images show the results from the cylinder detection algorithm applied to the left and 
right images. The last set of images shows the results from the stereo cylinder matcher that 
is used to extract pairs of corresponding cylinders from the results above. To extract the 3D 
position of the cylinder in the scene these pairs need to then be passed to a stereo 
reconstruction stage. This could be of the form similar to the reconstruction of lines in 3D 
from stereo pairs of lines. The development of a method for accurate reconstruction from 
corresponding pairs of lines or cylinders in the scene relies on the accurate description of the 
camera calibration and robot calibration. As it is not the aim of this thesis to develop highly 
accurate stereo vision techniques, this last stage of 3D reconstruction is left for future
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research work.
Original stereo 
images.
Results of cylinder 
detection on each 
image.
Results of stereo 
matching of 
cylinders.
Figure 5.24 Result of Stereo Cylinder matcher on a pair of stereo 
images taken with the Getafix head
5.14 Summary
In this chapter it has been shown how cylinder recognition can be achieved using low level 
hypothesis generation followed by a predictive, top-down search for confirming image 
features. The use of prediction allows the adoption of specific, robust methods for detection of 
the image features, in this case Hough based methods of ellipse detection. The method works 
well on real image data and is reasonably fast. This speed benefit is also partially due to the 
predictive nature of the process which focuses the attention on only those image parts where 
features are likely to occur. It has been demonstrated that constrained ellipse detection is 
much simpler than general ellipse detection. The method is shown to work on real images 
and tested on a large set of realistic image data to quantify its performance. Furthermore it 
has been shown how the cylinder detection method can be extended to include the detection 
of cone and truncated cones. It was demonstrated that the cylinder detection method could
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be used with other knowledge sources, in particular region based methods such as colour 
segmentation. It was also shown how the cylinder finder has been used in conjunction with a 
stereo matcher to generate 3D cylinders from a stereo pair of images.
In the next chapter the work presented here is combined with the earlier chapters on 
the active stereo robot head to propose an active method for the detection of cylinders.
Chapter 6
Active Object Recognition
6.1 Introduction
In previous chapters the development of an active stereo camera system has been discussed 
and the problems of detecting cylinders in images has been considered. In this chapter it is 
shown that cylinder detection can be much improved by using the active elements of a stereo 
camera head. A major requirement for the successful use of geometry for object detection is 
that the sought for object must occupy a significant area within the image. If this is not the 
case then there will be insufficient resolution for reliable feature extraction and matching. 
In single images taken with a static camera there is no guarantee that objects will be 
presented at an appropriate distance for reliable object recognition. In an active vision 
system this problem can be addressed by changing the gaze, zoom and focusing of the 
cameras.
In order to exploit gaze control for object recognition it is necessary to have some 
method of deciding which image areas are worth concentrating attention on. For inspiration 
it is interesting to consider how humans survey a large area scene and how their attention is 
directed. Detailed mechanisms are not yet well understood but it is clear that vision
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proceeds via a series of gaze shifts with important determinants of attention being the task 
being undertaken or changes in the scene caused my motion of objects or differences 
between the observed and previously remembered scene. Similar attentional mechanisms 
are used to demonstrate active cylinder detection.
Little research has been done on the active capabilities of controllable stereo robot 
heads for the process of object recognition. Eklundh et al [32] has shown some work on the 
development of an active Geon based scheme based on the work of Dickinson[27][28]. 
Dickinson has also applied his aspect hierarchy work to include active robot control to move 
the viewpoint to improve the quality of generated aspects and avoid visual accidents [99]. In 
their method if non-unique mappings of the 2D image to 3D object are made, a probabilistic 
feature hierarchy is used to drive the camera to a new viewpoint [29]. However this work 
has not been demonstrated on a working vision system with control of the sensor.
In this chapter it will be shown that active movements of the robot head and control of 
the camera viewing parameters can be exploited to make cylinder detection robust. It 
permits detection of cylinders that would be missed by the cylinder detection method 
described in the previous chapter. The method shows the importance of scale in image 
processing. The approach detects regions of interest using simple image processing feature 
extraction techniques and then focuses resources at an appropriate resolution to facilitate 
reliable object recognition.
In the next section a monocular based method which exploits image change to define 
regions of interest is illustrated. The method is then developed for use with a stereo head. 
This exploits region based stereo matching in contrast to the line based matching which was 
discussed in the last chapter. However, the method is not restricted to simple detection and 
matching of an object at a single scale. In section 6.4 the idea of hierarchical matching which 
looks at sub parts of an object at an appropriate scale is developed. It is illustrated with 
synthetic data taken from a graphics simulation of a scene. This is done as the current 
accuracy of Getafix is insufficient to reliably deal with the very small scale features used. 
Finally, in section 6.5 the active cylinder detector is combined with a colour based object 
recognition system and it is shown how the two components can complement one another. 
The colour matcher is very effective at detecting objects at a coarse scale whereas the active 
geometry based object recogniser is highly reliable for matching and confirming at fine scale. 
This section illustrates the potential benefits of integrating several knowledge sources into a 
single object recognition system and this is being pursued in related research [1 2 ].
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6.2 Monocular Camera Approach
In this section the active approach to object recognition is described based on the detection of 
cylindrical structure in monocular images. The basic process involves detecting regions of 
interest then fixating, focusing and zooming in on them prior to applying object recognition 
procedures. The cylinder finder performs more efficiently and successfully on limited areas 
where the image structure is larger and not cluttered with other items.
In order to clearly demonstrate the principles of the approach a simple scenario is 
assumed in which the robot head monitors a scene and objects are inserted or removed from 
the field of view. The regions which are of interest are those that correspond to the objects 
that are brought into the scene. One way to find regions of interest would be to detect those 
regions which are in motion. For a static robot head this can be done by calculating a pixel- 
by-pixel difference image by subtracting successive images. The difference image is 
thresholded so that random image noise effects are not registered and regions of interest are 
then formed by looking for large connected components within the thresholded difference 
image. However, recognition of moving objects is a very difficult task and requires object 
motion to be compensated so as to stabilise successive images. Getafix is not optimised for 
such rapid motion tracking and consequently the active object recognition strategy has been 
developed to cope only with those objects which eventually become stationary in the field of 
view.
Regions of change that become stationary can be detected by considering a sequence of 
three frames, see Figure 6.1. It can be seen that between frame A and B an object moves into 
the scene and a region of change will he registered in the thresholded difference image. 
Between frames B and C the pixels in the region of change will not give a significant signal 
in the thresholded difference image. This indication of change followed by no change 
provides a signal that the object has become stationary in the image and defines a case 
where the active object recognition strategy can be applied. ■
Where more than one region of interest is generated regions are treated one at a time 
with the system completing all the processing in one region before moving onto other 
regions. However, it is possible to foresee the use of a robot head attention scheduler that 
would service requests to look at specified points with specified camera parameters. This 
would mean that the time consuming image processing routines could be left to run in 
parallel while the image acquisition requirements are met for the subsequent regions. This 
would require a more complicated method of robot control and synchronization. Further 
investigation of such an advanced system will not be considered in this thesis.
The performance of the monocular active cylinder detection method on synthetic 
image data is illustrated in Figure 6 .8 . It is not possible to perform this experiment with a 
monocular camera on real image data without the use of additional depth information. The
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Frame A Frame B Frame C
Constant region used for area of interest 
Figure 6.1 Regions of interest generated between frames.
process of zooming into a region has the effect of defocusing the image unless the focal 
length is set to the correct distance first. This could be overcome by the use of the auto- 
focusing algorithm, but a quicker and more efficient method would be to use the stereo 
capabilities of the robot head to provide a depth estimate to the point of fixation.
6.3 Stereo Camera Approach
Detection and recognition of cylinders by the active method can be extended to the case of 
stereo images. This leads to a method that exploits region based stereo matching techniques 
rather than the line based stereo matching method discussed in the previous chapter. The 
extension to stereo is computationally more demanding than the monocular approach but 
does of course potentially yield important 3D metric information. The scheme implemented 
is presented diagrammatically in Figure 6.2. Two images are captured and regions of 
interest are identified independently in each. These regions are then matched using loose 
constraints on attributes such as similarity of sizes and shapes. The camera head is then 
driven to fixate the objects of interest, and zoom and focus on them. In the next sub-section 
details of the constraints used in region matching are discussed.
6.3.1 Stereo Matching of Regions of Interest
As there may be several objects and/or regions of interest in the long range field of view it is 
necessary to match corresponding regions in the two stereo cameras. This is achieved by 
point matching of the centres of the ROI augmented by information on the area and 
dimensions of the approximating bounding box. It is assumed that the number of ROIs
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Figure 6.2 Stereo active object recognition 
found will be relatively small, i.e. less than a dozen. Exhaustive pair wise comparison of 
regions with pruning conditions to reject inconsistent matches is sufficient for this task. In 
particular, matches were rejected if they failed the following simple tests:
• A rea Test
min ( AA. )
AreaCost = ------ ——~ > A t (6-1)max (A., A.) 1
I J
where A • and A - are the area enclosed by the bounding boxes of the two candidate 
ROIs and Af is a threshold. The value of the ratio must lie between 0 and 1  with 1  
indicating matching areas. A loose threshold value of A{ = 0.3 is used as the 
minimum allowable AreaCost.
Aspect Ratio Test
min
fwi w, 
1 J
V V  hi,AspectCost =   —>AR. (6.2)
max
W‘ w 1  7
V  I'J
where h and w are the height and width of the ROI bounding box and AR{ is a 
threshold. The minimum allowable value of AR( is 0.5.
If pruning with the above rules does not yield a one-to-one matching of a region then a
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total matching cost which incorporates horizontal and vertical disparity estimates was used. 
The total match cost is defined as:
TotalCost =
1 1 1 1
AreaCost AspectCost |jc- -  xj |y. -  yj
with care taken that the last two terms be set to 1  when x- = x- or yi = yj.
(6.3)
Left Image Right Image
a * •
Left Regions of Interest Right Regions of Interest
Figure 6.3 Results showing the output from the stereo region matcher
Using the value of TotalCost a region is matched to that candidate match that yields 
the highest value. An example of the detection and matching of regions of interest is shown 
in Figure 6 .1 , where three objects are successfully matched. The uppermost image pair
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shows the input grey level images. The middle pair of images show ROIs detected by simple 
subtraction of successive frames. The lowest part of the figure shows the successful 
matching of rectangular ROIs, the full rectangles having been matched to the dotted 
rectangles with matching denoted by the linldng line connecting centres.
6.3.2 Fixating on a stereo region
Once a match has been found using the stereo matcher the two regions can be used to fixate 
the robot head on the 3D point at the centre of the cylinder. This is performed using an 
independent fixation of the two cameras. This determines the pan and tilt angles which the 
cameras need to rotate in order to fixate the centre of the camera and hence align the optical 
axis on a particular 3D point. Using the method described in section 3.2.2 the robot fixates 
onto a region of interest using the pan and tilt motors of the stereo robot head.
6.3.3 Zooming on a stereo region
The next stage of the active process is to concentrate the two cameras upon the region of 
interest using the full spatial range of the cameras. Td do this the motorized zoom 
capabilities of the camera are used to enlarge the region of interest so that it is the same size 
as the image. In practice the region is usually allowed to be slightly smaller than the image 
so as not to truncate the region. This helps to cover the problems where a region 
segmentation process has returned a slightly collapsed region.
To zoom a fixated region of the image to full screen involves changing the focal length 
of the camera so that the new region is expanded until it is equal to the image size. Of course 
if the region and the image do not have the same aspect ratio then it will not be possible to 
exclude all the other information. However this problem can be easily overcome using a 
simple clipping procedure if necessary. Therefore the maximum size of the zoomed image 
will be dependent upon the relationship between the image and the region’s dimensions. The 
zooming process is shown in Figure 6.4.
The new focal length required to zoom a region to fall image size is given by Equation
(6.4)
(6.4)
where /  is the current focal length and
(6.5)
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Figure 6.4 Figure showing zooming action of cameras on region of interest
6.3.4 Results
Stereo cylinder detection is demonstrated in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6 .6  . Figure 6.5 shows 
the first part of this experiment. The first frame is of the empty scene. When a second frame 
is captured the difference is determined between the two frames. The third set of images 
shows the regions after fixation and the fourth set of images shows the regions after zooming 
and once the subsequent cylinder detection has been performed.
If the cylinder detection is performed on the second set of images in Figure 6.5 the 
small size of the cylinder in the image leads to the cylinder being inaccurately detected or 
missed altogether. The cylinder detected on the zoomed images is of greater detail and is 
more reliably extracted, showing the advantage of using the active cylinder detection 
method.
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Second Frame Region of Interest detected using difference
Fixation upon region of interest
Zoom in on fixated region and apply cylinder detection
Figure 6.5 Active cylinder detection (1 )-(4)
In Figure 6 .6  frames (5) - (8 ) show the addition of a second cylinder into the scene, 
again the region is detected by the difference and these regions are used for fixation, 
focusing and zooming. In situations where more than one region of interest is generated then 
the fixation and zooming is performed on one region at a time. After completing the cylinder 
detection on the region the robot head returns to its initial position and then continues with 
the next region of interest. The time taken to perform each iteration of the active cylinder 
detector is significantly greater than that required to perform the process on only a single 
monocular image, with the capture of a pair of images and the application of all the levels of 
processing taking in the region of 1-2 minutes. Although the time taken to perform the 
active cylinder detection is greater, the improvement in the recognition of previously 
undetectable objects and the possibilities of improving the speed of the control strategies of
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the stereo robot head, suggest that the more purposive nature of an active approach to object 
recognition is an area worthy of further investigation. In a later section a novel extension to 
the active cylinder detection stage is presented using a colour classification stage to generate 
the regions of interest.
Second Frame now used as Initial Frame
Third Frame Region of Interest detected using difference
Fixation upon region of interest
Zoom in on fixated region and apply cylinder detection
Figure 6.6 Active cylinder detection (5)-(8)
6.4 Hierarchical active object recognition
The idea of changing the gaze and zoom of the sensor to improve object recognition is quite 
general and can be extended to allow recognition strategies which are multi-scale. There 
may be several levels of spatial scale which are important either to recognise an object or to 
distinguish between two similar objects. It can be envisaged that all appropriate scales could
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be explored with the results of partial recognition guiding subsequent processing. In the case 
of cylinder recognition this can be implemented as a sequential process of finding a cylinder 
hypothesis by detecting the sides and then looking for sub parts which are the cylinder ends.
A synthetic simulation is used to demonstrate the principles of the hierarchical active 
approach to cylinder detection. The synthetic simulation allows more accurate control over 
the look point and the camera parameters than is possible with the stereo robot head. Figure
6.7 shows diagrammatically the experiment which is performed. A single image is captured 
and regions of interest are identified as described in the previous section. Each region is then 
fixated and zoomed on. The cylinder detector can then be used to hypothesise cylinders and 
subsequently the predicted ellipse positions become new regions of interest for active gaze, 
focus and zoom. Figure 6 .8 shows the actual images created during a simple simulation 
where two cylinders are brought into a scene containing a table top. The detection of regions 
of change between the first and second images generates regions of interest. These are 
fixated and magnified (via zooming) by increasing the focal length. The cylinder detection 
stage is then applied and the resulting cylinder hypothesis is used to guide further zooming 
of the camera onto the ellipses that form part of the cylinder hypothesis. It is possible to see 
that at the higher scales the cylinder and ellipses become more prominent in the scene 
allowing them to be more easily detected
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Top Ellipse Bottom Ellipse Top Ellipse Bottom Ellipse
Figure 6.8 Simulation showing active cylinder detection process.
6.5 Active model based coloured object recognition
The work in this thesis bases object recognition on extraction and matching of geometry. 
However, it has been seen that in some circumstances i.e. for small scale objects, this may be 
difficult. There are also other situations where object recognition by geometry can be 
difficult such as for non-rigid or deformable objects. It is therefore necessary for general 
object recognition systems to consider using other means. In this section the power of 
integration of several techniques for image processing and computer vision will be shown by 
combining a colour based recognition source with the active cylinder finder. The colour based 
recognition source is very good for recognising or hypothesising the identity of small scale
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objects whereas the geometry based recogniser can be used when the object has been 
brought to appropriate scale by active sensor control. In this sense the two knowledge 
sources complement one another.
The model based colour recognition algorithm of Matas et a/[58] is used. Objects are 
modelled by the collection of colours on their surfaces. The colours are given by coordinates 
in a 2 D chromaticity space. There is no explicit representation of the spatial relationship 
between colours although recent work is directed towards this. The method can be made 
insensitive to object orientation, illumination level and type of illumination [58]. The method 
uses a variation of the dichromatic reflection model and ignores the effect of specularities. 
For every pixel in the image a probability is determined for each object model in the 
database. Each pixel in the image is labelled with the identity of the model which had the 
maximum probability. From this information, regions of high probability can be used to 
generate areas in the image where the model is most likely to be present. The areas are then 
grouped using a connected components scheme that merges pixels with a common label.
The stereo robot head captures a pair of coloured images. These are then processed by 
the colour segmentation algorithm and regions are returned corresponding to the closest 
match with an object in the database. The coloured regions are matched using the same 
stereo procedure as described in the previous section except that the regions’ identity is used 
as an additional constraint in the correspondence problem. The assumption is made that 
there will only ever be one instance of each model in the scene at any particular time. 
However the pruning stages of the matcher are still used to remove possible matches that 
are either inconsistent with each other or of irregular shape.
The subsequent control of the robot head to explore areas of interest and the low level 
image processing and cylindrical object recognition routines are the same as the methods 
described earlier. A diagrammatic description of the system is given in Figure 6.9.
As a result of using the colour classifier, objects can be isolated from complex scenes 
based purely upon their colour. This is therefore an ideal knowledge source to be used in 
conjunction with the active object recognition process. The efficient method of colour 
classification allows the more inefficient and computationally expensive object recognition 
routines to be applied to simpler images where the object of interest is centred and occupies 
a considerable part of the image. The advantage of using these active strategies is that 
regions can be identified at distances where application of the object recognition stages on 
static scenes would fail to generate hypotheses, because the objects are too small.
The result of applying the colour based active object recognition method are shown in 
Figure 6.10. A small model database containing 10 objects is used. The model based colour 
classifier method of Matas is invoked and a set of regions that best match models in the 
database are generated. In this example the image contains only a single object, a red cup,
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and regions corresponding to this are correctly found. The regions of interest are input to the 
region based stereo matching algorithm described earlier. They are then focused and zoomed 
on by active control of the robot head. Finally, Figure 6.11 shows the results of the cylinder 
detection algorithm when applied to the zoomed region. A second object is then placed in the 
scene and the process is re-initiated. It can be seen from the second set of images that the 
cup can be extracted, although the shiny glaze on the cup has caused specularities resulting 
in a slightly incorrect cylinder hypothesis.
This method improves on the active method based on regions of change as it requires 
only one rather than two images. However, only objects within the coloured object database 
can be detected, and at the expense of the computational time required to determine which 
models are in the scene.
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Original
Images
Regions of 
Interest 
Generated by 
Colour Knowledge 
Source
Stereo Matched 
Regions of Interest
m
Zoomed 
Regions 
of Interest
Figure 6.10 Active fixation on regions of interests using a colour knowledge source
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Zoomed Image
Extracted Cylinders
Cylinders overlaid 
on Zoomed image
Figure 6.11 Example of cylinder detection applied to object extracted by active colour 
based object recognition
6.6 Summary
In this chapter a novel technique for the detection of cylindrical structure from a scene based 
on an active exploration strategy is shown. Results from real world and synthetic examples 
show that active cylinder detection method can be used in situations where the application 
of the cylinder finder on static scenes with a static sensor would either fail to recover a
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solution or be unable to extract an accurate representation of the cylinder. This method 
combines the work performed within this thesis into an active system of primitive based 
object recognition.
A method that involves the use of colour, active vision and object recognition to 
generate an active process for the detection of coloured cylinders has also been described. 
This method heavily draws on the combination of visual evidence to provide visual cues that 
drive the attention mechanisms of the active stereo robot head.
These methods have proved to be highly complicated and involved the combination a 
number of pieces of work. The complexity of the organization of these active experiments in 
this chapter is far greater than that of simply applying the object recognition techniques to 
static scenes. It soon becomes clear that there is a need for a supervising process and a 
strategy for the managing of hypotheses and extracted scene information. This overall 
control would be needed if the object recognition strategy presented here was to mature into 
a more complete vision system. The development of modules for the control and supervision 
of the observer are a thesis in themselves[74] and so therefore discussion of these topics is 
left to future work.
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Chapter 7
C onclusion and Future W ork
7.1 Summary of this Thesis
In the first chapter of this thesis a brief description was given of the field of computer vision, 
in particular typical approaches towards object recognition are discussed. During the second 
chapter the design and development of the University of Surrey’s stereo robot head, 
“Getafix” was shown. This included a review of the major contributions to the field of active 
stereo robot heads. The functionality of the Getafix head was explained and the development 
of the control system described. A variation of the Devanit and Hartenberg standard 
kinematic determination method was presented that was used for determining the forward 
and inverse kinematics. A number of graphical user interface tools for the visualisation of 
the kinematic system of the head, control of the motors and visualisation of 3D data 
obtained from stereopsis experiments have also been developed. A novel multi-tasking 
operating system was written in 68000 assembler on the SBC controller to enable 
simultaneous movement of each of the robot motors. A large software library has been
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developed for simple communication between the robot and the host controller and access to 
calibration information. Image acquisition software has been developed for the capture of 
monocular and colour images using the Parallax video card.
In the third chapter the development of the gaze control, focus and zoom for use with 
the Getafix stereo robot head was discussed. These techniques form the tools that will be 
used in subsequent active vision experiments shown in the later chapters. The use of one of 
these features, that of gaze control, in a set of active vision experiments aimed at 
demonstrating the active nature of the head has been shown.During the second chapter it 
was shown how the camera parameters can be calibrated. Some of the functions that the 
lenses can perform were also shown, such as, focusing on a set distance, auto focusing and 
changing the focal length.
In the fourth chapter a review is given of a number of methods of primitive based 
object recognition. In most of these methods object recognition has drawn on low level 
features in images, such as edges, lines, ellipse, corners to generate primitive groupings. A 
study of primitive extraction processes for low level image features in the primitive 
recognition stages is shown and a brief review of some of the current methods used for their 
detection has been given.
In chapter five it is shown how cylinder recognition can be achieved using low level 
hypothesis generation followed by a predictive, top-down search for confirming image 
features. The use of prediction allows the adoption of specific, robust methods for detection 
of the image features, in this case Hough based methods of ellipse detection. The method 
works well on real image data and is reasonably fast. This speed benefit is also partially due 
to the predictive nature of the process which focuses the attention on only those image parts 
where features are likely to occur. It has been demonstrated that constrained ellipse 
detection is much simpler than general ellipse detection. The method is shown to work on 
real images and tested on a large set of realistic image data to quantify its performance. 
Furthermore it has been shown how the cylinder detection method can be extended to 
include the detection of cone and truncated cones. It was demonstrated that the cylinder 
detection method could be used with other knowledge sources, in particular region based 
methods such as colour segmentation. It was also shown how the cylinder finder has been 
used in conjunction with a stereo matcher to generate 3D cylinders from a stereo pair of 
images.
In the sixth chapter a novel technique for the detection of cylindrical structure from a 
scene based on an active exploration strategy is shown. Results from real world and 
synthetic examples show that an active cylinder detection method can be used in situations 
where the application of the cylinder finder on static scenes with a static sensor would either
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fail to recover a solution or be unable to extract an accurate representation of the cylinder. 
This method combines the work performed within this thesis into an active system of 
primitive based object recognition.
A method that involves the use of colour, active vision and object recognition to 
generate an active process for the detection of coloured cylinders has also been described. 
This method draws heavily on the combination of visual evidence to provide visual cues that 
drive the attention mechanisms of the active stereo robot head.
These methods have proved to be highly complicated and involved the combination a 
number of pieces of work. The complexity of the organization of these active experiments in 
this chapter is far greater than that of simply applying the object recognition techniques to 
static scenes. It soon becomes clear that there is a need for a supervising process and a 
strategy for the managing of hypotheses and extracted scene information. This overall 
control would be needed if the object recognition strategy presented here was to mature into 
a more complete vision system. The development of modules for the control and supervision 
of the observer are a thesis in themselves[74] and so therefore discussion of these topics is 
left to future work.
Throughout this thesis the work has involved the development of a large and 
complicated vision system. Although the overall design of the head is good, quantitative 
evaluation has been hard especially in the development of an accurate ldnematic model 
where the dimensions are reliant on physical measurement and approximations. The 
development of a complete quantitative evaluation of the performance for the stereo robot 
head has as yet not been performed. Instead this is left for future work until after further 
mechanical modifications and improvements in the design have been made, some of which 
are given later in this conclusion. During the work that accompanied this thesis, emphasis 
has been place on the development of the system as a whole, rather than the development of 
individual elements. Because of this comprehensive quantitative evaluation of individual 
components was not always possible.
The mechanical design of the robot head allows active movements of the look direction 
of the cameras and only offers limited movement of the cameras position. As a consequence 
any active processes that might suggest possible movements of the camera’s position to a 
more favourable viewpoint could only be performed with further development of the 
mechanical mounting of the stereo robot head. Possible improvements might consist of the 
mounting of the head on board a mobile robotic system or on the end of a robot arm.
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7.2 Contributions of the Thesis
The active vision paradigm was first postulated in the mid eighties and much theoretical 
work was performed to motivate and justify the approach. However, relatively few 
experimental facilities were available to provide practical demonstrations of its benefits. The 
emphasis in this thesis has been the development of such facilities and showing their 
usefulness for purposes of object recognition. Thus, in this thesis work has been presented 
on two major and inter-related topics:
• design and development of an active vision sensor,
• object recognition using focus of attention mechanisms.
7.2.1 Active Vision Sensor development
Work on the active vision sensor has involved controlling and calibrating of a stereo robot 
head. The head is quite complex insofar as it involves commanding and controlling up to 10 
degrees of freedom. The late 80s saw several pioneering but poorly engineered stereo heads
[49],[2 1 ],[11 which might be regarded as first generation models. The University of Surrey 
head, Getafix, is among the second generation of heads which have much better engineering 
designs. Getafix is particularly notable for its high pointing accuracy and for incorporating 
controllable zoom and focus capabilities. It is these capabilities which are most appropriate 
for the object recognition task.
Interface electronics and a software system for specifying commands to low level 
motor controllers were designed for Getafix. Software libraries and command lines scripts to 
drive the head from a Sun Host were created and ocular reflex process for directing gaze and 
achieving automatic focus and common vergence were developed. The kinematics of the 
head were modelled using a modified version of the Denavit and Hartenberg method. This 
used two independent link models, one for each of the cameras, and a variable length optical 
axis link for the determination of the robot head 3D look point. The head forms a general 
purpose platform for a range of active vision experiments.
7.2.2 Object Recognition using Focus of Attention
The methods of object recognition suggested in this thesis have been motivated by the desire 
to use focus of attention mechanisms to guide processing. The recognition of the generic 
class of cylinders has been used to illustrate principles as this is an important component of 
the parts based, geon approach to object recognition advocated by Biederman. Previous work 
in geon recognition has primarily involved experiments using idealised line drawing input. 
Our work specifically deals with demonstrating recognition on noisy data obtained using 
real imagery. In Chapter 5 it was shown how the symmetric sides of a cylinder could be used 
as a bottom up cue to hypothesise cylinders and focus attention onto the detection of ellipses.
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In particular the bottom up cues provided very strong constraints on the parameters of the 
ellipse and this meant that specialised ellipse detectors could be used. In later work, focus of 
attention was exploited via use of the active degrees of freedom of the head. Attention was 
directed by looking for change in imagery or for prominent and easily detected object 
characteristics such as colour. It was shown that the active process of fixation, zooming and 
focusing allowed sensing of objects at an appropriate resolution for reliable feature 
extraction and object recognition.
The experiments shown in the thesis provide demonstrations of the abilities of the 
proposed methods but are not the final word in either active vision or object recognition. The 
section below discusses known limitations and outlines possible further developments which 
might be considered to overcome them.
7.3 Limitations
7.3.1 Active Vision Sensor
The active stereo head has been used for active recognition of static objects. However, as in 
the design of any piece of apparatus it is difficult to conceive of all the desirable features 
without considerable experience. If another generation of active sensor were to be designed 
there are several clear lessons to be learnt from current work:
• In Getafix the rotational centre of the cameras in the pan and tilt directions is not around the 
optical axis. Thus rotations about these axes produce a translational and a rotational component 
with respect to the image plane. This is undesirable as it makes prediction of changes in image 
features difficult. If the rotational centre and optical axis have a simpler relationship then 
prediction of inter-frame changes becomes much simpler and can be exploited to good effect.
• Calibration of the sensor should be a primary concern in its design. Aj with many current devices 
this wflj not fully appreciated prior to development of Getafix. There are several ways in which the 
calibration could be improved:
- The motors could be fitted with high precision shaft encoders. This would allow the head to be 
repeatedly positioned following start up. Currently electromechanical limit switches are used to 
specify a standard home position at start up. However, mechanical pressure on these switches 
can cause them to move and thereby invalidate the calibration. An optical switch system in 
which an infrared light beam is broken without the need for physical contact would be an 
alternative elegant and accurate solution.
- Better methods of image based calibration could be used. The current method exploits little other 
information than that obtained from the calibration grid. A continuous self-calibration scheme 
using information of the robot known movements over time is an area for possible further 
research and development.
• At the moment the head is not configured for fast tracking experiments. Tracking is an important 
task in an active vision system that is to be used for surveillance purposes. However, the use of a 
sequential processor and serial links means that there is a time lag of approximately 1 second 
between the host sending a signal and the robot moving. This has made the development of real
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time active vision process almost impossible. An improvement in the speed of the robot head could 
be made by using a parallel link and a network of parallel processors such as transputers
[60],[82].
• Image acquisition and low level image processing should be a more integrated part of the 
controller, giving a better real time response. Serious timing problems have been experienced for 
the capture and transferring to disk of pairs of 24bit colour stereo images, further reducing 
Getafix's capability for near real time active processing. Some work was carried out to try to use 
Datacube hardware for image acquisition but faltered due to an inability to provide a sufficiently 
intimate linking of the SUN and Datacube.
• Computer control of the aperture of the lens would be preferable to the automatic iris mechanism 
currently in use. This is a simple extension of existing work and is being pursued by another 
postgraduate student.
Most of the modifications are reasonably straight forward but require additional 
expense. It is hoped that future money will be made available to enhance the capabilities of 
Getafix.
7.3.2 Object Recognition using Focus of Attention
The work in this thesis has demonstrated methods for reliable detection of an important 
class of 3D object, the cylinder. In particular it has shown how the recognition task is 
simplified by using focus of attention mechanisms, such as bottom up geometric cues, stereo, 
motion and colour segmentation and active gaze techniques. All these principles are 
exploitable in the recognition of other object classes.
The work done in the thesis has only involved three of the 36 Geons suggested for 
Beiderman’s generic object recognition system. In addition, our work has only considered 
recognition of unconnected objects. In a geon model the individual sub-parts adjoin one 
another and this would require some minor alteration to the methods of cylinder detection. 
It would also make the issue of recognition under occlusion more acute although the 
proposed methods are reasonably robust to such effects.
Several of the other Geon primitives which Biederman suggests are detectable using 
minor variants of the methods which are proposed in this thesis. For example, several geons 
have curved but still symmetric axes. Development of a curved axis detection module would 
allow hypothesis prediction and then verification procedures similar to those proposed for 
cylinder detection could be applied.
A large class of generic object shapes are the polyhedra. These could be hypothesised 
using symmetry axes detected between pairs of lines and subsequently predictions could be 
made of where other line features should be found. However, because of the greater diversity 
of polyhedral shapes these predictions might be less constrained and therefore less useful 
than in the case of cylinders. However, many of the active mechanisms available with a 
mobile camera head could be exploited in the recognition of polyhedra. Brunnstrom [16] has 
shown that polyhedra recognition can be achieved using active exploration and analysis of
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local vertices detected by standard corner detectors. Edges of polyhedra can be followed to 
incrementally build up a global picture of the polyhedra from reliable local information.
With regard to cylinder detection the thesis has considered only the method of cueing 
the hypothesis generation process using the straight lines produced by the sides of the 
cylinder. However, there are several other image cues that could be exploited in a similar 
way. These include detection of a pair of ellipses or a single line which connects or is in the 
neighbourhood of an ellipse. These compound primitives could be used to make constrained 
predictions for a cylinder which could then be verified by active mechanisms using the stereo 
camera head.
A rich area for future work is the extension and coordination of several methods to 
achieve even better object recognition performance. The work on integrating a colour 
recognition knowledge source with the active cylinder finder is a first step in this direction. 
However, even at this simple level it is obvious that system complexity grows very quickly. 
The key issues then become the management and coordination of these many knowledge 
sources given that they may produce noisy or erroneous interpretations. This area of work 
relates strongly to current issues in data fusion.
7.4 Summary
In this thesis the development of an active stereo robot head has been described and it has 
been shown that it can be exploited to improve object recognition. The development of a 
robust generic object recognition process for the detection of straight sided cylinders from 2D 
images was also presented. The combination of the active stereo robot head and cylinder 
recognition from 2D images was taken as a reasonably difficult task to illustrate the use of 
focus of attention mechanisms for an active object recognition scheme.
The main difficulties in this work has been the diversity of subject areas covered in 
developing such a large project. This sometimes resulted in myself and others making design 
decisions in areas where we had little or no experience, the consequences of which we were 
not to discover until later on in the project. This was most evident in the development of the 
controller for the robot head. The fact that processor timing and control strategy would have 
a major influence on the performance of the head would have been hard to determine 
beforehand without prior experimentation.
There have been a number of achievements during this thesis, in particular the 
development of an active stereo robot head that is integrated into the University of Surrey’s 
current computer vision research facilities and provides an experimental platform for 
existing and future research activities. It has been shown that cylindrical objects can be 
extracted from real images using a primitive based object recognition strategy. The robot 
head and primitive based object recognition strategy have also been combined to
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demonstrate the use of the stereo robot head as a possible platform for active vision 
experiments. The experiments shown in this thesis have demonstrated the potential for 
combining object recognition systems with active vision. It has become clear that the 
continued development of such systems will require further research in the fields of 
engineering and computer vision in the future.
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A p p en d ix A
S o f t w a r e
A -l Software Library Functions
The following functions have been created as part of a C library that gives high level control 
to users not interested in the internal workings of the stereo robot head.
bit Pcin_Angle(float PanAngle);
Subroutine to turn head around the neck. Angle specified in degrees. No motor 
movement will occur until a MoveHead() is given.
float WhatIsPanAngle();
Query the position of the Neck Pan angle. Answer specified in degrees 
int WhatisPanMotorPos();
Query the position of the Neck Pan motor. Answer specified in motor steps 
(0.0072°)
int Tilt_Angle(float Tilt Angle);
Subroutine to tilt head around the neck (nod). Angle specified in degrees. No motor 
movement will occur until a MoveHead() is given. 
float WhatIsTiltAngle();
Query the position of the Neck Tilt angle. Answer specified in degrees 
int WhatisTiltMotorPos();
Query the position of the Neck Hit motor. Answer specified in motor steps
int Vergence(float LeftEyeAngle,float RightEyeAngle);
Subroutine to move each of the eyes in the pan direction. Angle specified in 
degrees.No motor movement will occur until a MoveHead() is given. 
float WhatIsLeftAngle();
Query the angular position of the Left Eye. Angle specified in degrees. 
float WhatIsRightAngle();
Query the angular position of the Right Eye. Angle specified in degrees. 
int WhatisLeftEyeMotorPos(Angle)
Query the motor position of the Left Eye. Angle specified in motor steps 
int WhatisRightEyeMotorPos(Angle)
Query the motor position of the Left Eye. Angle specified in motor steps 
int CommonVergenceRad(float *LeftEyeAngle,float *RightEyeAngle, float *PanAngle) 
Specify symmetric vergence for given Neck and Eye Angles. Angles are adjusted for 
Neck and Eyes such that LeftEyeAngle == RightEyeAngle. All angles are given in 
radians.
bit CommonVergence(float *LeftEyeAngle,float *RightEyeAngle,float *Pan Angle)
A -l.l M otor Control
A-l.1.2 Tilt Motor
A-l.1.3 Vergence Motor
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Specify symmetric vergence for given Neck and Eye Angles. Angles are adjusted for 
Neck and Eyes such that LeftEyeAngle == RightEyeAngle. All angles are given in 
degrees.
A-l.1.4 Zoom Compensation
• int LeftZoomCompifloat ZoomZCAngle)
Move left zoom compensation motor.Distance given in motor positions.
• int LeftZoomCompDist(float ZoomDistance)
Move right zoom compensation motor. Distance given in motor positions.
• int RightZoomCompifloat ZoomZCAngle)
Move left zoom compensation motor. Distance given in mm.
• int RightZoomCompDist(float ZoomDistance)
Move left zoom compensation motor. Distance given in mm.
• float WhatlsLeftZoomCompO
Query left zoom compensation motor position.
• float WhatlsRightZoomCompO
Query right zoom compensation motor position.
A-1.2 General
• int QueryHead()
Query the robot head about all the motor positions
• in t MoveHead()
Make a series of predefined movements.
• int lnitialiseHead()
Initialise the Head completely again.
• int CalibrateHead()
Calibrate the Heads Current position
• int ReCalibrateHead()
Recalibrate the Head at the Current position
A-1.3 Camera Control
• int LeftFocal(int FocalPos)
Move the Left Focusing motor. Units are in motor positions (0-4096).
• int RightFocal(int FocalPos)
Move the Right Focusing motor. Units are in motor positions.
• int LeftZoom( int ZoomPos)
Move the Left Zoom motor. Units are in motor positions.
• int RightZoom(int ZoomPos)
Move the Right Zoom motor. Units are in motor positions.
• float WhatIsLeftFocal()
Query the Current Left Focus motor position.
• float WhatIsRightFocal()
Query the Current Right Focus motor position
• float WhatIsLeftZoom()
Query the Current Left Zoom motor position.
• float WhatIsRightZoom()
Query the Current Right Zoom motor position.
• int LeftFocalFromDepth(double depth)
Appendix. A
Set the focusing distance of the left camera to a specified physical distance from the 
camera (in mm)
• int RightFocalFromDepth(double depth)
Set the focusing distance of the right camera to a specified physical distance from the 
camera (in mm)
• int RightMotorPosFocal(double f)
Set the right zoom motor for a set focal length. Units in mm
• double RiglitFocalLength()
Query the Focal length of the right camera.
• int LeftMotorPosFocal(double f)
Set the left zoom motor to a specified focal length. Units in mm
• double LeftFocalLength()
Query the Focal length of the left camera.
A-l.3.1 Camera Constants
double WhatisCCDXSize()
What is the x dimension of the CCD array of the camera, obtained from the 
manufacturers data. Answer in mm.
• double WhatisCCDYSizef)
What is the y dimension of the CCD array of the camera, obtained from the 
manufacturers data. Answer in mm.
• double WhatisPixelXSize()
What is the size of a single Pixel of the CCD array of the camera, obtained from the 
manufacturers data, Answer in mm.
• double WhatisPixelYSize()
What is the size of a single Pixel of the CCD array of the camera, obtained from the 
manufacturers data, Answer in mm.
• double BaselineSeperation()
What is the Baseline Separation between the two cameras, Answer in mm.
• double BaselineSeperationMetresO
What is the Baseline Separation between the two cameras, Answer in Metres.
A-l.3.2 Kinematics
• int GenerateAnglesQ
Generate the angles of the robot for a given look point (x,y,z).
• int GeneratePositonFilesO
Generate the current position files for the robot.
• NVector *GetDepth()
Get the position of the look point.
• double GetDepthEstimate()
Get an estimate of the distance to the look point.
• int LeftKinematics()
Determine the position of the left side of the head
• int RightKinematics()
Determine the position of the right side of the head
A-l.3.3 CameraRT
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NMatrix *WorldtoLeftCameraRotation();
Determine the World to left camera R transformation matrix.
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A-l.3.4
NVector *WorldtoLeftCameraTranslation();
Determine the World to left camera T transformation vector.
NMatrix *WorldtoRightCameraRotation();
Determine the World to right camera R transformation matrix. 
NVector *WorldtoRightCameraTranslation();
Determine the World to left camera T transformation vector.
NVector *LeftCameratoWorldTranslation();
Determine the left camera to World T transformation matrix.
NVector *RightCameratoWorldTranslation();
Determine the right camera to World T transformation vector.
NMatrix *LeftCamerato WorldRotation();
Determine the left camera to World R transformation matrix.
NMatrix *RightCameratoWorldRotation();
Determine the right camera to World R transformation matrix. 
NVector *LefttoRightCameraTranslation()
Determine the left camera to right camera T transformation vector. 
NVector *RighttoLeftCameraTranslation()
Determine the right camera to left camera T transformation vector. 
NMatrix *LefttoRightCameraRotation()
Determine the left camera to right camera R transformation matrix. 
NMatrix *RighttoLeftCameraRotation()
Determine the right camera to left camera R transformation matrix.
Report
int RobotReport()
Give a text report on the current status of all the robots motor positions 
GetHeadRTgf
Draw in gf format the robot current state and position.
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A p p en d ix B
C i r c u i t  D i a g r a m s
B -l Stepper Motor Interface Board
Neck Pan Moor
Neck Tilt Motor
Left Eye Pan
Right Eye Pan
Left Eye Zoom Compensation
Right Eye Zoom Compensation
B-2 DC Motor Controller
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Appendix C
Single Board Computer 
C - l  SBC  Software
The following diagram shows a block diagram of the basic functionality of the Single Board Computers 
low level code.
SBC Controller Programme Flow
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C-2 Communication Commands
The following table is a list of the command sequences that are used to talk between the Host and the SBC.
Function C library call SBC command
Receive Motor Positions MotorSenseQ z z z c
Initialisation Motor MotorInit() ZZZD
Update the motors UpdateMotors() ZZZG
Set Origin Position SpeciallnitO ZZZH
Return to Origin Position OriginPosition() ZZZR
Table C .l Low level host to SBC commands
C-3 Boot-Strapping Procedure
(i) Turn on motor controllers (White plugs).(ii) Turn on other power points.(iii) Turn on robot power supplies.(iv) Turn on SBC + Terminal.(v) Type F7 on Terminal.(vi) Type DownLoad.sh on Host (Allow 20 seconds for downloading).(vii) Type F8 on Terminal.(viii) Robot will initialize.(ix) On completion robot is ready.
A p p en d ix D
O p t i c a l  S p e c i f i c a t i o n s  
D - l  Cam era Specifications
Type:
No. of effective pixels:
Pick-up area:
Sync Input:
Horizontal resolution:
D-2 Lens Specifications
Type:
Focal Length 
Max. Aperture 
Filter Size 
End-End Time
Min. Object Distance
Motors
Auto Iris
Current Consumption 
Zoom Running/Max 
Focus Running/Max 
Iris Running/Max
JVC TK-900E Colour CCD Cameras.
500 (H) x 582 (V)
4.6mm (V) x 6 .2  (H) mm
Composite video signal lVp-p, 75 ohms terminated 
(or black burst signal (BB)) BNC connector 
320 TV lines
ERNITEC M12Z6 MK2 Lens
12.5 - 75mm
F1.2
M55x 0.75
Zoom 6.0 sec 
Focus 7.0 sec 
Iris 2.5 sec
Auto Iris 2.5 -10.0 sec 
lm
6V or 1 2  VDC 
8 - 18 VDC
25/60 mA 
25/90 mA 
25/40 mA
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